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FOREWORD

The report is presented in three volumes. Volume I introduces the
study; explains its purposes and methods; presents a cross-case analysis
of ethnographies on five racial/ethnic groups; reports on a questionnaire
survey which builds on the ethnographies; and offers overall conclusions
and implications for improved practice and future research. Volume II

consists of the complete ethnographies of the five,.groups studied.
Volume III, "A Practitioners' Guide For Achieving Equity In Multicultural
Schools" summarizes the study findings, and presents a step-by-step p.-ocess.
for multicultural school improvement.

Because thii effort builds on prior work, it is not possible,to
adequately acknowledge here the many:individuals who contributed indirectly
to the study. Nevertheless, we wigh to recognize those who participated
directly, and identify their special contributiOn beyond the' shared team
effort. John D. Herzog (Co-Principal Investigator) directed the ethnographic
study, supervised field staff, edited-the fieldworkers' case writeups,
and is the author of the introduction to the ethnographies' and the cross
case analysis. Herbert J. Walberg (Co-Principal Investigator) conducted
the survey data analyses with.myself (Principal Investigator and. Study
Director) and Mary Hyde (Programmer), and he co-authored the survey report
with me.' I also wrote the Introduction and Conclusion to Volume 1, and
the Practitioners' Guide (Volume III). Sarah L. Lightfoot (Co-Principal
Investigator) participated in,critical conceptual, methodological, and
interpretiKuhases Ofithe study. Marjorie H. O'Reilly (Survey Coordinator).
managed the survey questionnaire administration and data feedback to
'the parerCipating schools. Marjorie K. Madoff administered the pilot
testing of the survey questionnaire, and participated.,in its development.
-The fieldstaff for the ethnographic component, and the subjects of their
case writeups are: Karen and Lester Holtzblatt, Jewish-American; Margaret
McDonough and Pierce Butler, Irigh-American; Seda Yaghoubian and Ara
Ghazarians, Armenian-American; Nancy Marshall and Mark Handler,. Portuguese-
American; and V. Mithael McKenzie, West-Indian-American. And, last but
-not least, Joni Herson who.typed the report and helped to coordinate
the entire effort.

Special recognition and thanks are also extended to the many school
personnel, students, and parents who participated in the study, and to'
Michael Cohen (NIE Project Officer) for his kind assistance and encouragement.
Although this was a group effort with.individual specialities, I take
full responsibility for any errors or misinterpretations of the complete
study, beyond the sections of the report which I personally authored
and edited.

William J. Genova
Principal Investigator and

Study Director



Abstract

This two-year study which began in August, 1979, was undertaken
to explore,how school and home "climates" might possibly. interact to
affect the learning and behavior of students of diverse racial/ethnic,
national origin, gender, and socioeconomic backgrounds. School climate
and home.climate refer here to such psychological/social factors as the
extent of involvement, expressiveness, goal direction, challenge, and
order, which characterize suCh environments. Prior research has documented
separate school climate and home climate effects on student learning .

and behavior. In this study the investigators set out to explore possible
interaction effects--,congruities and incongruities between,such school
climate and home climate factors, which may stimulate or frustrate learning
and acceptable/productive behaviors in the school setting. The study
included ethnographies of five racial/ethnic groups of seventh graders
(14 = 63) in fiiie different communities, and a questionnaire survey of
1,290 seventh and eighth grade students in six racially/ethnically mixed
middle schools in five different coMmunities.

The major findings of the study are:

1.. InequitY in school outcomes is cOnfirmed--there are significant
differences among racial/ethnic (and class and gender) groups
in the sample in days absent, (standardized) reading achievement,
grade point averages, and teacher academic and social ratings
(but not in suspensions).

2. Some schools are more equitable than other schools--many of
the school outcome levels for particular radial/ethnic (and class
and gender) grOups vary significantly, as do their ratings of
their school climates, according to which school they attend.

3. Schools vary more than homes--adolescents who identify with
particular racial/ethnic groups describe their home climates
with striking similarity, yet markedly differently from other
racial/ethnic groups. Incontrastv.students fromthe same racial/
ethnic groups who ,attend different schools in differentdommunities
characterize their school climates quite differently. By socio-
economic c s and gender groups, students' ratings of their
school climtary much more than their ratings of their home
climates.

4. Schools and homes both affect school outcome--the statistical
. significance and magnitude of the correlations are highest for
independent home-climite and school-climate effects on sChool
outcomes for all students, irrespective of racial/ethnic, socio-
economic class, or gender groups.

5. Home-school discrepancies affect school outcomes--for particular
racial/ethnic groups who 'rate their school,climates higher than
their home climates on7specific variables, such "discrepaficies"
are correlated with positive school outcomes (e.g., lower absence
and higher achievement) in 73% of such cases. For the remaining
27% of the discrepancies, negative school outcomes,emerge
(d\g., higher absence,, low achievement) when the school is
rated higher than.the home. Though significant, theie correlates
are modest and varied, showing few meaningful patterns for any
parti ular sub-group across schools.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. ,:Purpose and Background

. Multicultural Schooling

This study, is concerned with multicnitural schooling--with teaching,

learning, and social development in schools which serve students from

varying racial/ethnic and national origin backgrounds. Historically, the

democratic ideal of equal educational opportunity or equal educational attain-

ment for all groups regardless of their racial/ethnic and national origin

background has remained more aspiration than fact. Despite apparent gains

in equity in America especially in the past two decades, differential edu-

cational attainment remains between many minority and majority groups.

Such differential school success ls self-perpetuating, especially as it

often leads to its companion. in inequity--poverty.

Many reasons have been put forth to explain this pervasive and

continuing inequity. Some have argued that inequity is structured into

the very fabric of industrialized competitive societies, and that schdols

serve merely to sort, label, and credential students for the marketplace

according to existing differences, i.e., to perpetuate inequity(Jencks,

et al., 1972). Others view minority/poor students as ihherently deficient

or inferior,, thus making &pessimistic or fatalistic appraisal of their

chances of success even with school reform (Miller, 1978).

This study is rooted in a cultural differences perspective--a

view that differential school success is best explained by differencei-in

language, customs, values, norms, and attitudes which are characteristically

associated with certain racial/ethnic, national origin, socioeconomic and

,gender groupings. For example', Lesser et al. (1964), and Stodolsky and
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Lesser (1967) found distinct patterni of mental abilities associated with

ethnic group membership, independent of social class. ,In his replication.

of Lesser's studies, Marjoribanks (1974) confirmed these findings, and added

that different ethnic groups foster the.development of different patterns

of home environmental factors related to different ethnic patterns of mental

abilities.

Several investigators have reviewed research that suggests a relation-

ship between a student's cultural background, and differences in learning

and thinking styles (Ramirez, 1974; Lesser, 1976; Dixon, 1977; Weinberg,

1977). In a report'of the U.S. Commission on ,Civil Rights (1976), the signi-

ficantly higher school dropout rate of Puerto Ricen students is partly attributed

to the American schools unresponsiveness to their cultural background.

_ .

Espinoza (1971) and Laosa (1977) give examples of specific confli-Ots between

Mexican-American students and Anglo teachers, in classroom situations related

to school failure. Hepner (1971) shows how value conflicti between Mexican-

American boys, and the American school, contribute to a pattern of underachieVement:

Matluck (1978) explains how linguisiic and cultural differences between

students and teachers interact to produce communication,problems, Which

in turn affect student actlievement and socialization.

There is a rather.large body of literature on discrepancies between

the needs and characteristics of variOus racial and ethnic minority groups,

such as language differences, and teaching and learning in schools that

73
emphasize the dominant culture. In his review of the literature on the

performance of Spanish-speaking students, Brussell (1968), concludes that'

paper-and-pencil test scores,are directly related to the extent to which

the student is socialized to the English-speaking classroom. Filmore (1978)

calls attention to the difficulties pkesented to students where there is



a mismatch between languages and cultures and between stadent and teacher.

Goetz (1978) attributes different male/female ability and school

.achievement'problems (e.g., as in mathematics and science) to differences

in sex-role cultures'in educational settings. Stoll (1974) describes how

school achievement is affected ,by different value orientations toward certain

subjects or school achievement in general held by males and females in our

society.
D

It is important to note, however, that despite such differences,
4

many people from varying backgrounds share at least a common faith in sc

ing as a route to "success," however defines. According to Boocock (1 2):

The empirical evidence has indicated that there,is relatively
little difference among families in their valuation of achieve-
ment. Most children and their parents value success and recognize
formal education as an important ingredient. What differs, is
the degree to which a general yearning is translated into a work-
able set of life goals and strategies for reaching them. Parents
of Sthool achievers not only expect more and Communicate this

.
to their children, but they also teach them the behavior needed
t$fulfill their expectations. In sum, what children who fail
to 'make it' in school lack is role-playing sk111, not the desire
to succeed and because they do not know how to play the role of
student, they are less likely to do the things that will lead
to success (p. 76).

This view is supported by Lewis (1970), who describes an especially
*

debilitating incongruity between the typically high aspirations of economically

poor parents for their children and their frequent inability to provide

models of achievement-producing behavior for their children.

Such contrasts between aspirations and the family's abilities to

assist offspring in achieving them have been especially well-documented .in

studies of the school behavior of Native American children by Dumont and

Wax (1969), Wax (1967), King (1967), and Wolcott (1967), for example. Ogbu

(1978) suggests that a similar dynamic occ rs- in the schooling careers'of

children from varying other ethnic groups. .However, where parallel aspirations

3



and instrumental capabilities are better masked, a higher level of school

performance by children is attained. This is documented in case studies

of the Amish (Horteller and Huntington, 1971), rural France (Wylie, 1957),

and suburban Toronto (Seeley, et al., 1956), among others.

. The Role of Achool and Hone "Climates"

Schools tend to reflect the values, norms, and attitudes of the main-

stream culture. In American schools, the mainstream culture has largely reflected

& .

the white, middle-class, Protestant work ethic--emphasizing, for example, self-

control, subordinatior to authority, work achievement, punctuality, and order.

Students from differentracial and ethnic groups come from homes that may or

may not stress these norms. Thus, culture and language differences between

predominantly Anglo school staff, and Italian, Chicano, Puerto Rican, Portuguese,

Asian, Indian, black and other racial/ethnic groups, -can establish certain.dis-
y

crepancies between the home and the school with largely unexplored consequences.

This two-yeai study which began in Auglist, 1979, was undertaken

to explore how school and home "climates" might possibly interact to affect,

the learning-and behavior of stu ts,of diverse racial/ethnic, national

origin, gender, and socioecono ic backgrounds. By school climate and hone

climate we refer to such Psychological/social factors as ihe extent of involve-

.ment, expressiveness, goal direction, challenge, and,order, which characterize

such environments: Prior research has documented separate school cliMhte

and home climate effects on student learning and behavior (Tricket and Moss,

1968; Walberg and Marjoribanks, 1974; Brookover and Schneider, 1975; Genova

and Wa1ber4, 1977; Brookover, et al., 1978; Miller, 1978, Moos and Moos,

1978). In this study we set out to explore poaeible interaction effects--

congruities and incongruities between suCh school climate and home climate

factors, which may stimulate or frustrate learning and acceptable/productive



behaViors in the school setiing.

School and home climates show wide variation in such "factors,

for example in the extent to which school and family members:

. are involved (engaged, participate, included)
or home activities;

express (give,-shcw, demonstrate) their ideas
and.feelings;

. are given direction (guided) by certain goals
intentions, aspirations):

are challenged (aroused, provoked, motivated)
effort and high accomplishment; and

in scho

, opinions,

(purposes,

to high

. conduct their affairs in an orderlyjorganized, structured,
,disciplined) manner.

For students whose school and home climates both show similar patterns regarding \
0

the same factors (e.g., high school and home involvethbnt, ready expression

in school and home, etc.), their school and home climates are described

here is congruent (coinciding, in agreement, alike). For students whose:,

school and home climates are different (e.g., high school involvement and

expressivenessaow home involvement and expressiveness, etC.), their school

and home climates are described as incongruent (at variance, conflicting,

different).

Little is known concerning which congruities and incongruities

between school and home environments mightcpromote, and which,might be counter-

productive, to student learning and behavior. Lightfoot (1978) calls attention

to kbias in educational-literature through which,general school-home incon-

gruities are depicted mostly in negat ive terms. She argues that in general,

some congruities between home and school are destructive, while other differences

are constructive.
0

Dissonance between family and school, therefore, is not only in-
evitable in a changing society; it also helps to make children
more malleable and responsible to a changing world. By the same
token, one could say that absolute homogeneity between family
and school would reflect a static, authoritarian-society and dis-

courage creative, adaptive development in children (p. 39).

10



It is critical, therefore, that we distinguish between creative
conflict and neg tive dissonance between family and school. The
former is inevitab e in changing society and adaptive to the develop-
ment and socializat n of children. The latter is dysfunctional

. to child growth and a ulturation and degrading to families, communi-
ties, and culture. HEdu tional practitioners, who are daily engaged
in trying_to shape and cl rify their relationship with parents
and community, must especi lly learn to discern the positive and
negative faces of conflici Teachers and 'administrators must
recognize that differences and discontinuities between hone and
school are no:: necessarily signs of hostility and threat, but
rather are potentially constructive for:the teaching and learning
process. Both teachers and pirents, therefore, should be socialized
to anticipate and tolerate a level of creative tension, differences,
perspectives, and opposing value systems qn3. 40-41!.

. What Is A Multicultural School Climate?

Operating from assumptions of culture deprivation, some schools

simply place the burderi on students of different cultural and language groups

to conform (adept, assimilate) to the mainstream culture, as reflected in

predominantly "Anglo" school climates. Other schools have emphasized cultural

and language differences. PrograMs stressing black language and black studies, 0

for example, aim at highlighting and reinforcing those differences. Recent

emphasis has been placed on imaticultural approaches where schools emphasize

the positive elements of backgrouni ae welt as mainstream culture.

Multicultural and bilingual pro7grams have proliferated in schools
,

in the last decade. Such programs have shown wide variation, and have been

-associated with continued controversli Miller (1978) concludes:

The problems with the full-scale bilingual-bicultUral school are
obvious. It is possible that in a given district a respectable
number of English-speaking parents would approve even enthusi-
astically of their children leaiming Spaniah, but how many would be
interested in having them acquire a working knowledge of Tagalog (p. 167)

However, what is a school to do that haa several, or a dozen, different

4.

! racial, ethnic, and linguistic groups? Overemphasis of cultural differences

tends to reinforce isolation and inequity within the mainstream society.

Simply ignoring or denigrating cultural differences fosters an insensitivity

that denies cultural identity and continuity. To construct a more defini-

tive conception of multicultural 'clucation, however, we need to know

6
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more precisely the possible consequences of congruities and incOngruities

between home and school environments, on students of varying race/ethnicity,
a

national origin, class), and gender groups.

Impetus to this study came largely from previous work on school

climate by the principal investigator and his colleagues, especially in

their Work with multi-racial/ethnic schools. One example concerns.their

study of a state-sponsored, experimental, integrated city school (GenoVa

and Thomas, 1976). White middle class students were bused to the racially

mixed sChool from surrounding suburbs. The e:hool stressed the study of minority

cultures in an "open" educatiOn environment. While demonstrating mnderately

high affective and interpersonal learning, approximately two-thirdr, ot atct

predominantly lower clads, black students regressed in cognitive learning

(as compared to peers in the surrounding city public school). For these

students, the required skil/s, strategies, and discipline for academic,attain-

ment were not fostered in that school environment. The white middle class

students fared better in academic achievement, apparently because of greater

congruity between "open" education and the independence.and self-discipline

fostered in many white, middle class homes. This notion is supported by

investigators such as Rist (1973), who have described the often inadvertently

destructive.effects of trying to impose an "open," middle class environment

on lower class students. The contrAst of this envirorment with a more "strict"

hote environment may establIsh conflicts such as passivity verSus initiative,

withdrawal .versus'work and achievement, and subordination to authority versus
-

sensitive coping and influence.

In work currently in progress, Genova is studying the climate

of a large urban high schtol with wide variation in student racial and ethnic

7
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composition (the city has twenty-one different racial and ethnic groups).

The student ratings of thirteen school climate factors
I

show wide variations

according to the students' home language and gender. For example, students

from homes where PortugueSe is the predominant language rate most of mil*

thirteen climate factors higher than the other home-linguistic minorities

'in that school. Conversely, students from homes where French/Haitian is

the predominant language rate most of\our climate factors low. In

X
addition, these Portuguese students repOit significantly higher course marks

than the French/Haitian students. Moreover, the Portuguese student population

is the largest linguistic minority in the school; the French/Haitian population

is one of the smallest linguistic minorities in the school. These results

lead us to speculate about whether the predominantlAng 'teachers in this

school create merely a bi-cultural climate that is more dongruent with the

larger sized Portuguese group.

Other findings tend to refute this rather simple-minded logic,

however. Students from homes where Chinese is the predominant language

give average to low ratings to the school on several climate factors. For

example,their rating of the degree of "Order" in the school is the lowest

of any group. They are also a relatively small minority in the school,

-yet their reported achievement is high. Likewise, females rate several

school climate factors lower than males, yet females'report significantly

higher course marks than male students in the school. The lower ratings

1
These factors are: Community, Accessibility and Receptivity, Involvement,
Equal Treatment, Groupings, Learning Orientation, Expressiveness, Goal
Direction, Challenge, Dealing With'Problems, Order, Options, Influence
Distribution (see Appendix A for a definition of these factors). They

were derived from studieCof environmental factors of various types or .

organizationso in which the factors'cluster around three common dimensions:
relationships,(a'tfect), task (productivity), and organization (structure).

a

13



by female tudents for "Equal Treatment" and "Influence Distribution" suggest

that some sex bias exists toward females. Yet, female students in this

school report significantly higher coArse marks than male students! Futhermore,

closer examination of the data showi different and complex patterns of specific

climate factor ratings, and climate.correlates, by students of different

racial, ethnic, class, andlenderhackgrounds.

Results such as these suggest that simple, direct relationships'

between school climate.factors and education outcomes are not readily evident,

especially as they concern SPecific racial and ethnic groups, socioeconomic

strata, and males and females. As documented earlier, indePendent school

climate and home climate effects have been demonstrated. Ihus,.the next

logical step in our research appeared to be.a study of what we expected

to be rather complex interactions betWeen combinations of these

factors--specific school climate factors; speciffC home climate factors;

student xace, ethnicity, class, and gender--and school success. we further

reasoned that an effective, multicultural school climate would involve prim-

arily productive congruities and incongruities between school and home clim4tes,

irrespective of student race/ethnicity, class, and gender.

B. Study Design and Methodology

The study design and methodology axe only briefly described here,

as more extensive treatments are given in Sections II and III which report

. on the ethnographic and survey components of the study design, respectively.

What follows is a brief description of these components to explain how we

,

approamed our seardn for an effective, multicultural school climate, as

developed in the preceding section.

. Ethnographic Component

In the first phase of the study we assigned.five male/female

9
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fieldworker teams to five (similgr) racial/ethnic student groups--Armenian,

Irish, Jewish, Portuguese, and West-Indian. The fieldworkers recruited

male and female, seventh grade students to interview and observe, from

four schools in four different communities whickagreed to cooperate. Jewish

students were recruited through a synagogue, as the two school systems approached

were unwilling to "single out" any particular group of students for study.

The fieldworkers were given two major tadks. First, they were

to partidipate in the development of a home climate questionnaire based

on their understanding how their student-subjects characterize their homes.

To focus their work we reviewed with them our already developed school climate

questionnaire, which we hoped to parallel in the home climate questionnaire.

Their second task was to write up ethnographies for their respective groups--

case descriptions and analysis of how seventh graders of particular racial/

ethnic and class backgrounds and genders, view the influence of their home

.climates, particularly, on their school succeis (see Section II, p. 12, for

a detailed report on this component).

Survey Component

Half way through the ethnographic study we developed a 147 item,

15 page questionnaire which includes sections on student background informa-

tion, school climate, and home climate factors (see Appendix A, p.106).

It was pilot tested and refined with 155'students, based on their (the students)

suggestions and through statistical analyses of the results. We then admini-

stered the questionnaire to all seventh and eighth grade students in six,

racial/ethnically mixed middle schools in five different comuunities (N =

1,290 students). An analysis and interpretation of the results of this

survey is given in Section III, page 60. An overall interpretation of the

finding's from both the survey and ethnographic components are given in Section

rv, page 94.
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Approach and Sensitiviti

Before turning to the ethnographic and survey,components of the study,

We would like to emphasize several aspects of our approach and sensitivities.

First, as interventionists our focus is on school imprOvement, not

on home improvement (which we leave to others who are more comfortable witlithe

issues involved in home intervention). Our study of home climate is simply

to better understand the range, variety, and commonality of this important

student background dimension, so that we may in turn better understand how

schools might respond moreADroductively to such 'variation.

Second, we believe that schools should respond to individual needs,

and that studies of group differences (e.g., race/ethnicity, class, and gender)

run the risks of stereotyping and value-laden comparisons. We have tried

to avoid these common pitfalls, and perhaps not always successfully. We have

undertaken this inherent risk because we alsO believe that a better (unprejudiced)

understanding of group differences can.help us to better understand, and to
*

develop straieaies for dealing with, individual differences. Our view of

effective multicultural schooling is where individual differences are recognized, .

valued,.and treated with equity.

third, the treatment of home/school discrepancies and school outcomes

is highly exploratory and speculative--it is not prescriptive.. The' evidence

uncovered regarding home/school,climate discrepancies.tied to school.outcomes

requires replication. In Volume ///, "A Practitioners' Guide For Achieving

Equity In Multiculturtl Schools," our prescription follows mare established

research and practice. It emphasizes general school climate improvement for

all students, but includes a procedure for identifying,kossible.differential

(inequitablial-ef,-!s-on any'student sUbgroups within the sChool.
"-s

With t4ese caveats in mind, we now turn to the ethnographic, component

of the study.

11



II. CROSS-CASE ANALYSIS

A. Introduction

The plan of this chapter is straightforward. First, we summarize

the ethnographies appearing in Volume Two of the report, organizing the

-..;

material under the three domains (Organization, Relationships, Personal

§

Developmentl and thirteen variables of the Home Climate Questionnaire (HCQ).

Thus, how the Jewish-American, Irish-American, etc., youths perceive their

homes in terms of the "Structure" variable of the Organization domain appears

first in the summary section of this chat)ter. We proceed next to "Influence,"

then to "Dealing With Problems" etc., through the thirteen variables. Ip

.the discussion of each variable, data from the study of Jewish-American

-

youths appear first, since the fieldwork with this group was most extensive

and the results of it are most thoroughly presented. The other groups are

discussed in standard order throughout, according to the completeness of

fieldwork and writing about them: Irish-American, Armenian-American, Portuguese-
.

American, West Indian-American. Conclusions about the Portuguese and West

Indian teenagers are the most tentative, among the five groups studied.

Seccind, at the end of the discussions of the variables within

each domain, we make predictions of how the adolescents whom we studied,

and others similar to them, would be likely to answer the HCQ if it were

administered to them in its present form. These are predictions of.central

tendencies, and should-not be interpreted as implying an abnormally high

degree of uniformity of perceptions among the youngsters of these or any

other ethnic groups. The predictions are essentially capsulizations of

the summaries of perceptions by HCQ variables that comprise the bulk of

this chapter. Unfortunately, only an uneven minority of the teenagers in the

ethnographic study completed the HCQ, because it did not exist in final form until

12 P
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the fieldworkers had mostly broken off contact with the youths.

Third, at the end of the discussion of the variables within each

domain we also offer a series of fairly explicit suggestions of how teachers

and school administrators might reconstruct the climate of a school or class-

room so as to stimulate groups.of children similar to those in'this study

to greater educational productivity. A limited discrepancy model undergirds

these suggestions: we assuis that children learn most when they are asked

to make sense of modest cogfiitive and emotional,, disparities in their environments,

as predicated in the original proposal. We the efore do not suggest'strategies

for making home and school environments completey isomorphic, as most analysts

of home-school relationships do, nor do we suggest revisions of the school

climate that woU14eXaggerate differencei between it and home climate for

children of a particular ethnic background. Moderat\contrasts are our

goal.

We reiterate!here our position that the summaries, predictions,

afid suggestions of this chapter apply'only to youths from each ethnic group

who were involved in this study; and to others similar to them. We do not

claim that our findings are necessarilir true for all Armenian-American:seventh

graders in the United States, for example, although we suspect that they
- \

have some versimilitude for them. We Iso remind the reader that .the data

on the five groups differ in terms of depth, breadth,.and the thoroughneas

with which they have been analyzed and written up. Specifically, inkormation

on Irish-American and West Indian-American girls is very sparse in the ethno-

graphies; the sample of Portuguese-American boys and girls is unfortunately

small; and ndt all of the material on the West Indian-American boys was

available when this cross-case analysis was being written. These circumstances

are more fully explained elsewhere in this repprt.

13
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Throughout the summaries, predictions, and suggestions of this

chapter we avoid, direct comparisons among the five ethnic groups studied.

We feel that explicit contrasts of this sort might be interpreted as disparaging

of one or more of the group's. Further, coasideration of how inforinion

about the home climate of each group might be used to improve the scho

performance of youngsters from, that group is likely to be more productive

than making comparisons.

-It Should alsO he remeMbered that the:ethnographieS are basically

the fieldworkers' codifications of how the separate sets of teenagers perceive_

their families and homes, fleshed out by parents' perceptions and occasional

observations by the fieldworkers. The ethnographies should not be. read

as "objective" (i.e., etic) descriptions of how the families function from

a dispassionate outsider's perspective.

In our view, the five ethnographic reports include& in Volume

Two of .this report demonstrate that the adolescents (and parents)_ studied

in each community perceive their home environments in similar ways, and

'that Modal perceptions of ha:le Climates differ systematically from ethnic

group to ethnic group. These inter-community contrasts are dramatic, both

generally and with respect to participants' depictions of their homes along

the thirteen dimensions of the Home Climate Questionnaire. They provide

indirect support for two of the original hypotheses of the study: that youths

from various ethnic groups will differ both in their perceptions of their

homes and in their measured school performance.
_
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B. Organization Domain

This Domain includes the adolescent's perceptions and feelings

about'how the family operates and functions to maintain itself, with

respect to internal dynamics and also in relation to the outside

world. Variables classified under Organization are StructUre, In-

fluence Distribution, Dealing with Problems, and External Relations.

1. Structure

In developing questions for the: HCQ and in analyzing field-

notes, Structure was defined as the degree to which the child sees

parents as attempting to direct and influence the child's behavior;

the strength.of he child's perceptions that rules and standards

exiit for the behaltior of family members; and the child's estimate

--
of the emphasis ib- the family on obedience, control, and discipline,

,

vs: responsibility and autonomy.

The ethnography of the Jewish-American seventh-graders in',

Westville demonstrates that these youngsters perceive a clear frame-

work of rules and shorter range "decisions" as prevailing in their

homes and as affecting their behavior. These rules appedr to the ,

children to be generally equitable andrintended to benefit them, but

alSo as negotiable with the parent's and thus condtantly.evolfving,'in

the direction of greater flexibility and responsibility for the teen-
.

agers. A great deal of energy is invested in this negotiating! but -

obedience and control are fTt major issues in the families, since

.discussion of rules and the outcomes thereof are evident to all.

These.seventh-graders, especially the boys, report doing few

chores and routine Work around the house; they regard such assignments

as unjustified. Their mothers accept maintenance of the household

15
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economy as their responsibility, in which allocation they are tacitly

joined bY the fathers. The teenagers appear to classify "chores" as

remnants from the days of greater dependence earlier in their lives,

which they are trying to leave behind-with the support of their parents.

These Jewish adolescents live busy, demanding schedules,

especially during the school year, in which parents play important

facilitating roles by providing transportation, financing, reminding,

and encouragement. Ea6h child participates in his/her own mix Of

Hebrew School, lessons, sports, parties, hobbies, family visits, etc.

-

The children look forward to.school vacations but are rapidly frustrted*

by the "free time" that occurs therein. Parents and youths collaborate

.to Structure such time, particularly in the summer, when many attend

overnight.camp. The children prefer camps in.which the schedule of

activities is determined in advance by the staff, rather than daily

by the campers' choices.

Both boys and girls in this group are allowed to roam their

suburban, Middle class neighborhood, on foot or bicycle, without

restriction, aS long as they ,stay within an area bounded by several

majd highways. To go beyond,,both permission and transportation

by parents are required and fairly easily arranged. The times that

the children may be out ot the house, on their own, are clearly de-'

marcated in each family's system of rules, particularly those for

being home'in the evening.
1.

The Irish-American teenagers in Rumfield, mostly boys in

this s le, also perceive a ciear framework of rules and expectations

ourating in their homes. These rules are understood but rarely dis-

cussed, by them d fellow household members) they exist and change

16



slowly in application to themselves, but not.as the result of nego-

tiation and deliberate evolution. These boys (and girls) accept the

legitimacy of their parents' decisions. However, for a few obediencef'
V-

and control by parents are becoming issues, dealt with mainly by

evasive tactics and rarely through discussion.

Chores and work around trie house do not appear to be topics

of concern to these children;, most of the mothers singlehandedly main-

tain the homes, with little help from anyone else. The Irish teenagers

have Unstructured after-school and vacation schedules, in general,

although many boys play on organized sports teams. Otherwise, their

free time is low-key, non-goal-directed, and much-enjoyed byall of ,

them; it is mostly expended in the neighborhood and at home. Both

mothers and fathers attend and support avidllk their sons' sports

activities, but few are seen to encourage and fadilitate their children's

involvement in other organized enterprizes.

The children are allowed to move through their Rumfield

neitghborhood without restriction, as long as they are at home by des-

ignated hours: They perceive other neighborhoods in both Rumfield and

Boston proper as dangerous and hostile, and report few instances of

being taken by parents to sites outside their familiar turf.

Rules and regulations in the Armenian-American homes of

Rivertown are well-known to the children Who live in them. Control

by and obedience to the parents is assumed, and little discussion of

the rules occurs. The children regard their parents' regulations as

well-intentioned but often excessively "traditional". (It should be

remembered that all qf the parents and moth of the-children are foreign-

born.) Although rules are seldom discussed in these hOuseholds, it

17
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appears that they are articulated (i.e., _verbally repeated) more often

than is the case in the Irish-American homes.

All members of the Armenian families, including the teenagers,

per orm chores regularly. These are assigned in part according to

tradional sex role definitions, and their legitimacy is not questioned

by the youngsters, The youngsters maintain a busy out-of-school schedule,
,

for the'most pari: They engage in athletics, lessons (e.g., ballet),

and Armenian cultural activities analogous to the involvements of the

Jewish-American children. In addition, various of them have part-

time jobs or assist in their parents' businesses, in assuming which

tasks they sense parental approval. Many of.the non-economic activities

(e.g., sports, lessons) seem moreiself-initiated and self-monitored.

They need not depend on adults for transportation to and from such

involvements.

The Axmenian-American boys are free to explore their neig10-

borhood and perhaps-beyond, and do not seem to attribute great danger

to surrounding districts. Girls Claim to spend more time at home,

performing the somewhat more numerous chores they are assigned. Both

boys and girls'adhere to clearly established deadlines for being home

after school ind in the evening.

The Portuguese-American adolescents interviewed seem to share

the belief that their 'parents demand respect and obedience from them,

-

above ill else. Most of them see their parents as traditional and

strict, inviting little discuspion of the rules through which the

household operates. In these homes, girls typically have more chores

than boys, whose contributions are expected to be financial, when they

are somewhat older. Many of these students especially the girls,

18-
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are required to be at home outside school hours, helping around the

house, doing schoolwork, or simply staying off the streets of Hillside;

organized activities such as lessons, hobbies, and even Po::tuguese

cultural and religious events are infrequent.. Some of the boys are

allowed to spend time with friends, outside the house, during non-

school hours. Mauy of these.youngsters' social worlds are bounded by

the street or block on which they live, supplemented by visits with

parents to the homes of relatives elsewhere in Hillside and other

.towns; girls, especially, are imbressed with the idea that the world

beyond the home is dangerous.

The West Indian-American boys perceive their parents to have high

standards and high expectations for them as compared to the parents of

peers of other backgrounds whoth they know. However, many (hit not all)

of the boys find it relatively easy to evade or ignore their parents'

regulations. TheY do,little work around the house for their parents.,

and are involved in few organized and recurrent activities, such as

teams and hobbies, outside the school. Much of their free time is spent

informally at the neighborhood center and in minor, occasionally illici

escapades in their neighborhood of Central City.

Influence Distribution

Influence Distribution was defined fdr this study as the child's
r

perCeption of the power or "agency" exereised by individtial, members of

the familY, within rules established by parents and applied' to speci;fic

A issues as they arise; as the degree to which individual family members

seem to be-We to affect family affairs.

The Jewish boys and girls sense themselves as involved in

a joint effort with their parents to increase the youngsters' freedom

19
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by demonstrations of the youngsters' reliability andresponsibility

in activities of increasing complexity and aignificance. This'"agenda"

includes pressure by the teenagers on-the parents to allow them greater

privileges and freedom, through argument and citation of examples of

reliable behavior. In general, they perceive themselves is able to

_-

influence their parents in directions they deem desirable. At the

same,time, they regard their parents as appropriate and final arbiters

of their requests; the children do not always get whit they want, but

they believe that their parents are wiser than they ire about the ways of

the world.

.1

.

One of the ways in which parents maintain their credibility

as rule-makers is deliberate "inyolvement" of themselves in many of the

activities of their children. They do.this by occupying the same

settings as their children as often as possible; by planning and

carrying out family excursions and other joint activities; and by

serving as instigators and responders in conversations with the

children on a wide range of topics. Some of the children also collab-

orate willingly with'their parents in special work projects around

the house.and.yard, which contrasts with their resistahce.to chores

and taiks assigned to them for independent completion. To the extent

that parents seem in these ways,authentically and sensitively."involved"

.in their children's lives, they are perceived by the children as both

accessible and amenable to being influenced/by them.

These Jewish seventh-graders perceive their mothers anA

fathers as essentially equal, albeit complementary, in terms of decision-

making in and for the family. Certainly fathers do not dominate mothers

20
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;

in these homes, althou4h day-tbdaydomestic matters are the women's'

to discharge,,with the men excused. The children appeal to mOther,

-father, or'both'in their attempts to change rules or gain opportunities

to demonstrate-competence. Sometimes they follow rather complex

strategies ok persuasion, moving from one parent to the other.

IrishAmerican youngsters in our samlarcrke li/4.tle effort
4

to discuss and change the family situation, including the prevailing

rules. They do not actively work towards independence; its achieve-

meht will occur inevitably, some time in the future. Some are restive,

attempting to.evade parentlal regulations when possible, and occasionally

showing signs of defiance. 'They express no notion Ih Zi. parents' de-

cisions are alterable in any major way by actions that they, the

children, can take. As mentioned above, the rules governing the

household are largely implicit and thus not easily pinned down for

discussion.

These students perceive their parents asscaring for them,

but in distant, uninvolved way. Only a few of the parents try to

scructure their own and the family's'schedules so as to be able to "do

fhings" together ahd talk with their children in a relaxed and non-

instrumental atmosphere. Parents' attendance at their song' athletic

events is.the most common type of parental'involvement in these Rumfield

families. -

There is also little evidence of joint decision-making in

these families. In most, the mother is in charge of events within the

home, the father of representing the family to the outside world. The

ideas and'wishes of children are neither solicited or rejected, in

. either case; they are assumed to be irrelevent by all concerned, in-
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cluding the children. In many homes, the father's dOminance in external

affairs appears to be more symbolic than actual; the children perceive

14Ihet mother as the more influential spouse.

The Armenian -Argericanstperceive their fathers as the most

powerful figures,in their homes. As children, they, do not expect to

influence family decision-making directly, although theyfdo not feel

inhibited about making their opinions known to their parents. Although

influehce is concentrated in e hands of parents and (especially)

fathers in these families, tlie yoyngsters indicate.that physical

puniShment is very seldom used, )

Armenian parents apparently make'few:deliberate efforti too

4 involve themselves in the actilrities and setting's choseq and occupied

:

by their sons ancFdaughters. On the other hand, almost all members of
eq'

.'
eadh Armenian household participate regularly in the multitudinous.

cultural and religious events of the Armenian-American community in

Rivertown. This particip#tion produces a wide range of shared exper-

iences for the members of each household.

Little information on Influence Distribution is available

in the-ettmography-an--the Portiagrete-Americans. AS discussediinder

Structure, E.arents expect respect,and obedience from their children,

but the actual mechanics of decision-making are not$described. Direct

and indirect parental involvement in the yOuth6'. social and recreational

affairs is limited, since in many homes both parents work, and the

caildren participation in such activities is itself slight.

The internal dynamics of the West Indian homes are infre-
.

quenily discussed in the report on that group. The ethnographer indi-

cates that "home life" is an especially private sphere for West Indiads,
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making discussion ok it with the boys especially difficult. The boys

ahd, their parents appear to inhabit mostly separate worlds. When they
.

are at home, the boys move in settings almost .completely controlled

by their parents; outside the home, they run their own affairs,.with

little reference to parents' wishes and'seemingly out of the parents'

realm of:understanding.

Dealing with Problems

This variable was defined for'this study'as the child's

perception of the effectiveness with which the family carries out basic

routines and resolves issues as they arise; his/her perception of

.the outcomes of the family interaction process, as mediated by ita

structure, decision7making style, and quality of its relations with

outsiders.

The Jewish youngsters appear to have faith in the vitality

of the family systemi in which they live. They trust, although they

dci$not always like,-their parents' judgements of their maturity and
\

readiness for-het,/ retponsibilities. They feel listened and responded
v

to by their parepta. -Charges that parents are "old-fashioned"Are made

Most,Of the'yOUnlitvs-regard theii-hbmes as supportive

and harmonious environments in which to grow up. This variable is

not disqussed xtensively in the ethnography on,the J6wish seventh-

graderS, or in-the other ethnographies,

The Irish yonngsters' overall reticence makes it difficult to

conclude much about their appraisals of their families' efficacy in

dealing with problems. They are not accustomed to sharing opinions

,on such matters with outsiders, according,to the etimograplapr.

The Armenian children eipress some,impatience and frusta-

tionVith their parents' "traditional" Modes of structuring the home,
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solving problems, and.dealing with the outside world. The youngsters

feel that they know how more assimilated families deal with problems,

and are annoyed that their kndwledge about such .matters is not sought

4

and used by their parents.

Again, information directly0}Dearing on Dealing with Problems

is not available from the Portuguese informants. However, the adolescents

seem.to regard their families as viable and reliable economic units,'Upon

with they cam depend for sustenance and to which they expect to con

tribute in the not-so-distant future.

Little information on this topic exists in the report.=

the West Indian boys.

E3Mernal Relations

For this study,'this variable was defined as the child's

perdeption of the degree of trust and eate with which family members%.

deal with persons who.are.not family members; the fluency and con-

viviality of relations with outsiders. Data on this subject are

discussed under Relationships: Ethnicity and Religion, (pp. 35-38).

Predictions of Scores on HCQ'Organization Variables

The 'Teceding observations lead us to the following predictions

of how the adolescents in the five samples would describe. their families

,

in the Organization-component o-f the Home Climate Questionnaire (HCQ):

Jewish-American:- medium in-Structdre,Thigh in -Inflnehce

Distribution, high in Dealing with Problems

Irish-American: high in Structure, low in Influence-Distribution,

no prediction in Dealing with Problems

Armenian-American: High in "Structure, low in Influence Distri-

bution, medium in Dealirg with Problems

Portuguese-American-:-mediumito-higtrin-Structure, no prediction in

Influence Distribution, medium in- Dealing

with Problems

West Indian-American: medium in Structure, low in Influence

Distribution, no prediction in Dealing

witli Problems.
24



Extrapolations to the School Setting

We-have applied a limited "discrepancy" model in deriving these

extrapolations. We assume that modest cO'kerests between a child's

perceptions of home climate and school climate stimulate his/her

academiC productivity.

Jewish-American children like those who,participated inithis

research are likely to thrive in-a clearly-structured school'in which

teachers can be convinced to modify rules and requirements according to

the needs and competence of individual students. These youngsters

are accustomed to negotiating with responsive adults.many of the con-

ditions of their lives. They may be frustrated by school personnei

who are complet31y unWilling to negotiate, and,beWildered in a school

that asks them to.establish their own academic goals and rules for

'.behavior- Their teachers should.be purposeful individuals,whp-will
,

.

\

not react defensively to.the youngsters' frequent initiatives. 51114
, /

r,
I

should be accessible to the stUdents for individual conferencei, and
. .

\

.
:

,

..---

evince genuine interest in the students' activities and,p4rsonal
,

opinions.-

In terms of School CliMate Questionnaire (SCQ) variables,
/

predict that Jewish-American-children likeithose in our sample

ill do well in a school that they rate high in order, medium in

ptions and low in Dealing with Problems and Influence Distribution.

Irish-American youths like Aose in the.Rumfield group might

est understand a school in which rules and regulations are clearly

EI\

stabli\shed and seldom discussed or questioned. However, they might

e moye academic progress in a setting in which they are guided

assuilia--evettincreasing responsibility for establishing their own
- -

a ademiC1,goals and norms.for behavior. A'highly.differentiated

c rriculum, and opportunities for individual Modifications of the
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general program, might be confusing to them, but perhaps not if they are

carefully supervised and encouraged in the use of such options. Teachers

need to give students from this group rather Careful instructions for

assignments and projects. They should eXpect little immediate en7

thusiam for one-to-one relationships with the instructor, and arp;-

ticipate that the Children will initially interpret negatively a

teacher's'expressions of intereit in their lives and opinions.

In ,terMs of SCQ variables, we predict that Irish-American

children like those in our sample will respond productively tO a

school that they perceive as ,high in Influence Distribution and Options;

and medium in Order end Dealing With Problems.

Armenian-AmeriCan youths from backgrounds similar to those

of our subjects in Rivertown will be able to achieve wela in a struc-

tured school that mirrors the climate of their homes. However; these

-

youngsters are also capable of operating autánomously in spheres of

their lives not closely supervised by adults. A school in which they

are challenged and guided to apply this Capacity to academic affairs

seems likely to maximize their learning. A Wide range of options in

the schoLpoaawould be supportive of this effort. Teachers, as

authority figures, are likely to receive good and careful work from

,these children. They will expeCt relatively impersonal relationShips

with teachers, preferring to interpret the events of their lives on

. their own.

In ,terms of SCQ variables, we predict that Armenian-American

teenagers like those in our sample will respond productively to a

school that they perceive ag high in Options and Influence Distribu-
r,

We will make fewer predictions about Portuguese-American

youths similar to our Hillside subjects, because we possess limited
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-data-from-a- sm---ali number of respondents of that background. Such

children seem likely to be comfortable in a structured school, with

teachers who are relatively unambiguoUs in their expectations'of them.

They may seem uninterested in conventional:options and extra-curricular

opportunities, since their thinking may be focused on family and job-

oriented matters; the development of unorthodox options may be a

means of stimulating their academic productivity. They may be sus- ,

picious of efforts by teachers to get "close" to them, since adults

in'their out-of-school life seldom approach them in this way, and the

teadhers themselves are likely not to be members of their kinship and

ethnic networks.

In terns of SCQ variables, we predict that Portuguese-American

children like those in our sample will function well in a school they

discern as high in Order and Options, and medium in Dealing With Problems.

'Wt emphasize that these predictions eke extremely tentative, for reasons

already specified. .

We also'propose few extrapolations for youngsters like the _

Central City West_IndianAmerican_boys. Given_tht high expectations

and rigid controls imposed by parents at home, and the relatively

unstructured lives these boys lead outside of hone and school, clear

rules and explicit demands for aCademic productivity seem required in

the sahool. Teachers should hot expect students from this group to

feel comfortable interacting with them, since the boys do not perceive

adults in general as responsive to their needs and wishes; if teachers

can respond quickly,and appropriately to reasonable suggestiont made

may emerge.

a-nozt,produetive affiliation by the latter to the school
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In terms of scs? variables, we predict that West Indian-

Anerican adolescents like those in our eample will respond productively

to a school they perceive as high in Order and Influence Distribution,

and medium in Options. These predictions are also extremely tentative.
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C. Relationships

. This Domain includes the adolescentis perceptions and feelings about

AloW the meMbers of his/her householdget along with and support each other.

Variables included under.Relationships are Cohesiveneness, Involvement,

Communication, Equity and Factions,: and Ethnicity and Religion.

Cohesiveness and Involvement

We will discuss these two variables together. Cohesiveness is

define# here as the child's sense'of.the s wort and affection, and absence

4 of.basic conflict, that prevail aMong famillvmembers. Involvement is,the

child's perception of the frequency and intensity of attivities undertaken

by family members.together. Involvement has alrewly. been partly-explored
c:

under Organization: Influence Distribution, above.

Both children and parents in the Jewish-American families report

deliberate and effective efforts to promote what they call "family feeling"

in their homes. The youngsters in particular, perceive concern and affection

to emanate frOm their.parents, and ate at a "pre-individuated" age when

the sense that they belong to a warm family unit is pleasing to them. They .

have fairly precise ideaa-about occasions when "family---geel-ing-"-----may7be-espeeially

strong (e.g., dinner, outings, certain collaborative work projects), and

criteria,for predicting its occurrence (e.g., no outsiders present, all

members involved and snjoying themselves). Both children and .parents seem

to assume that thelatter will make vigorous efforts to promote the cohesiveness

--yd-the family, especially through involving themselves in many of the activities

of the children, but similar efforts by. the teenagers are not expected/and

do not occur.

Parents deliberately aiivolve -themselves in their children's lives

by doing sports and hobbies with them, facilitating the teenagers' participation,
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in activities via transportation and monitoring the youths' schedules, and

both initiating and responding to opportunities to talk to the youngsters

on a wide tange of subjects. The adolescents, in turn, tarefully appraise-

the sensitivity and quality of their parents' attempts to stay involved ,

IF

with them. Effeotive'involvement by parents ensures and enhances the cohe-

siveness of the family especially from the point of view of the adolescent.

The adolesce9ts do not attempt to involve themselves in the lives

of their parents outside of the416ie; and parents effectively exclude their

youngsters from participating in most of the adult activities they engage

in beyond the homestead: the effort at "involvement" is unidirectional and
/

restricted in range. Parents iIcourage children to know and feel attachment

to members of the extended family, largely through visits on weekends and

holidays.

The /rish-American children.perceive their parents as supportive,

and concerned about them, but not demonstrative in their expressions of

affection. The childrefi, in turn, express respect, but articulate little

affection, for their parents. Occasions when something like "family feeling"

- ni-thoo&-young4Wters-mqN1cti---

for example, that family outings will inevitably be boring. Parents only

occasionally involve themselves in their children's lived (e.g., attending

boys' sports contests), and their activities outside the home are very vaguely

comprehended by the children. The fieldworker suspected that considerable

disharmony exists in many of these homes, althougkit was directly discussed

by none of the children. Interaction with extended kin is sporadic and

not strongly promoted by the parents.

Delibee efforts to promote cohesiveness were not reported by'EV---

Armenian-American-youths, either, but instances of enjoyable shared activity
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. were frequently cited. In particular, members of these families work together,
4.

4

around the home an in some of the parents' businesses, and particip-ate
f .

as a group in the cultural and religious affairi of the community. There

is little evidence of disharmony in these homes as constitutea during the

%, . .
..

. time of the study. As immigrants, the parents are not easily able to involve
, a

themselves in the affairs of the youngsters outside of the home and "the

Armenian cultural scene. Nontheless, a high level of corporate activity

prevails within the home, to which all members apparently willingly contribute.

The Portuguese-American youths appear to regard their homes as

essential subdistence bases from which to make their ways in the world.

"Family feeling is apparently neither discussed.nor deliberately prOmotede

but the children senie that fellow members are committed to mutual assistance

toesach other. Parents do not involve themselVes in the children's aciivities,

but the children are vicariOusly and sometimes directly involved in the

work worlds that their parents and other relatives occupy. The family as

a cohesive economic unit is an important concept in the lives and thinking

of these children. Connections with extended kin are regularly cultivated

,by the members of most households.

The West IndjanAmerican bOys are protective of the privacy of

their homes: events there,are felt to be the exclusive property of the members.

Yet much of the energy andthusiasn; of the boys is directed to activities

outside home and family, from which they appear to be striving to disentangle

themselves, at least emotionally. Parents have high ambitions for their

children, but are very Slightly involVSa in the most important events in

A

the youths' lives. Their parenis' out-of-the-home activities, including

vo vemen s urkaffeti=etftitt=ate=of-I
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Communication

Communidhtion is defined for present purposes as the child's per-
',

ception of,the accessibility..of family members to each other for the exchange

of information, ideas, and feelings; and the child's perception of members'

respect for each Other's privacy within the home.

A great deal of talk on a wide range Of sUbjects characterizes .

'the Jewish-American households in this sample. Parents seek out children

to discuss a wide variety of topics, from trivial to "deep;" adolescents

likewise initiate discussions with the parents on many subjects, excepting

only relations with the opposite sex. This potential for discussion with

their parents is valued highly by the youngsters, who feel that the conversa-

tions often aid them in the quest,for maturity and autonomy. Parents and

child are able to continue having these discussions to the extent that th

child perdeives his/her parents.as sensitively "involVed" in his/her life (see

above); in this sample, most of the parents are so perceived by their offspring.

, Parents feel a virtual imperative to communicate with children'

about adolescent affairs, but no necessity to.discuss with the youths aspects

_Z=

---of their own adult lives. As a result, "communication" in these homes focuses

almost entirely on the children's enthusiasms, problems, and interests.

Although each child in the sample has his/her own room, the privacy he/dhe

enjoys depends on the parents' estimate of his/her demonstrated maturity:

the more of this, the greater the privacy accorded.

The Irish-American families contacted by our fieldworkers contrast

strikingly with the Jewish families on this dimension. The term, reticence,

seems applicable.to both juvenile and adult members of these households.

aren s o not seek-out-their-children-to-discuss specific topics; adolescents--

appear to avoid conversations with, and even long sentences directed at,

their parents. The communication that does occur,revolves around daily,
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pragmatic concerns. The parents' interests-and-activities outside ok thei

'home'are infrequently mentioned to the youngsters. In many homes, the father

seems especially removed from commhication with the children and the mother.

Privacy is a special issue in these homes, related to the habilt

of reticence. Adults arid children can be so reticent because faiily meMbers

so highly value each other's and their Own mental and physical privacy./

So far as possible inthese modest h mes the boys and girls have theirlown

rooms and spaces, the boundaries o which even the adults respect.
4a

In the Armenian-American families there is considerable.informal

discussion about numerous, utuallm- non-sensitive subjects, but the 'imperative"
,

:IP

to ccmmunicat fully and on almoet everything is not felt. The Armenian

subjects in the study report that they feel free

their parents on any subjecti,but that theiF
1 \

information supplied are frequently ignore& On the other

/ I

to express theMte ves to
/1 5

requests, proposOli, and even

and teenagers participate in so many activitiee

homework, cultural and religious affairs, 6 en b s,ne

ogether

cation are more open than the content and f6qu

P/to ics miglA suggest. The Armenian youngster

and, parents

ousework, school

at lines of communi -

rsation on specific

the activities of his/her pare ts in the adult wOkd tha

other ethnic groups. Most o the youngsters the samp

ea_of

the children of

e have their own

room, but the significance f privacy in this group is ot discussed in

the ethnogr,aphy.

The\7tent,of communication amon household members in the Portuguese-

Ameri commun ty not examined in the report on this group. Apparently,

neither reticence nor the "discuss eve thing" ethic prevails. With both

otek*ng-at-jobs---thattake-tklem-out

of the house'at differenttimes, recurrent concentrations of family, members
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when extensive talk is possible do not materialize. Full privacy for family

members, including the adolescents, is difficult to provide in the relatively
-

small houses occupied by these families, but it is regarded as an appropriate

goal for all to aspire to.

We know little about communication in the homes of the West Indian-

American youths. It appears that parents frequently talk to the boys about

the expectations they have for the boys' education, behavior,.and future,

,

and about their West Indian heritage, which is.supposed to differentiate

them from American Slacks. The boys listen respectfully and seriously,

seldom communicating about the activities and projects in which they are-

involved outside of the home, and which dominate their conversations with
-

peers. No evidence appears in the material on these boys about the amount

of privacy they feel they .enjoy or want within their homes.

Equity and Factions

This variable is defined in the present research as the child's

sense of how fairly family members treat each other, and of the importance

of favoritism and power alliances within the household. It is a topic on

11 - ii

The Jewish children Seem to regard their families as basically

equitable institutions. /n some of the homes, older siblings are resented

for having greater privileges, but this is not an endemic condition of the

group. The girls do not appear to resent'doing more chores than the boys.

Sometimes parents' decisions are disputed, but in general the mothers and

fathers of this group of children enjoy the respect of their sons and daughters

as.even-handed and fair.

. in e irish sample, s
!

- 4 - ceive-specific

'siblings as exercising unwarranted privileges with respect to their ages,
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but equity does not emerge from the interviews as a maibr issue in the h mes.,

Since the Irish youngsters were very reluctant to say Anything negative

to the fieldWorker about th families, it is hard to know,if we are in

elttouch with the chUdren'siea feelings on this topic.

Some of the hrmenian girls.expressed resentment at having to do
6

domestie chores, while their brothers are more or less exemAfrgm such

assignments. This ia'ah echo of the "traditionalism" cf tfiese homes, previously

discussed. Otherwise, the youngsters,seem to perceive ,their parents as

fair, and their homes as unsullied by favoritism and power alliances.

The Portuguese girls also do more work around the house than their

brOthers, yet expressions-of resentment are muted. The family as a mutual

aid society is a basic themd'of Portuguese-American family life; persistently

inequitable treatment would damage its capacity to serve as suCh.

. No data on this topic appears in the materials on the West Indian

boys.

Ethnicity and Religion (and External Relation)

We define this'variable here as the child's awareness and degree

of acceptance of his/her ethnic and religious roots. Ideas about roots

are frequently expressed in discussions of persons and events external to

'the family, i.e., a friend ii referred to as "Armenian also"; a neighborhood

event is something everyone from "our church" attends; etc. Thus, in this

te

section we will discuss Ethnicity and Religion together with the child's

perc'eption of his/her family's handling of External Relations which was'

previously defined.

The Jewish-American children were reCruited from HebieW'School

'classes at twO Westville temples.. Most of them prepared for their Bar,Mitzvahs

diming the fieldwork year, and their friends, in general, are also Jewish.
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Yet.neither,religious beliefs nor cultural aspects of their ethnicity impinge

clearly on the adolescenesCri.ons of the functioning of their families.

Rarely are family customs identified as "Jewish;" rarely do the children -

quote their parents as urging them to behave in certain ways because Jewish

people ought to do so. Ethnicity and religion are forinal "givens" in the

lives of these teenagers,,the sources of little that is vital: not pride,

not embarrassment, not guidance in the affairs of life.

Dealing with the external world does no seem to be a problem

for these families, in the eyes of the teenagers. In this delusion.the

youngsters may be unthinkingly encouraged by their parents, who make no

effort to share their struggles and experiences with the boys and girls.

\

Except in one family, economic problems seem not to exist, so far as the

children are concerned. To them, the world beyond the front door is a network

of resources to exploit: camps and blasses to attend, games to play, malls

to windowshop, etc.; televisiOn is always available. Aside from traffic,

few dangers exist out there that the child and his/her parents cannot cope with.

The Irish-American teenagers were amused/and puzzled by the field-

worker's questions about their "Irishness." They are aware of a certain cachet

about being Irish, at least in contemporary Boston,,yet can identify no

personal characteristics of themselves that are especially Irish. They pretend

to no knowledge of Ireland, past or present. Questions on these topics

embarrass them. Concerning the Catholic faith to which they all formally

6
subscribe, they are clearer: it is dull and irrelevant, in their opinion,

with no bearing on.their present and anticipated,lives.

The Irish youngsters had few ideas about how their familiei handle

external relations.. These children's awareness is largely bounded by home,

school and neighborhood; parents' dealings with outsiders is one of the
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topics seemingly seldom discussed within the family circle. The field-

worker especially nOted the contrast between these children's claims to

maturity and their naivete about the functioning of the adult world.

Ethnicity and religion are both important to'the Armenian-American

youths and their families. All are immigrants, whose native tongue is Armenian;

and all live in the heart of an Armenian community which has become a national

center of an "Armenian Renaissance," throUgh iihich many persons of this

background are rediscovering their ethnic (and religious) roots. These

porchildren speak Armenian with friends, family members, and other adults,

and participate in a large number of sports, social, and educational activities

organized by Armenian organizations in Rivertown. They appreciate that

being Armenian does not result in discrimination or persecution in this

country, and try to avoid appearing clique-ish vis-a-vis other students

in school.

As with the children of many recent iMmigrants,'the Armenian young-
,

sters are moderately critical of certaln aspects of their parents' adjustment

to life in this zountry. Some cultural practices and expectations for young

people sedm overly "traditional" to the younger generation. All of the

families in the study attend One or another of the Armenian churches in

the town, but religion does not seem to play a major role in the lives of

any of the youngsters.

Most of the Portuguese-American children can speak Portuguese,

all have a sense of connection with the Azores of the mainland, even

to a particular community there. It is hard to tell from the materials

whether "being Portuguese" is considered by the youths to be advantageous*

disadvantageous, or neutral: Most of.their.friendsare.of,Portuguese extraction,

and they live in a neighborhood heavily populated by co-ethnics: a degree
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of mutual attraction must prevail. .Extended family members are supposed

to assist each other, but it is not clear whether fellow Portuguese-Americans

are expected to be more supportive to_one another than to an American of

another background. These families and the teenagers all attend local Catholic

churches fairly regularly, but otherwise religion does not,seem to occupy

a prominent position in their lives.

The parents of the 'West Indian-American boys attempt to impress

upon them that they are different from and advantaged compared to blacks

of southern and northern U.S. extraction. However, the boys seemingly reject

this argdment. They sense that whit'es do not usually distinguish between

them and American blacks, and that the latter resent expressions of, West

Indian.differentness and alleged superiority.. Thus, while associating primarily

with boys of West Indian background, these youths try to slough off whateve

West/ndiat culture traits they possess and become as "American" as they
%

can. The ethnographic materials are silent aboUt the boys' involvement

in church and religious affairs.

Predictions of Scores on HCQ Relationships Variables

The -preceding1,-considerations lead us to the following predictions

of hiow the fiVe groupe would dscrthe their families in the Relationships

..component of the HCQ:

Jewlsh-American: high in Cohesiveness and Involvement, high in
Communication, medium in Equity and Factions,
medium in Ethnicity and Religion

Irish-American: medium in Cohesiveness and Involvement, low in
Ccamunication, low in Equity and Factions, medium
in Ethnibity and Religion

Portuguese-American: high in Cohesiveness
a
nd Ihvolvement, 'mit rated

in Communication, medium in Equity an4Factions,
high in Ethnicity and Religion

Armenian-American: high in Cohesiveness and Involvement, medium.in
Communication, medium in Equity and Factions,
high in Ethnicity and Religion



"

West Indian-American: low in Cohesiveness and Involvement, hot rated
in Commnication, not rated in Equity and Factions,
low in Ethnicity and Religion

Extrapolations to the School Settin

proposals.

Again, we apply the limited discrepancy model in deriving these

Jewish-American teenagers like those who participated in this

project might be stimulated by a partial contrast at school to the cohesiveness

and involvement of adults that they experience at home. In school, they

mill proth from pressure to produce good work increasingly on their own.

'The school environment should be warm, but not indiscrikinately accepting.

These students dhould be challenged to use and develop their already con-

siderable communication skills in their school work and dealings with teachers.'

Their intellectual interests might-be broadened via a sensitive multicultural

'program stressing both content dealing with various ethnic and religious

groups, and the eStablishment of processes4n the school through which members

of different groups can Come,to associate witI each other more Comfortebly.

In terms of the SCQ variables, we predict that Jewish-American

children similarto thoSe in our sample will do well in a school that they

00004°

rate"as medium in Community and Involvement, medium in Accessi1ity and

Receptivity, high in Equal Treatmentvand low in Groupings (i.e., the absence

a
of exClusive cliqUes,

Irish-American youngsters similar to the ones we worked with seem

likely to benefit from efforts to build their communication and interpersonal

skills, eTren _though the children are likely to be uncomfortable at the beginnins%

of siich a program. Teachers must notice and' reward eveh''modest examples

of self-expression at.the start, and give considerable respect to the children's

exquisite sense of privacy. Heightened feelings of belonging and- of ferti-
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cipating in a class or school.in which members communicate with each other

effectively may enhance these youngsters' curiosity and readiness to learn.

Like the-Jewish youngsters, their dedication to learning might also be increased

through participation in-a multicultural program that includes information

ahouttheir own background and that of other ethnic groups, as well ae school-

wide efforts.to increase inter-group communication. Sone sethi-exclusive

groupings of these children with peers going through siMilar phases of growth

say be necessary while they are developing comnunication skills.

In terms of SCQ variables, we predict that Irish-American children

similar to those in our sample will do well in a school that they assess

as high in Community,and Involvementv,high in Accessibility and Receptivity,

medium in Equal Treatment, and medium in Groupings.

According to the fieldworkers, the Armenian-American children

believe that they are not listened to by adults at home, and sometimes by

adults at school also. Efforts by,teachers to involve these youths in result-

getting discussions and conversations might enhance their 'overall involvement

in schoolwork. Armenian students might also profit from chances to employ

their skill at working cooperatively directly to the business of the school

group projects, student government), perhaps in the procesiserving,

as models for other students.

Their status as recent immigrants, and their families' experiences

in persecution in other,countries, make Armenian teenagers sensitive to

being excluded and to mild teasing by.other.youngsters; for thie and other
. .

reasons;alreadystated, a comprehensiVe multicultural program in the school,

_is suggested.'

In terms of SCQ variables, we predict that Armenian-American children

n our s - 1-perform productively-in-aschool that

.

o ose II
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they perceive is high in Community and Involvement, high in Accessibility

and Receptivity (especially with resPect to teachers), ith01 in Equal Treatment,

and low in Groupings.
#

We suspect that other Portuguegmerican teenagers, like our

contacts in Hillside, Come to'schobl harboring clear hopes of acquiring

useful skills and knowledge. They will-resPon0 less productively to high

levels of warmth and belongingness than to efficiently organized and indivi-
1

dualized instruction, and to precise communication by teachers of "the learning

outcomes expected. Teachers need not be particularly approachable, but

they do need to be equitable in the treatment of students. As with the

other groups, a multi-faceted inter-cultural education program seems desirable,

t.

in which students can confront and learn about adpects of their own and

fellow students' ethnicities.

In terms of SCQ variables, we predict that Portuguese-American

children similar to those in our sample will perform.productively in a school

that they perCeive as medium in Community and Involvement, high in Equal
N

Treatment, and medium in Groupings.

West Indian-American students like those in our sample are deeply

enmeshed in a process of separating themselves psychologically from their

families, and from many aspects of their West Indian backgroUnd. Incorporation

into a group led by an adult, such as a class or school, is not likely to

attract them. However, sharing their experiences of the process of separation

with a non-judgemental outsider, su00 ch as the fieldworker in this study,

may fascinate and assist them. In all interactions they wAll be extremell/

T

sensitive to patronization and prejudice, real or imagined. Y'outh of this

age and ethniCity seem to need each other's support very much; the sChool

ably tolerate in them a degree of non-provocative self-segregation
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while they pass through this stage of development. A.comprehensive multi-

cultural education-program might be useful to them, especially in increasing

their understanding of their Caribbean background and its significance in

this country.

In-terms of SCQ variables, we predict that West Indian-American

_zhildren_similar_tathose in orsamp1e.will perform productively in a school__

that they perceive is low to medium in Community and Involvement, and medium

in Groupings.



.

D. Personal Development

This Domain includes the adolescent's perceptions and feelings

about the directions and conditions of growth and learning in his/her

,life, particularly as these are defined and influenced within the

family. Variables classified under Personal Developmeifinclude
k

School Learning, Out-of-School LearningAsPirations \nd Identity,

and Maturity.

_School Learning

For the purposes of this Study, School Learning i de4ned

as the child's perception of the pressure from parents er family

members for him to learn and develop in school, and his er concep ion
,

of the assistance rendered to him/her in school-relat tasks by

parents and other family members.

The Jewish-American adolescents whom we 1óbserved and inter-

viewed have clear, pragmatic, and future-otien d ideas about the nature

and significance of school learning. They b ieve that one should work

hard in school in order to get good grad ; that good grades assure

admission to college; and that gr Ion from college leads to a

well-paid job and/or a Succe ful-career. (N.0 sex differences were
./

noted in the formulat4 of these beliefs.) They see the wori of the

seventh and later ades as integral links in the chain.

7
eceding paradigm elevates grades over learning as

he p mary objective or work.inschool. Parents insist that they
,

also emphasize learning, 'for learnIng'S sake in discuSsionswith their

dren; the teenagers acknowlege having heard this idea, but,it

ssesses little credibility for them. This is perhaps related to

the fact that they experience school as almost totally bOring. They

feel that what they are taught is wholly unrelated to what they will
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be doing later in life, and certainly. unconnected with their 'Present

preoccupations. School subjects loom to them as sets of largely un-

related facts and tasks; in learning them they gairv'no sense of mastery

or of incremental growth. The students are unable to become personally

involved in schoolwork.

Students and parents agree that grades of B or better in_

.

.
major subjects are satisfactory for selrenth-graders. (By this standard,

at least three-quarters of the Westville sample are "good" Students.)

They also perceive sone subjects, such as mathematics and science, as

"more important" than others, such as Spanish and social studies.

Students react with diimay when they receive,poor grades, especially

in-"important" sUbjects. .Parents typically respond to poor grades

by attempting to manipulate the child's quilt and concern for the

future, both of which exist in abundance in the area of school aChieve-
\

ment. They rarely impose restrictions (e4., limited television) or

other punishments (e.g., grounding).

The-teenagers believe that the attainment of good grades

depends on the amount of time they investin assignments and studying,

and on their natural ability, in particular subjecti. Quality of work,

measures.of effort other than time.invested, effective planning, crea-

tivity,-etc., do not enter into their explanations.

Parents lightly.supervise their children's completion of

homework, and help them study for tests and figure out especially

difficult problems. However, at holm the;youngsters themselves are

basically in charge of their own studying; especially of the work

involved in completing,long-term projects. Doing their schoolwork

is one of the few areas in the lives of these adolescents over which

they have almost complete responsibility for their own behavior and the

,results thereof. 44
49
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There is less to report,about the Irish-American youths'

perceptions of school,partly because_the ethnography of this group is

less detailed, but more-4portantly because the adolescents' ideas

4, about school are much less complex. Most of them assume that ichool

is a fact oflife to be endured until they graduate, which each expects

to do. It is generally a boring and over-regulated place, although a

,-few teachers are more interesting than others. The curriculum seems

unrelated to present interests or to the very vague ideas about their

lult lives that most of the_youngiters have, and there is no way to.

change this or any other aspect of school. The adolescents know that

their parents want them to do well in school, but they recall few

discussions with them on this subject that helped them to obtain a more

detailed conception of the parents' aspirations and rationale for such

wishes.

"Education" is, however, very high on the Armenian-American

children's hierarchy of values. The path to a good job, financial

success, and an appropriate marriage (for both men and women) passes

through higher education, and to arrive there one must do well in the

lower schools. Whatever is taught in school is probably valuable,

however boring and remote it May seem. /t is important to work hard

in school. Armenian youngsters seek good grades and approval by

teachers, and most of them attain both of these.

However, the students in our sample are strongly critical

of the Rivertown school they attend. Most distressing to them is the

minority of fellOw studenti who are disrespectful.to school staff
r-

,

and destructive of school property'. Also, certain teachers are dist'ant

ind disorganized. .Most of these children _lerned,E1iglish, relatively

'easily, in the bilingual program or on their own, and the rest of the

academic program of the school presents no serious challenge to them.
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7

On te ther hand, they greatly prize its splendid physical plant, the

banion hysical punishment of students, and the absence of diScriM-
i

/

inetion against Armenians by teachers and most other students.. In these
A

aisessments the students are comparing this,junior high sfrlool with

:

,i,the schools they previously attended overseas:**
/

The Armenian students perceive that their parents care

greatly about their children's school progress. , The pOrents attend

meetings at the school-and try to help their children according to

suggestions provided by the school. They share the students' appraisal

of the school and regret that more stringent academic standards are not

upheld.

5.
School for the Portuguese-American adolescents is a less

intense matter. In a sense, it is a disability of childhood, although

it is also connected with getting jobs in ways_that are not\altorgether

clear. Some Portuguese parents in the sample encourage,thchildren

to do as well as possible in school, while others appear to mention

e subject infrequently. Some of the youngsters talk about finishing

hig school and going to college, while others do not have a secondary

diploMX clearly within their sights. friost of the youngsters regard

their plesent school as i-forbidding place: run-down building, too

many rules,\ teachers of valiying quality, boring.: They do.not feel

discriminatagainst because theyare Portuguese. Many can tolerate

the constrictin environment precisely because no one, including

therseIves, expects them to achieve very much, under the circumstance.

They look beyond th ir school days to work, an income, time to spend

as they please.
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Title west Indian-American boys are caught between their parents'

frequently communicated high regard for education, and their own diff-

idence about it. The latter feelings result from their experience

of school and from their suspicions that for Black people in the

United States pay-off from education is by no means assured. The boys'

classroom behavior, as obseived by the fieldworker, suggests boredom

and nascent resistance. Yet in seventh grade and at age twelve

or thirteen,-they complete their work fairly regularly and do not

present'controi problems tor their.teachers. How each will resolve this

tension in the future remains to be seen.

Out-of -School Learning

For thepurposes of this study, Out-of-School Learning is

deiinel as'the child's perception of the pressure from family members

for'him/her to learn and develop in settings outside of school, and

4
the child's perceptioL of fainily members' assistance to his/her learning

and development in such settings.

The Jewish-American youths participate in_a-demandingschedule

of classes, practices, m4ttings, etc., in the hours after school and on

weekends. They go to lesbons, pursue hobbies, participate in organized

athletiO competition, etc. 4Their engagement in such activities is closely

facilitated by their parents, espeCially the mothers,", who bend their

own lives to provide transportation; monitor the children's adherence to

the often:demanding schedule, and:pay the bills. Sch9ol and the:Se

I .

individual assemblages of out-,of-school Activities dominate the lives

,1
Of the teenagerss'during the suMmer and Other school vacations they are,

often.at wit's end to!know how to spend their time. They discover

that they do notlknow how to deal with,unstructured time.

'These young people approach out-of-school activities with an .

attitude quite different from their demeanOr in school. They visibly
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enjoy these involvements, even though many are physically and/or

mentally demanding; they invest full concentration in them, on most

occasions; they tolerate repetition
0
and isolation (as in the acquisition

of ,skills) cheerfully and for long periods of time. They explain thid

attitude, and its contrast to their in-school behavior, as stemming

from the nature'of the tasks they are asked to perform in the non-
_

school settings. Specifically, in most of them they perceive them-

selves'as moving through a hierarchical of abilities, which

1

they had a voice in choosing to acquire 1 the first place. They

derive fromrthis a sense of growing mastery and achievement in an

enjoyable and important area of We. They experience neither of

these feelings verroften in school.

The Jewish teenagers also attend Hebrew Schoolkegularly

each week. The classes here are perceived to be more like xegular

school than the self-selected activities discussed above.

Sports.(for the boirs) and religious classes are the main out-

'of-school learning activities of the Irish-American youths. For the

children in this group.there is no demanding round of seesions to

attend at designated times, or intertwined skills to acquire through

, diligent practice. Outside of school,and when they are not doing

homework, the main activity of these youngsters is "playing" with their

a

friends. This usually consists, of informal sports, bike-riding, and

talking. With the exception of a few boys on teams, who see their

athletic prowess as possibly contributing to their subsequent college 1

and adult careers, out-of-school time is passed, rather than used.

Par ts encourage, pay for, and attend their sons' athletic activities,

b otherwise do hot promote or faciliate their children's out-of-school

involvements.

-The Armenian-American seventh graders engage in a range of
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lessons, clubs, and spOrts Outside of school. Their parents approve I

I

of such involvements, bi the youngsters appear tO choose a0:Connect

( ;

themselves with the activities more independently than the2jewish

children do. This is partly an environmental difference: the gymnasia,\
1

halls, etc., are within bike\-ride for the Armenian,children, while

access for the Jewish youngst rs retiluires transportation by car.

.
The Arimenian children, also more commo ly hold part-time jobs,

and -assist their parents in the latter's economic enterprises, than .

the adolescents in the other groups. The chil en seem to enjoy such

involvements; they value the money they receive, and they and their

parents see the work as useful socialization into the breadwinner role

that each.youngster will assume in later years. Further, in such work

these youths penetrate the adult'world of their parents and other grown-ups:,

4

they gain a sense of participation in gamily affairs that is reflected

in their.ratings.of family Cohesiveness and Involvement, in.the Rela-

tionships.Domain.

The out,of-school activities of .the Portuguese-American are

limited, according to scattered information in the report on this group.

Beyond religious instruction, chores occupy much of the tine of the

girls. 'The boys are'either required to be at home, or allowed to

'socialize with their friends. Fantasies about part-time employment

preoccupy both boys and girls, but in the sample only one of them,

a boy, hag such a job (selling pipers in the morning). The possiLA.ities

for other kinde of.out-of-school learning activities do not .seem to

be well worked out in the minds of these chilUren or their parents.

The.materials on the West Indian-American boys suggest that they,

too,'engage in a small number of Organized out-of-school actiVities.
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raw -appear to hold-4obs-or-iO-13- thinkimg-seriously-alx-Mit

'

art-

t'Ime employment. Much free time is spent at the well-equippod neicjh-

--L--borhood center, where the boys engage in pick-up sports (especially

basketball) and relaxed 'socialiiing.4 They do not appear to desire more

formal involvements, or'perceive oppOrtunities for them in the environment
4,

in which:they live. 'Their same-sex; same-age peer group, composed

mainly of boys Of West Indian background, provides the setting for

most of.their out-of-school life.

Aspirations and Identity

For the purposes of this research, Aspirations and Identity
\

is defined as the child's perceptions of the kind of person parents

'and family members wish him/her to become, and the clarity and challenge

_-
of the child's own conception of his/her prosPective adult identity.

Aspects of this variable have already been discussad in several preceding

sections.

The Jewish youths envision themselves as college graduates

and subsequently as respectable professionals and/or successful business-

men and women. Boys and girls appear to share tbese same, undifferentiated

aspirations. The youngsters' parents approve of the designated rolet .

and careers and discuss,them with the children. The pages of the ethno-

graphy do not mention the psychological characteristics and/or the non-;

economic activities the youngsters and their parents-also consider to

be appropriate goals. Although the parents of these children are not

much involved in political or civic affairs, it is not clear whether the

gap in the report originateS in the subjects4 lack'of concern for these:

areas of development, or 'from incomplete documentation. In the ma-

terials.presented, the influence, of. educUtion , grades) on who a

persobeventually becomes is much emphasized.
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The athbitions of the Irish-American children focus on gradu-

ating from high school,_,Attending a college chosen on the basis of its

athletic teams,. and getting a job. High school graduation is perceived

as nearly inevitable,' and welcomed as the ending of the period of watching

life go by that the teenagers appear to be in at the present time.

Colleges are not ranked in terms of their academic standing or social

prestige; rather, the boys eaPecially rate them accordimj to the quality

of their athletic programs and whether they (the boys) are good enough

athletes to fit into the programs. Joba, are infrequently delineated

by tj except that some boys express interest in careers in pro-

feasional sports. The children report few conliersationa with their

patents on these matters. However, all of the parents definitely

expect their children to graduate from high-school,.and many share

their sons' hopes that a career in sports will materialize for them.

As reported earlier, the Armenian' boys intend to become

finaucially successful via good grades and the best possible higher

education. The girls aspire to grades and.higher education, and 'then

to "a good job" and marriage. An adult lifestyle supported by sufficient

money is important to both sexea, but the Armenian youngsters less often

specify particular professions than the Jewish youths. The\Armenian

children also seem ready to become involved in,tlieir ethnic grb4p's

cultural activities and political re-awakening, but as Americans,

as Armenians. These youngsters' parents applaud the development of

their children's economic ambitions and support the youngsters' aspira-

) 0

tions as expressed here. They encourage their participation in part-

time paid Work-and in eConomid activities emana4ng fromHthe home.
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Mbst of the portuguese-American students want to graduate

from high school; thqse who are,unclear about this seem uncomfortable

I

'

Iin admitting to the fact. Education after high school is only a vague

possibility, however; the children seek unclear about what college is.

If it is a contintiation Of the regimented irrelevance they have thus

far experienced in school, they are not attracted to it. Their

conceptions of appropriate jobs after graduation are relatively modest:

the trades, clerking in a store, regular factory work: They hope to

avoid unskilled, menial work of the sort that many of their parents

and older siblings do, but are aware that this may not be possible. The

parents of these children seem to want them to complete high school,

but after that their expectations are unclear. Probably they anticipate

that the children will become contributing wage-earning members of the

household, living in,the parents' house or not far away. What these

.children think about such prospective arrangements is not discussed

in the ethnography.

-
'The long-range aspir tions of the West Indian youngiters are

ecarcely discussed in the meter ls on this group. Clearly the boys

are troubied bilthe employMent prob ems they foresee for themselves as Blacks.,

and by certain aspects of their West I dian background. .They do not

insist that they will leave school befor graduation, but they are not

promising to remain, either. Their parents be leve that no. amount of

education can be too muCh, and press them to stay school as long as

possible, and to think of Obtaining a scholarship to go n to college.

Many of the boys, however, cannot resonate to this theme.

Maturity,

For the purposes ofthis research, Maturity,is defined as

the child's perdeption.of the degree to which his/her Parents treat him

as a competent, reliable, and grown-up pereon.
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What might be regarded as.the .7basic curriculum" of the

Jewish-American home focuses on maturity. 'Parents and child are engaged

in a collaborative effort to prepare, assess, and reward reliable and

responsible (i.e., mature) behavior on the part of the child. The

.
'children continually.presi for increased recognition in this area; the

parents seem to desire to perceive their children as mature persons

for their age, but insist on moving in this direction step-by-step,

requiring the children to demonstrate ever-increasing levels of.competence,

In general, the'children respect their parents' diagnosis of the degree

of responsibility they are ready for. Occasionally, a parent may esti-

mate that a child is prepared fOr more independence than the child

himself/herself is willing to accept. In these cases, the child shares

his/he'r reluctancevith the parents and.an aAjustment is made.

For these parents and children, maturity is linked with more

specific behavioral characteristics such as reliability in following

through on directions and conforming torules, responsibility in making

judgements as to activities to back away from, allocations of time

for homework, and appropriate calm and good sense in unfamiliar.or

threatening ,circumstances.

The Irish-American youths in our sample often chafe at restric-

tions placed upon them by their parents (e.g., night-time deadlines, who

can visit them in their rooms), as evidence that parents regard them

as "children" and do not recognize how grown-up they are: The boys

especially enjoy displaying to each other their supposed sophistication

about the world,'but the ethnographer was impressed that they actually

know very little about what happens outside their neighborhood. Parents

and children do not seem to have worked out any techniques through

which the children might acquire and display evidence of"increasing

katurity: Indeed, this is another. 'opic seldom discussed among house-
.



hold members in our sample..

'Maturity is an area/of conflict for the Armenian-American

youths and their families/in our sample. According to the children,

their parents continneto expect-absolute obedience and deference from

them, even though,they ate teenagers and'can and do make their way in

many areas of life outside the hone withoUt parental supervisio7. This

is an aspect of what the children refer to as their parents' "t adition-

alism". /t is a problem in many of the homes-the ethnographers visited.

The approach of seXnal maturity occasions increased pr tect-

fulness of girls by male.and adult Members of the Portu ese-Ame ican
-

families in the sample. The girls seem both to enjoy and tesent this .

new kind of attention with its implied message.that increased age

renders them less responsible and reliable than they were before.. The .

boys'in the sample are treated differently by their families, with respect

-to the degree of maturity, they are assumed to have attained. Two are

free to make their own schedules and commitments out of school hours,

while one must come home immediately after school and reMains closely

supervised by his parents. He appears to value their protectiveness.

Maturity emerges at a key developmental itsue for the West

Indian boys the ethnographer came to know. Much of their behavior;

including escapades of mischief 4nd the style of their "hanging" at the

neighborhood center, can be int reted as beginning efforts to'

distance themselves from their nat l families, as seems proper to them'

for "mature" young men. Their parents do not thare their vision of them,

and continue to make efforts to control and influence their lives. Some

remain firmly under parental thumbs, and some have taken major stept

toward behavioral, if not emotional independence.
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Predictions of Scores on HCQ Personal Development Variables

The preceding considerations lead us to the following .

of hOw the five groups of adolescents would describe their.families in the
\

\Personal Development component of the HCQ:

i

Jewish-American: high.in School Learning, high in Outof-School

.

,. .

Learning; high.in Aspiiations and- IdentitY,,:

/

medium in Maturity

Irish-American:: medium in School Learning, medium in Out-of-Scho4
I

Learning, medium in Aspirations and Identity, loiiv

,

in Maturity 1

Armenian-Americanl , high in Saiool Learning, medium. in Out-pf-Scho4

Learning, high in' Aspirations and Identity, 1.wci
t

in Maturity

POrtuguese-Americant medium in, School Learning, low in Out-of-Sc4Oo1

Learning, medium in Aspirations and Identit

low to medium in Maturity

West Indian-American:.high in School Learning, medium in Out-of-School

Learning,,high in Aspirations and /dentitY low in

Maturity

Extrapolations to the School Setting

Again, we apply the limited discrepancy model in deriving

these'proposals.

It:seems 'Unnecessary to consider measures to increase the

grades-oriented behavior of Jewish-American students like those who

participated in this study. Their perspectives on school might be

broadened,,however, if a'ttributes of the out-of-school learning settings

that So thoroughly engage them Could be adopted by' the school. The

children could be encouraged in various of their classes to choose skill
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areas ok interest to themes individuals and work through them, bit by

bit, until they are mastered. Strategies and technologies for self-paced

mastery learning have been worked out by educational psychologists, but are

seldoikused in American schools.

Such a pregram might help these youngsters experience more pleasure

in learning for learning's sake, in school as they now experience it outside

of school. 'Additionally, self-paced instruction requires the learner

to be responsible for his/her own learning. The Jewishadolescents might

respond enthusiasticallY to this new approach for the development and

expression of reliability and responsibility..

The rather monolithic, high status career aspirations of the

Jewish adelescents,might be broadened and made more realistic by the development

of a variety of programs sponsored by the school in which students are

enabled to observe, perform, and study a range of occupations:, some of

which.they may never have considered before.

In terms of SCQ variables, we predict that Jewish-American children

like those in our sample will do well in a school that they rate high

in Learning Orienation, high in Expressiveness, medium in Goal Direction,

and high in Challenge.

The basic challenge to school personnel working with Irish-American

youngsters similar to those we interviewed is their lack of engagement

in learning, in school and outside. Data on the girls ere sparse,*but

a possible stratagem for capturing the attention of the boys might be

the multidisciplinary study of sports. This is a topic that can be *reached

from a variety, of often-overlooked perspectivesi, psycholegy, biologyt,
' t

:physics, sOciology, literature, etc. Except as,"gym" it is.nOta.usual

item in the curricUlum, but then the Irish students, bY their min testimony,
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are almost completely alienated from what is taught now. The study of

sports would be rewarding in its own right, o course, but should be carefully .

structured to lead'the students back into the instream of the parent

disciplines at appropriate junctures.

Limited personal aspirations and a loW level of sophistication

about the adult world are also characteristics f the Irish youth we studied.

Supervised work-study experiences, outside of R field and-with the approval

of parents, might be productive programs for the chool to sponsor for

these youths.

In terms of SCQ variables, we predict that Trish-American children

like those in our sample will do well in a school that they rate medium

in Learning Orienation, medium in Expressiveness, medium in Goal Direction,

and low in Challenge.

.TheArtenian-Ameridanyouths we came to know are not challenged

by the normal school program.. Honors programs, advanced placement, independent

study, etc., seem appropriate responses. These adolecents are also deeply

engrossed in planning and fantasizing about their expeCted first full-

\

time _jobs and careers. They probably could be enthusia\stically'recruited

to relatively sophisticated studies of various occupations and labor market

trends,ovia both work-study and classroom approaches.

These students :feel a disparity between their on and their parents'

estimates of their level of maturity. The school could m ve productively

into this area of offering programs to Armenian and other outh that emphasize

independent and autonomous completion of assignmentt. The e programs

could include, but not be 4mited to, the'self-paced masterr experiences

suggested earlier. Tied to them might be a stepped up and ore detailed

system of reporting students' aohievements in this programs o parents,
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whose assessments of the children's maturity might thereby be favorably

influenced.

In terms of SCQ variables, we predict that Armenian-American

children like those in our sample will do weliL in a school that they rate

high in Learning Orientation, medium in Expressiveness', high in Goal Direction,

and high in Challenge.

The Portuguese-American youth in Our sample ars repelled by variout

remediable aspects of their school: the rickety building, the outmoded

books and equipment, the rigid behavior. code. Improving these and other

features of the school would probably increase these youngsters' interest

in it, and offer further disproof of the hurtful notion that "The Portuguese

are not interested in education." An attractive school building and program

might also, encourage the relatively mature Portuguese boys, especially,

to direct more of their available time and energy into school-irelated

activities.

The Portuguese adolescents contacted by our field workers invidve

themselves in few out-of-school programs and command a very limited knowledge

of contemporary vocational opportunities. Developing a community-school

program in the regular school building which would then serve essentially

as a community multi-service center,.might make available s previously

unimaginable range of "out-of-school" opportunities to these youth. The

community school and the regular school staffs might also.collaborate

in career education and college awareness programs, employing in-school

and on-site components, with the goal of increasing these teenagers' Under-

standing of the options open'to'them.

; In terms of the SCQv*riables, We predict,that Porttguese-American

childrewlike those in our sample will do well'in a school that they rate
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high in Learning Orienation, medium in Expressiveness,

and medium in Challenge.

high in Goal Direction,

In working igith'West Indian-American youths 'like those in our

study, frank coildrontation with the realities of discrimination in employ-

ment, housing,,etc., seems called for. These topics should be honestly

and prominently featured in the syllabi of appropriate courses, such as

social studies and English. Outreach to these students via a vigorour

community school program, as suggested in the preceding paragraph, might

d;.)- much to reduce the perceived poverty of out-of-school learning opportuni-

ties in the neighborhood, and possibly result in discovery

of new interests in the regular school program.

A sophisticated career education and college awareness program

might be advantageous for this group also. Finally, these boys' delicate

sense of maturity, more properly of being in the process of becoming men,

by the youths

must be treated non-judgmentally and sensitively, as suggested in greater

deatail at the end of the discussion on the Relationship Domain.

In terms of the SCQ variables, we predict that West Indian-Americam

children like those in our sample wi/l do well in a school that they rat

medium in Learning Orienation, high in Expressiveness, high in Goal Direction,

.and medium in Challenge.
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A. Instrument Developpent

QUESTIONNAIRE SURVEY

\

Approximately half way'through the ethnographic study, described
/

in the preceding section, th

staff in developing home cl
4I,
,

-1 /
fieldworA wae guided by our

scale Schipol Climate Questio

fit with how the case study

families. We dedided that w

thirteen school,cliMate,scal

fieldworkers worked with senior project

te scales and items. Given that their

isting thirteen scale, seven item-per-

aire, we examined how well those scales/items

tudents-were describing their homes and

th appropriate modification, eight of the

II -

s were comparably descriptive of\the students'

homes across the five racial ethnic groups being studied. Thu , for

these eight factors we deve oped eight parallel home climate scales,
-

with modified or new, items o describe important home episodes derived

from the fieldwork-. The r

are:

Common School,and
Home Climate Scales

1. Community-Sense of
Cohesiveness

2. Accessibility &
Receptivity-Communic ion

3. Involvement-Involvem nt
4. Equal Treatment-Equi y

and Factions
5. Learning Orientatio

School Learning
6. Dealing With Probl s

Dealing With Probl ms
7. Order-Structure
8. Influence Distrib

Influence

sulting parallel and non-parallel scales'.

tion-:

Independent SChool
Climate Scales

Independent Home
Climate Scale's

9. Groupings - 9. Ethnicity
10. Expressiveness 10. Out-of-School \
11. Goal Direction Learning
12. Challenge 11. Aspirations and
13. Options Identity

12. Maturity
13. External Relation

The home limate scaie and item development involved several

stSff sessions dur ng whicA dozens of candidate scales and items were

generated, debate , evaluated, and refined. From these we selected thirteen
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scales with seven items per scale which best withstood this critique, to

be pilot tested. We then selected/developed items to Measure certain'student

background charac eristics judged important to the study, such as race/ethneity,

national origin, ocioeconomic status,(class), and gender. 'All items wee then

cOmpared to stand rd word lists for fifth.grade students, to Nirkeuire that

our vocabulary wouLd be understood by most seventh and eighth graders mho

made up our sample. To complete the questionnaire we-added an already tested,

four item-per-scale version of our School Climate Questionnaire.

In the 4.rst pilot test the questionnaire was completed by two

separate groups of twelve seventh and eighth grade students, mixed by

race/ethnicity, gerder, and school achievement levels. In addition to

filling out the qu stionnaire the students were asked to Ctrcle any word,

phrase, or item which they didn't understand or found offensive. Completion

times were recorded for each student,* and one-hour discussions were-held-

irmnediately to hear!the students' critique and suggestions. Based on,

this experience we eliminated one item per variable (from seven to six

items), and about three dozen word and format changes were made._ _

4n the second and final pilot test the questionnaire was administered

to all seventh and eighth grade students (N = 131) in one K-8 school which

typifies the student mix of our six survey schools. The questionnaire

was then.further refined based on statistical analirses of the results;

including frequency distributions, analysis of variance (for discriminant

validity), and item-to-scale correlations (Cronbach's alpha internal

consistency reliability). For the home climate scales we selected for

use in the survey the,four (of six) items which showed both the highest

alpha values and highest etandard deviations. (variances).

The complete questionnaire as given to studen s is shown in

-o;

4.
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1.$

,

Appendix A (p. 106). The item-to-var*able assignnents

I

of the home climate and school clima'et thsections of e questionnaire are
,

1 j .

shown in Appendix B (p. 124).

and item polarities

B. Sample, Administration, and Scho Feedback

The sampling design as stated.in our proposal called for the

administration of the questionnaire to 1,000 students, made up of ten

racial/ethnic and twd gender groups, and two "school-success" levels.

However, because schools were reluctant to "single out" particular groups'

by race/ethnicity and school attainment levels, we decided to administer.

the questionnaire to all seventh and eighth grade students in six urban,

racially/ethnically mixed, middle and junior high schools. At an estimated

125 students per grade level per sdhool, the expected sample was 1,500

students.. The actual sample of.completed, usable questionnaires is 1,290

students:

School Usable Questionnaires

1 281

2 259
163

4 68

5 303

6 216
1,290 TOTAL

Insofar as possible, the middle or junior high schools attended

by the students particiiating in the ethnographic phase of the project

were approached first for participation in the questionnaire survey. Ihen

senior'project staff called ypon personal contadts in schools where the

student body included latge numbers of students of two or more of the,

ethnic groups, under study. Finally, individual school demographic data

from the State Department of Equcation were examined. Once schools were:

identified, an initial call was made-to the principal to invite him or
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. .

. . .-
her to participate in the study. .Six,of.the nine principals called,agkeed

1 .
,

to participate. t,

During 4 oneohour meeting'wiefthe'principal at eaeh survey

school the purpose of the study was expla4ned in-more detail, procedures

for the admihistration of thequestionnaire were revfewed, the options

for variouS levels of feedback were, presented, and the_principals' questions

were answeled. Projr!ct staff then encouraged the principal to,convene,
0

at a later date, a meetifig of the appropriate school staf sp that the

purpose of the study and their role in it could be ciarified. Only two

principals chose to do this and these-schools proved to run the smoothest

in terms of actual administration of.the questionnaire tb all seventh and

eighth grade students. The principal of-one school asked that.the administration.:

take place only in music classes, a process Which extended overthkee

days as opposed to the one-half day Usually'requireein the.other schools.

In the two'schools in which teachers had received little preparation for

,

the disruption of their regular class sbhedule the mechanics of adMinistering

1

the questionnairewhich involved tdatching individual students with speYfic.
-

pre-nUmbered queitionnairesbecatvery complicated and the percentage

of questionnaires screened out because of incompleteness or lack of clarity

was higher (e.g., schools 3 and 4, shown above).

During.the actual administration, project staff distributed'

questionnaires and answered student questions about the project, got

the students started, and circulated.to clarify questions for studenti

the

who raised their hands. Teachers, generally remained in the room while
N\

,students *re completin the questionnaires. All questionnaires were-.

collected by project staf at the end of the allotted administration time

4
of one rlass period,'and were hand screened to eliminate those with 720%
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incomplete items, Multiple responses, and/or obvious set responses (128

of 1,418, or 9% were thus eliminated).

After administering the questionnaire, project staff returned

to the school to meet with a small group of teachers and/or guidance counselors

to explain how the outcome data (course grades, standardized achievement

test scores, attendance, suspensions, and in-school academic and social ,

behavior ratings by teachers) were to be collected and recorded by student

identification n er. These teachers were paid for this work.

Once th data was analyzed, it was presented in table and graph form

form to each school during a'one-to-two-hour feedback session with the

principal, and in some instances his or,her staff. Because of low teacher

morale in Massachusetts due to massive layoffs, budget cuts and school

closures, none of the schools\chose to have an inservice workshop on the

study findings for all staff, as initially planned.

C. Analysis

DeScriptiVe statistics for,the variables are Shown in Tables

1 through 4 (see Appendix C, p. 134). The items in Table 1 pertain to

' student background factors Such as grade'level, sex, family constellation,

and socioeconomic status. Tables 2 and 3 dhow the univariate statistics

and reliatlities of the home climate and school climate variables. The
1

median inrrnal-consistency reliability of the home climate variables

is .54; and two--Maturity and'ExternillRelations are less reliable. The
0.

median reliability of the school clp.mate variables .is .44. The general

range of reliabilities from iow moderate to high moderate was anticipated,

since the research plan called for measuring a large number Of variables

on one questionnaire with moderate reliability rather than only a few

with high reliability.
.

,
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Other analyses are described.below in conjunct;ion ith the results

and discussion, given the:number and Complexity,of analA,ses conducted.

;,le have placed the main analyses of the study--home/school climate discre-

pancies and school outcomes by Students',race/ethnicity, lass. and gender-,

last in the following Sequence. First we examine each c mponent of these

analyses Separately; student b=ckground characteristics home climate

ratings, school climate ratins, and school outcomes. Before e examine

possible interactions among ese variables, we are f'rst interested in

their separate similarities nd variations by studen s' race/ethniCity,

class, gender, and school.

D. R sults and Discussio

1. Student Backgro

As planned

seventh and eighth grades

is female. AbOut two-thi

live with only their moth

or three sisters living a

a Characteristics

people in the home; of the

the most common.

nearly all the student

(Table 1). Half the s

ds live with bOth pare

rs. Relatively few h

home. Relatively f

e the 7%- living wi

(99.5%) were with

ple is male, and half

ts, but about a fifth

ve more than three brothers

w, moreover, have other

their grandmothers are

Parents' schooling anges from thos who aid not finish high

school to those tlith graduate egrees. More of the mothers-than fathers

finisHed high schbol only, and tiore fathers an mothers went to business,

trade, or technical schools and btained co lege and graduate degrees.

Far more,of the mothers were doin unskille. work (although the conventional

classification of their frequent o cupatio as homemaker as unskilled

is questionable) Nearly three-qua ers o the sample indicated that

the families had about as much mone as o her families in their school.
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Table 2 dhows that on average the students rated their home

climates on the favorable side, that is, above 2.5 on a four-point scale,

on all thirteen Variables. Table 3 dhows that they also rated their school

favorably on average (above 8.5 on the sixteen point possible sum) on

all school climate variables, although their ratings of Involvement and

Influence Distribution on these scales are much lower than the average
s

rating on the\other scales.

Table 4, as mentioned earlier, shows that few students

have been suspended. The average days absent from school is about twelve,

but this average is deceptive because most students were'absent less than

five days, while a.few were absent many days.

2. Home Climate

a. Race/Ethnicity Differences

Student home climate ratings for the ten major racial/ethnic

groups in.the sample are dhown in Table 5 (p.139'). Even though their

numbers are few we have added Jewish and West Indian students to this

list because they were inCluded in the ethnographic study. These twelve racial/

ethnic groups differ significantly in their :ratings of seven home climate

variables; Cohesiveness, Involvement, Ethnicity, School Learning, Out-of-

'School Learning, Maturity, and Dealing With Problems. In addition, Aspirations

and Identity and External Relations approach significance at the .08 and

.07 levels, respectively.

Overall; Greek and French students give their home climates

the highest overall ratings, and British and Black students give their home

.climates the lowest ratings. Jewish and West Indian students show the

most variation in their home climate ratings, most likely reflecting their

low numbers in the'survey sample.
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The home climate ratings vary across the thirteen
,

\

variable! for each racial/ethnic group, as among racial groups for the

same variables.

groups, we find

For example, looking within

the following patterns of highest

Rated Highest

the five ethnographic study

1
and lowest rated variables:

Rated Lowest

Irish School Learning (52) * Dealing With Problems (49)
Out-Of-School Learning 52)

portuguese * Ethnicity (52) * Out-Of-School Learning (47)

Armenian Out-Of-School Learning (53) Involvement (49)

. * Ethnicity (52) Equity and Factions (49)
* School Learning (52) Structure (49)
* Aspirations and Identity (52)

Jewish Maturity (59) Dealing With Problems (46)

Structure (58) Communication (48)
* Involvement (56) Equity and Factions (49)

Ethnicity (55) Influence (49)
* School Learning (55)

West Indian Cohesiveness (56) Dealing With Problems (46)

Involvement (56) Structure (46)
Ethnicity (55)

An asterisk (*) is used..to identify the variables which received similar

high/low ratings in the ethnographic study of these five groups. The partial

correspondence shown between the survey and ethnographic results gives a

partial cross-validation of the home climate questionnaire,However,som

important ethnographic characterizations of the home climates of these groups

are not as prominent in the survey results.

b. Socioeconomic Class Differences

Our index of socioeconomic class is the level of edUcation

of the4students' mother and father. Five class categories were used:

1. neither parent graduated from high school (N = 228);
2. one parent graduated from high school (N = 285);
3. both parents graduated from high school (N = 480);
4. one parent graduated from college (N = 135); and
5. both parents graduated from college (g = 106).

1Standard sdOres are shown; Mean = 50;'Standard Deviation = 10.
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Analysis of variance comparing how these five groups (total N = 1,234) rated

our thirteen home climate variables indicates no significant differences

among these class categories. There is high4ariance, but the within group

variancefar exceeds the between group variance. This is an important

finding, in that it suggestethat low, middle, and high socioeconomic class-

families each show a full spectrum in the nature and quality of their home life.

c. Gender Differences

Male (N = 598) and female (N = 685) students in our sample

(l = 1,283) rated two of our thirteen home climate variables significantly

differently. Males rated Communication and Structure higher than did females.

The differences are small, however, and there is no apparent 'leaning or inter-

pretation of this finding elsewhere in our data.

d. School Differences

Student ratings.of their home climates'ahow a few interesting

Similarities.and differences according to which school they attend, as recorded

in Table 6 (p.140). For example; Greek students rate home-Ethnicity consistently

high across schools. Portuguese students rate home-Ethniciiy high in three

schools, and average in three schools. Irish students rate home-Ethnicity

loc-mr ols. School 4-ive-shows_the_most

variation in home climate ratings. From the data available to us it is impossible

to tell wheer these differences reflect school, community, socioeconomic

class, or other differences in the sample. What is striking, however, is

that the similarities far outnumber the differences. Of'780 comparisons

(ten racial/ethnic groups X six schools X thirteen home climate variables)

there are only 27 (4%) significant differences among racial/ethnic groups

in different schools. This suggests that the home climates of particular,

racial/ethnic groups are overall more alike than different across the six'

08
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schools/dOmmunities in-our sample.

To test this interpretation further we compared the hone

climate ratings of four racial/ethnic groups for whom our sample includes

twenty or more students in each group attending two or more different schools.

Instead of analyzing racial/ethnic differences within schools, as reported

above, this time we analyzed differences among schools for the same group.

The results are dhown in Table 7 (p.141). Italian students in three different

schools (communities) show no significant differences in their home climate

,

ratings. Aqrbss four Schools (communities) Irish students in school No. 1.

.rate low home-Ethnicity, where Irish studentd in school No. 6 rate-high home-

Ethnicity. For Portugu se studenii in tWb different schools (communities),

those in school No. 2 at% high home-Ethnciity and low Out-Of-School Learningp

those in school No. 5 show an opposite pattern, rating low home-Ethnicity

and higher Out-Of-Schooi Learning. American students (...self-defined) in three

differgInt,schools rate four home climate variables differently-7Communication,

School Learning, Out-Of-School Learning, and Aspirations and Identity.

For the four racial/ethnic groups compared here (e.g.,

Italian, Irish, Portuguese, and American), the similarities in how each group

t-schools rates their home climates is striking. For example,

of 624 comparisons (four racial/ethnic groups X twelve schools X thirteen

home climate variables) there are only eight (1%) significant differences.

In a previcus section we referred to Table 5 (p.139) which shoWed many more

significant differences in home ciimate ratings across twelve racial/ethnic

groups in the total sample. Taken together, these findings,appear to support
&A,

the conCept of distinctive home climates for particular racial/ethnic groups,

but not for particular socioeconomic classes, gender groups, or sbhools (communi-

ties).
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3. School Climate

a. Race/Ethnicity Differences

Student school climate ratings for the ten major racial/
0-

,ethnic groups (plus Jewish and West Indian students in our ethnOgraphic sal eY

are shown in Table 8 (p.142). These twelve racial/ethnic groups differ signifi-

cantly in their ratings of six school climate variables; Community, Learning

Orientation, Expressiveness, Challenge, Options, and Influenae

1

Overall, Greek and Armenian students rate their School

climates most favorably, with Blck and Portuguese students giving the least

favorable ratings to their school climates. Jewish and West Indian students

show the most variation in their school climate ratings, most likely reflecting

their low numbers in the survey sample.

The school climate ratings vary across the thirteen variables

for each racial/ethnic group, as well as imong racial/ethnic groups for

the same variables. For example, looking wAhin the five ethnographic study

groups, we find the following gatterns of highest and lowest rated variables:

Irish

Portuguese

Rated Highest

* Community (52)

Involvement (50)

Armenian * Equal Treatment- (53)
* Learning Orientation (53)

Jewish * Equal Treatment (65)

West Indian Learning Orientation (57)
* Order (56)

,An asterisk (*) is used to,identify the variables

Rated Lowest

Involvement (48)

Community (48)
Learning Orientation (48)

Groupings (48)

Community (46)
* Dealing With Problems (46)

* Community (43)

for which the ethnographic

study predicted optimal (prodUctive) high/low ratings for these
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b. Socioeconomic Class Differences

'Goal Direction was rated significantly higher by the highest

socioecdnomic class group. The highest class group also rated Involvement,

Equal Treatment, and Learning Orientation higher, with differences'that approach

significance at the .05 level (e.g., .09, .07, and .07, respectively).

c. Gender Differences

Male.and female students rated nine of our thirteen school

climate variables significantly differently. Male student ratings were lower

than female student ratings for Community, Accessibility,and Receptivity,

Involvement, Expressiveness, Goal Direction, Dealing With Problems, Order,

and Options. For Groupings, male students rated their-schools higher than

did female students (i.e., males perceive more student cliques in the schools).

. School Differences

The overall mean ratings by all students in each of the

six survey schools are shown in Figure 1 (p.232). Overall, school No. 4

is rated highest, with schools 3, 6, and 5 rated lowest. 'The differences

are significant between these schools, with ratings for paiticular variables

that range from 45-55 (on a scale with a mean of 50 and a standard deviation

of 10). These findings are consistent with other studies which show that

schools vary quite widely in how their school climates are rated.

In Table 9 (p.143) high/low rated school climate variables

are shown for the 10 largest racial/ethnic groups in our simple, separately

by school. The pattern is quite varied, with some differences between groups

within the same schools, and some differences for the same groups among

'schools. Of 780 comparisons (ten racial/ethnic 9roups X six schools X thirteen
tr

school climate variables) there are 54 (8t) significant differences betw6en

racial/ethnic groups in different schools: Although this is twice the number
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of differences found in a similar analysis of home climate (see p. 68), it

is a relatively small variation. Like home climate, this suggests that the

school climates of particular racial/ethnic groups are_overall more alike

than different across the six schools/communities in our sample.

To test this interpretation further, we compared the school

climate ratings of four racial/ethnic groups for whom our sample includes

twenty or more students in °each group attending two or more different schools.

Instead of analyzing racial/ethnic'differences within schools, as reported °

above, this timwe analyzed differences among schools for the same group.

The results are own in Table 10 (p.144). Italian students in three different

schools 4commun ties) give different ratings to Community, Accessiblity and

Receptivity, and Equal Tteatment. Aoross.four schools (communities) Xrish

students give different ratings to Accessibility-4nd Receptivity, Equal Treatment,

Learning Orientation, Goal Direction, Order, Options, and Influence Distribution.

For Portuguese students in two schools, Options is rated differently. American

'Students in three different schools give different ratings to Community,

Learning Orienation, Expressiveness, and Options.

For the four racial/ethnic groups compared here (e.g.,

Italian, Irish, Portuguese, and American), there are eight times as many

differences in their ratings of their school climates than of their home

climates. Of 624 commxisons (four racial/ethnic groups X twelve schools

X thi,rteen school climate variables) there are 51 (8%) significant differences.

This finding suggests that although not quantitatively overwhelming, teveral

important school climate differences are experienced by the same racial/ethnic

groups in different schools.

4. School Outcomes

For students who completed a questionnaire we collected data
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on six school outcome measures:

days absent (for 19804981):

days suspended (for 1980-1981):

. standardized reading_test_scores,
,
converted to

z-scores (Ach-z) to Make different tests comparable;

. grade point average (GPA=course grade average
for 1980-1981);

. academic performance rated by teachers (see p.111); and

. social performance rated by teachers (see p.112)..

There are significant differences in many of these school outcome measures

-

by student race/ethnicity, socioeconomic class, gender, and school.

a. Race/Ethnicity Differences

In Table 11 (p.145) significant outcome differences-are"

shown for the ten largest racial/ethnic groups in our sample. With a total

average of 11.7 days absent, Black students are absent most (21.0 days),

and Greek (7.0 days) and Armenian (7.6 days) students are absent least. There

are no significant differences among these groups in suspensions, probably

due to the rarity of suspensions in these schools.
111

There are larae differences in standardized reading achieve-
..

ment (z-scores). With a mean score set at zeros Black (-.31) and Portuguese

(-.22) students show the lowest reading achievement; French (.61), Irish

(.41), Italian (.38), and.Armenian (.38) students show the bighest reading

achievement.

The students' grade point averages show small (but significant).

differences,' with Black (2.2), Portuguese (2:3), and British (2.3) atudents

at the lower end, and Greek (2.7), French (2.6), and Italian (2.6) students

at the higher end of the scale.
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The teacher academic and social ratings run parallel

to ?)./ach ither, with British (2.3, 2.3) and Portuguese (2.3, 2.2) students

re4ei ing the lowest ratings, and Greek (1.7, 1.6) and Armenian (1.9, 1.9)

si dents receiving the highest ratings.

b. Socioeconomic Class Differences

There are no significant class differences in days absent

or suspensions (see Table 11, p.145). Standardized reading achievement follows

the same low-to-high pattern as low-to-high class, except for the highest class

rating Which matches the achievement of middle class students. Teacher academic

and social ratings also parallel student class ratings, without exception.

c.- Gender Differences

Male,and female students vary significantly in,grade

point averages and teacher academic and social ratings, but not in days absent;

suspensions, or standardized reading adhievement (Table 11, p.145). Female
4.

students receive slightly higher grade point averages (2.5) and teacher academic

(2.1) and social (1.9) ratings than do male students (2.4, 22, and 2.1,

respectively).

d. School Differences

There are several differences-in school outcomes, within

and among schools, according to students' race/ethnicity, socioeconomic

class, and. gender. For example, in Table' 12 (p.146) we identify racial ethnic

socioeconomic class, and gender groups that score differently on particular

school outcome measures, separately for the six schools in our sample. 'Each

school is characterized by a distinctive profile. For example, in school

No. 2 there are racial/ethhic differences in days absent and standardized

reading achievement, and in teacher academic and social ratings; and gender

differences in suspensions, standardized reading achievement, and in teacher



ac4mic and social ratiOgs. _In sharp contrast, School No 4 shOws no signi-

_ . .

_ficant differencea:in any of the six outcome measures, either by race/
1

ethnicity, class, or gender. School No. 6 is interesting in its parallel

ratings for Italian and /rish students: /talian students receive the highest

grade point averages and,highest teacher academic ratings, Irish students receive

A

the'lowest grade
a

point averages and the lowest teacher academic ratings.

In Table 13 (p.148)we compare the school outcome mea-

sures of four racial/ethnic groups for whom our sample includes twenty or

more students in each group attending two or More different schools. Italian

students who attend three different schools differ significantly in days

absent, suspensions, and teacher social rating.. Irish students who.attend
,

four different schools differ significantly in grade point average, and in

teacher academic and social rating. Portugpese students whb attend two differ-

\

ent schools differ significantly in grade point average. American students

1

,.. /.
\who attend three.different schools.differ significantly_in days absent and

\
'''.

grade point avprage, and they approach significant differences (at the .08
,

level) in standardized .reading achievement.

\

Taken together, these findings indicate that differences

in school outcomes by students' ace/ethalicity, socioeconomic class, andS.
_1

gender iiary significantly both within schools and iaetween schools. They

further indicate that the natdte and extent of such variation is highly school

, 1

each school exhibits a unique.profiie or Pattern of differential

effects on particular racial/ethnic, class; and gender groups.

4. Interaction of Home aild School Climates With School Outcomes /--

a. Introduction

As reported in the preceding discussion, students in

\ our sample show significant variation by race/ethncity, socioeconomic class,
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gender,and school in many of the home climate, school climate, and school

outcome measures used. A major hypothesie of this study is that if w control

for socioeconomic class, gender, and other student background chara teristics,

much of the variation in school outcomes by race/ethnicity will b accounted'

for (correlated with) by discrepancies between the students' rat ngs of their

home.and school-climates. We further conjectured that some home-school climate

discrepancies might correlate with'low outcome scores (i.e., appear to depress

learning and social development), whereas others might be related to high outcome

scores (i.e., appear to promote learning and social development; seey.;5).

In this section we report on several rather involved

and complex analyses conducted to test these and related hypotheses. To

assist the reader, the following guide is given before we plunge into the

details of these analyses. In Figure 2 (p.133) we diagram two possible explana-

tions of how home and School climates right interact with (affect) school

outcomes.

The "ethnic discrepancy model" represents interactions

such-as those discussed in the preceding paragraphs, in which home and school

climate 4iscrepancies "inteXsct with" (affect) particular racial/ethnic groups'

school catcomes (when the other variables or interactive paths tre controlled .

fd3. This model represents the centr,,,, hypothesis of the tudy.

In the "home and school climate-model,' separate (i.e.,

not interactive) home climate and school climate effects on hool outcomes'

are predicted (with controls for student background characteri

model has been validated in.several previous studies, including tudies conduct-

ed by the principal investigators of this study. It was from such studies

that we develved the ethnic discrepancy model, as a possible refinement

of that more established model.
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/n the following analyses (partial correlation and stepwise

rpgression), the variables were entered as indicated in the stables referred

to in the text. Most of the items in Table 1-were entered separately, but

a social class index was constructed for certain analysel by allocating one

point for each parent who had graduated froM high school and one point for

each parent who had graduated fibm college; this scale ranges from 0 to 4.

-Some analyses were computed separately for each of the resuiting five groups,

and other analyses employed this social clasS variable as quantitative.

Social class and other student background characteristics

shown in Tablel can be considered unalterable variables that schoolStaff

have no power to influence. The purpose of entering such variables into

the analyses is_to control 01 partial out their influence, so that the
'

impact of school and home climate, independent of the control variables;
.....

can e analyzed. To make the statistical control process as precise as possi-

4

ble ik the multivariate regression analysis (i.e., to remove confounding

of the background from the climate variables), all background variables were

transformed to binary 0, 1 variables representing all categorical information

in the background variables. As an initial'example, it can be said that

sex ii4006htly a binavy varia*e and is coded 0 for males and 1 for females.

Grade level,'however, varying from sixth through ninth requires transforming

the four possiLle values (6, 7, 8, and 9) to three binary variables. The

fikst variable is coded 1 if the student is in sixth grade, 0 if not, the

second variable is coded 1 ik the student is in seventh grade, 0 if not;

the third variable is coded 1 if the student is in the eight grade, 0 if

not; and ninth grade status is indicated in the regression constant since

a zero value on the first three variables is sufficient to identify the student

as a ninth grader.
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The important point of,this statistical procedure is

that it extracts a 1 possible categorical/information from 11 the background

variables. In the case of. grade level, for example, it.tak s into consideration

not.only the possi4ility that outcomes may not only be affe

:

ted linearly by

rising grade level but also that Grades 7 and\8 may differ rom Grades 6

and 9 or that any one of the grades may differ from the othe\r three. Thus,

all such effects are controlled in the multivariate regressiOn and partial

correlation analyses.

r.

IOther analytic features aie explained wit the results,

but the general stategy can be noted here. Since their are m
1

ny variables

entering the analyses, they may tend to exploit chance; five, ut of a hundred

on average might be expected to be significant at the .05 leirel by chance

alone. For thits reason, multivariate tests in the form of multiple regressions

are first run to test this possibility. Then the-specific simple correlations

are displayed: In.several cases, simple correlations are presented-even'

though the mutliple correlations are not significant so as.not to deny readers

who are interested in certain relations'otwho might haVe a priori hypotheses

that they. widh to-test. A look at-these results is thud undenied, but.the

multivariate problems should induce extraS interpretive caution in several instances.

The key idea of the main analysis is school-home climate

,

discrepancy. To calculate this disctepancy the home and school variables
%

were first standardized to z-scores with a mean of zero and standard deviation4

Of unity to place "them on the same scale.,Then the home climate variables'

were subtracted from corresponding school variables for eight of the

,thirteen parallel scales (see p. 60). Thus the climate discrepancies measure

the degr r. to which the school is rated higher than the home in a normative

standardized Metric. The chief question of the primary analysis is depicted
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in/Figure 2 (p.133): "Are the relations b twee discrepancies and school

/outcomes significantly different for the elkhnic oups?"

IV Most analyses were run separat ly for each ethnic group.

Ethnic group is defined as the one that th student listed as his or her

primary rqot for the ten largest groups.

b. Ethnic Discrepancy Model

Table 14 (p.149ishows that two sch c&home discrepancies

variables--Community and Involvement--are signficiantly ,associated with pritary

roots. The discrepancies for Involvement, Equity, Learn ng, Problems, Structure,

and Influence'Disiribution are not signi icant for ethni ity in a multivariate

sense, even though all simple results fo/r the ten largest roups are shown

in'Table\15 (p. 150).

.For example, with r spect to primary ro ts, Armenians

more often rated their school.higher tharfheir home on Inv lvement and-Equity.

Blacks More often rated their school h'gher than their home on Influence.

Those who listed their primary roots a 'AMerican more often ated their school
.

higher than their home on Access and I fluente. Italians mo e often rated

their school higher than their home on 'Community, but lower o Involvement

and Influence. POrtuguese.and French more often rated their chool lower

than their home onoinrnuiity. ,Iri* ore often than others r ted their school

higher than their home o /Community, but lower on Involvement and Learning.

Greeks more often ratediheir scho4 higher thantheir home on Learning.

Irish-Italians rated their school hligher than home on Communit than did

other groups.

Table 16 (p.15 r shows the results of multi le regressions .

1
that successively enter four sets of variables into the regres ion in four

ily structure, the school-home discrepancies, the psteps: ry roots
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ethnicity variables, and the interactions of ethnicity and discrepancy vari-

ables. .The fourmultiple correlations for each school outcome dhow the amount

of variation associated with the four successive equations.

Fi e of the, sixsets of complete multivariate results

are significant, which s more attributable to the larger sample size than tO

the magnitude of the relationships. The first column of.entries, for example;

dhow that reading achievement is significantly associated with family structure

and remains-significantly associated as the discrepancies, primary roots,

and interactions of discrepancies are entered in stepwise sets. The number

of suspensions is the only outcome of the six that is not significantly related

to the four sets of independent.Variables.

Before tUrning to the specific correlations for each

ethnic group, the correlations betWeen School-home discrepancies and school .

outcomes for the total samihe dhould be considered. These are shown in Table'17

(P. 152).. Of the 48 correlations of eight discrepancies and six outcomes,

nineteen are significant at or beyond the .05 level. Since this number ii

about eight times greater than the 2.4 that might be expected by chance (.05

X 48 = 2.4), the results cannot be attributed to chance alone. Even so,

'the correlations are small; and the largeit two in the table are .11, either

of which accounts for only.about one percent of the variance in the respective

outcomes for the total sample,

The specific correlations in Table 17 show that students .

who rated their schools relatively higher than their homes on Community were

less often abSent from sChool and scored higher in reading achievement. Those

who rated the schools higher than their homeson Accessibility and Receptivity

Were less often absent and werelgiven higheracdemic and social rating by

their teachers. Those who rated their schools higher than their homes on

InvolVement scored lower in reading achievement. Students who rated their schools
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higher than their homes on Equity show less absence, and higher grade point

averages, higher academic and social ratings, and higher reading achievement.

Students who rated their school higher their home on

Learning Orientation received higher social ratinga. Those tIat rated their

schools higher on Dealing With Problems had higher grade, point averagei.

Students Who rated their schools higher than their homes

on Structure were suspended less often and had higher grades, social ratings,

and achievement. Those that rated their schools higher than their homes

on Influence received lower grades and had lower achievement scores.
**

The 48 correlations of school-home discrepancies with

school outcomes are shown for the ten largest ethnic groups in Tables 18 through

27 (pp.153-162). For readons mentioned earlier, all 480 correlations Sre

dhown in the interest of comprehensiveness; but many are excluded from the

subsequent discussion, namelyi those that are insignificant and those that

conform in sign to those noted in the immediately preceding section.

Table-18 (p. 153) shows that, for Armenian students, the

school-home discrepancies:in Community are more highly correlated with grade

point average, academic and social ratings, and achievements for other groups.

Higher school-home discrepancies in Equity are also more strongly associated

with higher attendance and fewer suspensions. Higher school-porde discrepancies

are negatively .associated with achievement for Involvement, Equity, and Structure.

For Blacks (Table 19, p. 154), higher school-home discrepan-

cies with respect'to Community are associated with higher grade point average,

, higher academic and social ratings, and higher achievement. Higher discrepancies

in Dealing, With Problems are also more highly correlated for Blacks with

suspenSiond and achievement, and for Structure with achievement. In addition,

greater discrepancies with respect to Influence 4re associated withPfewer

suspensions for this group.



0

For those that reportedtheir primary roots as American

Table 20, p. 155), greater school-home discrepancies for Accessibility

and Receptivity is associated with academic rating, and Involvement is associated

with greater absence and lower social rAings by teachers. Greater discrepancies

in Equity ts associated with higher grade point average, academic and social
.

rating, and achievement. Dealing With Problems is associated with more

frequent absence and higher grade point average.

For Portuguese students (Table 21, p.156), greater discrepancy

in Community is associated with higLer achievement. Greater discrepancies

in Accessibility and Receptivity are associated with higher less absence, and higher

tirade point averages, academic -ratings, and achievement. Higher ratings

on Learring Orienation are associated with lower achievement. Greater discrepancy

with respect to Structure is associated with a higher academic rating by

teachers and higher achievement.

Table 22 (p.157) shOws the only correlations that signifi-

cantly reverse those for the total group. For French students, higher academic

ratings by teachers as associated with lower discrepancy ratings on Accessibility

and Receptivity, Involvement, and Equity. In addition, higher social ratings

are associated with lower discrepancies on Involvement. In the expected

direction, higher discrepancy on Involvement is a.lsociated with less absence.

Forthe British samples (Table 25, p. 160); greater

Accessibility and Receptivity discrepancies are associated With higher less

absence, higher grade point average,.and higher academic and social rating.

Greater discrepancies with respect to Structure are associated with greater

absenCe; and greater Influence discrepancy is associated with lower academic

ratings.
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For Irish students, higher Community discrepancies are

associated with lower academic ratings (Table 24, P. 159). Higher discrepancy

on Learning is associated with higher social ratings, and on Dealing with

Problems with achievemet.

Table 25 (p. 160) dhows that for Greek Students, higher

discrepancy on Involvement is associated with higher suspensions.

Table '26 (p. 161) shows the results for a combined ethnic

group that is among the ten largest in the sample--Irish-Italian students.

Higher discrepancy on Accessibility and Receptivity, Equity! Learning,

;:and Dealing With Problems Are assoqiated with highergrade point averages.

Higher academic ratings are associated with greater discrepancies in Learning

Orientation and Dealing With Problems for thisgroup. In addition, higher

academic and higher social ratings are also associated with the higher discre-:

pancies in Learning and Dealing With Problems.

For Italian students, higher discrepancies in. Community and

Involvement are' associated with lower achievement (Table 27, P. 162). Higher discrepancy

in Learning is associated with less absence, higher grade point average, and .

higher social rating.- Higher discrepancy in Dealing With Problems is

associated with less absence and higher suspensions For.StruCture, higher

discrepancy is associated with higher social rating.
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c. Home and School Climate Model

Figure 2 (p.133) shows a second model ier examining the possible

influence of home and school climates On learning and otheF school outcomes.

Instead of focusing on ethnicity, the model assumes that cerein school and

\;*
home climate variables are conduciVe of school outcomes for ali\groups, controlled

for family background. This assumption may be considered more scientifically

parsimonious and educationally practical than the first, since it wou d depend

on general social-psychological laws of learning that extend across grou

and that could be efficiently applicable to all groups rather than requirin4\

special programs for each group. Prior research on school climates in Australi

Canada, India, and the United States suggests that such is likely to be the

case (Haertel, Melberg, and Haertel, 1981). Such variables as Goal Direction,

Satisfaction, and Cohesiveness are consistently correlated positively with

learning outcomes, and Disorganization, Cliques, and Friction are consistently

negatively correlated with learning across a great number,of conditions and

types of students.

climate,

Table28 (p.163) shows that the background variables, home

and school climate yield statistically significant multiple 'correlations

with five of the six school outcomes: Reading Achievement, Absence, Suspensions,

Teacher Academic Rating, and Teacher Social Rating. The climate variables

as a set, however, are not significantly correlated with Grade Point Average.



-A .1

The multipIecorrelations as a set elV1ower°than have been

found in previous studies. The lower correlations may be attributable to

three factors. Most past work on leArning correla 1 ions has emploYed the

classroom climate rather than school% climate as the unit of analysis, on

the assumption that tb.: student is likely to encounter both stimulating and

unstimulating classes within'the same school. This research has specifically

associated the climate of a class in a s.:.bject with achievement scokes in

the subjeci. The present study, in contrast, asscciates general school climate

with a general index of achievement, which may show an undifferentiated and

attenuated influence.

The second factor is the grade level of the students. Seventh

and eighth graders do not have as much perspective on school climate as have

high school students who have had more teachers and who have Attended more

schools, namely elementary, and in many casei, junior or middle schools.

-The third factor, mentioned earlier, is the low to moderate

internal consistencies of the school and home climate measures. It was noted

in a previous section that a deliberate choice was made to measure more va iables

with low to moderate reliability, rather than few with high reliability.

Notwithstanding these problems, many of the correlations in

'Tables-29 (p.164) and 30 (P.165) are statistically significant at conventional

levels (.05 and .01) even when controlled for the family background variables

as well as one another. Even thoUgh small, the correlations are in plausible

directions that bear out previous research, and are cOnsiderably larger on

average than those for the ethnic discrepanc model.

Table 29 for example, shows tha the significant simple and

more fiilly controlled partial correlations of school climate and reading

test achievement, are positive for Community, Equal Treatment, Expressiveness,
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Goal Direction, Challenge, Dealing With Problems, and Order, and negative

for /nfluence Distribution. Several ofithese school climate variables correspond

in general meaning to classroom climate variables that past research showsi

to be consistently positive and significant learning correlates, namely

Cohesiveness, Satisfaction, Task'Difficulty, Formality, Goal Direction, and -0-

Democracy. The others generally correspond to those that previous research

shows to be negative correlates, namely, Friction, Cliqueness, Apathy, Dis-

organization, and Favoritism. It Should be emphasized, of course, that these

correlations, though significant, plausible, and consistent with past research,

are relatively small.

One home and school climate variableInfluence Distribution--

has not been investigated in past studies; and it is negatively associated

with reading achieftment. The greater the level of student Influence, the

lower the level of reading achievement..

Absence is correlated negatively with Community, Involvement,

Goal Direction, Challenge, Dealing With Problems, and Order. Suspension

is correlated negatively with Community,-Involvement, Learning Orientation,

Challenge, Order, and Influence, but positively with Grouping (in ihe sense

of cliques and factions). These patterns suggest that suspended'and absence-

prone students find the school climate aliSnating.

Grade point average is not significantly correlated with school

climate. Perhaps variation in grading standards across schools explains

this finding.

Both academic and social ratings,'how%ver, are significantly

, correlated with similar patterns of school climate variables: ,Community,

Accessibility and Receptivity, Involvement, Equal Treatment, Learning, Express-
* _

iveness, Goal Direction, Challenge, Problems, Order, and, bnly in the case
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Of teacher social ratings, Influence Distribution. This pattern of correla-
,

tions is similar to that of reading achievement, and to generally corresponding

variables in previous research.

The highest partial correlations of reading achievement are

anong the home climate variables Aspirations and Maturity (Table 30, p.165).

Students who perceive their homes as encouraging these traits tend to score

higher on reading achievement tests. Encouragement of non-school learning

in the home is also positively correlated with reading achievement. High

Cohesiveness in the home, however, is negatively .associated with reading

achievement.

A lack of emphasis on School and Out-Of-School Learning in

-the home is associated with both absence and suspensiones Aspiration emphasis

in the home is positively correlated with grade poi7z age. The teacher

aceciemic and social ratings are gener'ally correla icantly with similar

sets of vartables: Cohesiveness, Out-Of-School s and

Influence Distribution. In addition, School Lea ty are signi-

ficantly associated with teacher academic rating,

cantly essociated with teipher social rating.

signifi-

One question that can be raised about the results in this

section concerns the generalizability.of the results across the various ethnic

groups. In view of this possibility the partial correlationsof school climate

with school outcomes both controlled for home climate and family background

were computed. Those that are significant at the .05 level for any ethnic

group and that reverse the correlation or that are not significant for the

total sample are noteein this section. These partial corre1ations indicate.

variables that seem to especially enhance or detract from school outcomes.

'For Armenians, the paitial correlation of.school Goal Direction

was -.56 with the academic rating by teachers. School Goal Direction is
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also partially correlated -.52 with the social atihg by teachers.

For Blacks, school Challenge and Learning Orienation are partially

correlated .34 each with grade point average. Hone Communication and Involvement

are correlated .38 and .33 respectiiely with social rating by teachers.

For students who listed their primary roots as American, home

,

Maturity and attendance are correlated .23 and home Aspirations and suspensions

are correlated -.23. Also, for this group, school Involvemeni is Correlated

-.25 with sUspensions, and Equal Treatment is correla ed .31 with grade point

average.

For_ItaliAg, home Communication and Involvement are correlated

.1

-.20 and -.21 with suspensions. Home Involvement is correlated .37 with

achievement; and school Equal Tteatment, Learning-Orientation, and Goal Direction

are correlated respectively .21, .27, and .26 with grade point avekage.

Two partial correlations stand out significantly for Portuguese.

School Community and Expressiveness are correlated respectively .27 lhd .29

with grade.point average.

4

For French students, hcme Irfluence is correlated .45 with

absences. School'Options and Dealing With Problems, moreover, are correlated

-.39 And .38 with grade point average for this group. '

Only one corraeion is outstanding for British studenth!)

.)I*
'Home External Relations and absences are correlated .33.

One pakZial correlation stands out among the Irish sample.
_

School Accessibility andoRecePtivity and suspensions are'correlated .21.

For,Greeks, scilool Equity add suspensions arj correlated -.80.,

.
'In addition, home involvement and suspensions are correlated -.74 and .78,

respechvely, with suspensions and grade point ave ,Age.

students.

4

No partial correlations are outstanding for Irish-Italian
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E. Summary and Interpretation

1. Differential Student Experiences

Students in the ten largest_groups in the sample vary signifi-

cantly in most of the school outcome measures used--by race/ethnicity,

,lass, and gender groups,fwith the widest differences showing up in reading

achievement. By race/ethnicity, students differ in days absent,

reading achievement levels, grade point averages, and,teacher academic

and social ratings (but not by suspensions). By socioeconomic class, they

'differ in reading achievement, grade point averages, and teacher academic

and social ratings (but not in days absent or suspensions). There are

fewer differences by gender, such as in grade point averages, and teaCher

academic and social ratings'(imit nOt in absences, suspension's, or reading

achievement). For class and gender the differences correspjlid to those

found in priOr research, with class and outcome levels running parallel,

and with girls doing better than boys in teacher grades and teacher ratings.
1

The variation in school outcomes by race/ethnicitli is of

\

particular interest in this stUdy regarding equity in multicultural schooling.

For the ten largest groups, Black and -Oortuguese students show the-lowest-
/

school outcomes, with French, Grddk, Irish, and Armenian students placing

at the higher school outcome level. However, before jumping to conclusions
.,

(-
aiout particular groups, it is important to rate that.many of the.school

ouXcome levdls for particular racial/ethnic (and class and gender) groups

also vary significantly by school. Within certain schools there is wide'
..

ii

variation in SchOol outcome revels by race/ethnicity (and class and gender),

N where in other schools there are few oi no differences in school outcome

le.yels., Also, among different schools attended by the same racial/ethnic

groups, ichool outcomp levels vary for the same groups.
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These results are highly whool specific, with e'ach school
ye'

showing a uniqueyrofile or pattern of differential effects on particular

racial/ethnic (and class and gender) groups. They do suggest,-however,
si

that for school outcomes, school differences are mope pronounced than differences

by student racial/ethnic, class, or gender group.

Students in the ten largest groups also vary significantly

in how they rate seven of thirteen home climate variaBled, and six of thirteen

school dlimate variables. AS with school outcomes, there are unique within-

group aild between-group differences: However, while particular racial/ethnic

groups Irate their homes quite -similarly across schools, they more frequently

rate their schools differently across schools. But again, each school

shows 4 unique profile' or pattern of ratimay for particular rabial/ethnic

-4,...

_stoups Regi^ag the home climate ratings by class and gender, within /

group differences overshadow between group differences, suggesting that /
/

families show a full spectrum in the nature and quality of their home l e

if
regar4ess of socioeconomic class group and gender.

The most striking overall'finding in these results is that
.

schoolldifferences overshadow student. racial/ethnic, class, and gender

differ'nces. in school outcome levels ana school climate ratings. This --

is bo4 good'newS and,bad news It is good news because schools can measure

and imove (alter) -their school climates for all groups, while/they have

little or no influence over the racial/ethnic, class, or gende mix of

thelr tudent,bodies,-or over their students' home climates. It is bad

news b cause it confirms that Schools vary considerably in Iie levels of

equitlyinequity which they provide to students of varying Iackgrounds,

-ds.fouitir rior research.
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Discrepancy Model

hough significant, the many home-school discrepancies and

sub-group school-outcome-correlates found in this study are modest and

varied, showing few meanin ful patterns for any particular sub-group across
/

schools. However, therdo tend to support the notion that certain home-

school discrepancies apPeitpio Work against learning and social Oevelopment,

other home-school disciepancies appear to piomote learning and social

d lopment. For example, a tally across home-school discrepancY/school

ou ome correlates (Tables 18-29, pp. 153-164) shows tliat.for the ten largest_

racial/ethnic groups, 47-of 64 (73%) of the hone school discrepancies found
)

correlate with positive school outcomes (e.g., loweriabsence, higher achieve-
.

ment), when the school iS rated higher than the honfe. For the remaining

17 of 64 (27%) home-scfiool discrepancies, negative chool outcomes emerge

higher absence, lower achievement) when the school is rated higher

than the home. ThiS suggests that for all groups a higher-school-thanT

home climate stimulates learning and social development in most Cases,

and tha in,general schbols should 'continually strive to improve their

Climat s for all students.

However, the preced61g also suggests that for particular sub-
,

groups, certain higher-school-than-home climate factors may work against learning

and social development. In these cases schools should carefully investigate

such poSsibilities, and work with individuals and sub-groups according to
1

their particular needs as they come to be better understood. For example,

InvolveMent and Influence are the/two home-school variables most frequently
40.

associated with negative effects on outcomes, when the school is rated
, I

higher than the home. Thus, for some students with low home Iivolvement

and /nfluence, speCial-assistance may be required for them to respond positively
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to higher levels of Involvement and Influence at school.

Taken as a whole this data gives modest support to what we

call an ethnic discrepancy model, but the paradigm requires further empirical

confirmation before more definitive school (or home) implications are drawn.

3. Home and School Climate Model

The data gives more support to what we call a home and school

climate model. Taken as a whole the survey data suggests that both the

school and home climate variables can independently have positive influences

on school outcomes for all students. 'With respect to school climate, higher

levels of perceived Community, Equal Treatment, Learning Orientation, Express-
,

iveness, Goal Direction, Challenge, Problem Solving, and Order are generally

and significantly associated with favorable educational consequences. With

respect to home climate, higher levels of perceived emphasis on Out-of-

. School Learning, Aspirations, Identity, and Maturity are associated with

favorable school outcomes. This data suggests that general improvements

in both home and school climates for all children, rather than special

treatment for separate sub-groups, are more justifiable.

The statistical significance and magnitude of the results

are higher for the independent home and school effects than they are for

the ethniC discrepancy effects. However, the home and school effect correlates

are lower than found in previous research probably. because, as disCussed

earlier, the students are younger than those in previous samples and thus

have a more narrow frame of reference since they know less about other schools

and families. In addition, the climate of particular classes is more closely

associated with learning than is the general school climate, since students

may encounter both good and poor classes within a school. Lastly, the validity

of many of the scales was reduced by the heed to limit the number of items on
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each scale to keep the questionnaire length to a reasonable time for adminii,-

tration and still investigate a large,number of background and climate variables..

These results, nonetheless, are interesting and important

because they confirm, and are buttressed by, 4 large body of research on

school and home climates that show positive influences of both environments'

on cognitive, affective, and behavior learning of all. students. When the

data ate examined separately for each of the .six survey schools, however,.

some differential scbool effects emerge for students according to their

race/ethnicity, socioeconomic class, and gender. Variations by race/ethnicity,

clats, and gender in students' s=hool climate ratings and their school outcome

Scores, both within and between schools, are striking. The patterns are

highly school specific with 6ertain groups favored in some schools but

not in other schools.

Such differential school effects suggest a need to modify

our simple home and school climate model. This possibility is discussed

in the following section in which we reexamine the survey data, in light

of the results of the ethnographic component discussed in the preceding

section. It isto this "data synthesis" and our final conclusions and

retommendations that we now turn.
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TV. OVERALL'SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS _AND IMPLICATIONS

A. Summary. of Findings

'As stated in the Introduction, this study is concerned with more

effective multicultural schooling--with improvements in teaching, learning,

and social development in schoola which serve students from varying racial/

ethnic and national origin backgrounds. Dozens of studies have documented

continuIng inequities in educational opportunity and educational attainment,

particularly for many racial/ethnic minority students who attend "mainstre4

American schools.

Some of these studies have drawn.upon home and neighborhood socio-

cultural differences to explain "'such differential school success. However,

there is a common bias in this literature which assumes that such student-

environment differences are inherently counterproductive to student learning -

k
and social development. ,In this study we inkrestigate the home "climates"

and school "climates" of several racial/ethnic, socioeconomic class, and

gender groups. The central idea behiml the study is that certain incongruities

(differences) and certain congruities (similarities) between the home and

the school may actually stimulate learning, where other home-school incongruities

and congruities may work against learning.

In the ethnographic component of the study, which came first,

our focus was on the home climates of five racial/ethnic groups. For-each

group the adolescents (and-parents) studied in each community were found

to perceive their home climates in similar ways. In addition, their (modal)

perceptionslof our thirteen home climate variables'differ dramatically

'and systematically for each particular group. Given such sharp differences

in home 'climates, we proceeded to predict how certain groups would rate their

home climates in the survey, and the degree of variation in school outcome l vels
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for the questionnaire survey sarpple; we speculated on the optimal school

climates for each group.

!

Racial/ethnic,group differences in home climate perceptionawere

found in.the questionnaire survey results for seven of thirteen variables

° (with two more variables approaching significance). Though significant

and confirming, these differences are less dramatic than those found in

the ethnographic component. Similarly, there is correipondence between

the (ethnographic) predicted and (survey) home climate ratings in only

one-third of.the cases where the group/variable samplegOboincide. These

*disparities are understandable given the liditations.of the four-item7per-

variable scales used in the survey, compared to the extensive description

and interpretation possible (given),in the ethnographies. However, the

k survey results also1
i4dicate that students of the same racial/ethnic group

4

who attend different schools in different communities show a fairly consistent

pattern in how they characterize their home climates. Despite some variations

within groups, this data suggests that students who identify themselves-
2

with a particular racial/ethnic group, in terms of their "primary roots",

ahare in a common "ethnic character" of their homes. .

The same cannot be said for the home climates of different socio-

economic class and gender gkoups. By class and gender there is much more

within groupovariation than between group variation. Thiaauggesta that

families of all socioeconomic class levels ahow a full spectrum in the

nature and quality of their home life, ind that the modal home experiences

of male and female adolescents are more alike than different..

The prediction from the ethnographies of racial/ethnic group

differences in,school outcome levels is also confirmed by the questionnaire

survey results. \For the ten largest groups there are significant differences
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in days absent, (standardized) reading achievement, grade point averages,
N.,

and teacher academic and social ratings (but not in suspensions). However,

many Cif the school outcome levels of particular groups vary significantly,

as do their school climate ratings, according to which school they attend.

In addition, students of the same racial/ethnic group who attend different

schools vary significantly in certain outcome levels, and in their ratings

of their school climate. Such school differences actually overshadow student

racial/ethnic (and socioeconomic class and gender) differences in school

outcome levels and school climate ratings.

In analyzing relationshLps between the (survey) home and school

climate ratings and school outcome levels, the statistical significance

and magnitude of the correlations are highest for independent.home and

.school effects on aChool outcomes. However, the results also show some

home-school climate discrepancies correlated with certain school outcome

levels for the ten largest racial/ethnic groups in the sample. For example,

the highest correlation (.60**, or 36% of the variance) indicates that

for Armenian students, significantly higher school Community than home

Community is related to higher reading achievement (see Table 18, p. 153).

Actually of the 64 home/school discrepancies found to significantly correlate

with school outcomes, 47 (73%) are related to positive school outcomes

(e.g., lower absence, higher achievement), when the school is rated higher

than the home. .For the remaining 17 (of 64, or 27%), negative school outcomes

emerge (e.g., higher absence, lower achievement) where the school is rated

higher than the home.

B. Conclusions and Implications Drawn

To summarize, the major conclusions of the study are:
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1. Inequity in school outcomes is confirmed: There are significant

differences between racial/ethnic (and class and gender) groups
in the sample in days absent, (standardized) reading,achievement,
grade point averages, and teacher academic and social ratings

(but not in suspensions). '

2. Some schools are more equitable than other schools: Many of the

school outcome levels of particular racial/ethnic (and class
and gender)' groups vary significantly, as do their ratings of
their school climates, according to which school they attend.

3. Schools vary more than homes: Adolescents who identify with parti-
cular racial/ethnic groups describe their home climates with
striking similarity, yet markedly differently from other racial/
ethnic groups. In contrast, students from the same racial/ethnic
groups who attend different schools-in different communities,
characterize their school climates quite differently. By socio-
economic class and gender groups, students' ratings of their
school climates vary much more than their ratings of their home

climates.

. 4. Schools and homes both affect school outcomes: The statistical
significance and magnitude of the correlations are highest for

independent home-climate and school-climate,effects on school
outcomes for all students, irrespective of racial/ethnic, socio-

economic class, or gender groups.

5. Home-school discrepancies affect school outcomes: For particular
racial/ethnic groups who rate their school climates higher than
their home'climates on specific variables, such "discrepancies"
are correlated with positive school outcomes (e.g., lower absence

and higher achievement) in 73% of such cases. For the remaining

27% of similar discrepancies, negative school outcomes emerge
(e.g., higher absence, lower achievement) where the school is

rated higher than the home. Though significant, these correlates
are modest and varied, showing few meaningful patterns for any

particular sub-group across schools.

Conclusions 1, 2, and 4 are the least surprising to us, as they

confirm prior research and our experience in working with schools on school

and racial/ethnic climate improvement. Conclusion 3 is somewhat surprising

in the sharply distinctive "ethnic character" of home climates depicted

by particular racial/ethnic groups; the sharp contrasts which characterize

the home climates of different racial/ethnic groups; and the large within

group variation'which suggests that a full range of home-life quality is

experienced by adolescents across socioeconomic class and gender groups.
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Our biggest surprise is in Conclusion 5, for which our data

is least certain, but more tantalizing. We did expect to find home-school

discrepancy effects on school outcomes, and even though we challenged a

common bias which assumes that all such discrepancies are inherently counter-

productive, wg are surprised at the direction and extent of positive .

,

discrepancy effects which we found. To repeat, in approximately three-

fourths of the cases where the school is rated higher than the home on

particular variables, such discrepancies are significantly correlated with

positive school outcomes.

This suggests that if school climate levels are kept high on

all dimenions, students from hoMe climates with less Challenge, less Structure,

less Cohesiveness, etc., may actually be stimulated by such,discrepancies

in most cases to higher levels of learning and social development--regardless

of racial/ethnic, socioeconomic class, or gender group. At the same time,

however, schools must be sensitive to the possibility that for particular

groups, higher school-than-home climates on particular variables may work

against learning and social development. An example given in the preceding

section concerns students from homes with low Involvement and low Influence

who may need special assistance/counseling in responding positively to

a school environment of high student Involvement-and Influence.

Given the absence of clear patterns by particular racial/ethnic

(or class or gender) groups in either the number or direction' of such home-

school discrepancy effects, we wonder if distinctive patterns might emerge

if studied in specific schools. We did find differential school effects

in school outcomes and school climate according to students' race/ethnicitY,

class, and gender. Thus, it may be reasonable to expect similar, school-

specific patterns in home=school discrepancy effects for Carticular racial/ethnic,
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class, and gender groups. Unfortunately, our samples of students matched by

background, home climate, school climate, and.school outcome data are too

small for such a school-by-school analysis by specific sub-groups%

Limitations, qualifications, and speculations aside, even a

conservative interpretation of the study results, which confirWprior

research, suggests that general school climate improvement should benefit

most students irrespective of their backgrounds. The same. can be said

of.home climate improvement; but as we stated at the outset our

focus as interventionists is on improving multicultural schooling. We

leave home intervention to those more familiar and Comfortable with such

an undertaking, and the issues involved.

We do advocate, however, that while schools strive to improve

-

their climates for all students, that they sharpen their scrutiny of possible

home-school discrepancies which may inhibit'learning and social-development

4
for particular students. Such scrutiny can begin with the school staffs'

experiences and insights, or it can begin with a student survey similar

to that given in this study. In our experience the student survey is a,

preferred beginning because the data it can produce stands a better chance

of penetrating the veils of myth and taboo which often shroud possible

sub-group inequities in schools--they are often denied, but seldom discussed,

The Omplest student survey.for getting at general.school climate

improvement, and to investigate possible sub-group inequities, would consist

of the School Climate Questionnaire, plus questions on student background,

such as race/ethnicity, socioeconomic class and gender items. In the analysis,

the overall student ratings for the thirteen school climate variables would

be broken down by these student background characteristics. Similarly,

important school outcome measures such as absences,- suspensions, achievement -
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test scores, grade point averages, etc.,,would also be broken down by the

same student background characteristics.

By inspection, relatively low school outcome levels and school

climate ratings for certain racial/ethnic, class, or gender groups can

be readily identifieo. where they exist. If such inequities are found,

the'next step beyond general school climate improvement (when warranted

from the data) would be a second-level,investigation babed primarily on

experience and insight. To broaden Such sCrutihy and to insure follow-

up action we advocate the use of one or more (10-15 member) student-staff-

parent improvement team(s), to manage the entire process.

For example, suppose that a student-staff-parent improvement

team administered such a student school-cliMate/school-outcome survey.in.

a school, and found that of ten racial/ethnic groups which comprise the
14.

student body, two groups systematically showed the lowest school outcome

levels_and school climate ratings. Viewing this as inequity of attainment

and satisfaction, the next issue to be addressed is possible inequity of

opportunity for these two groups. In the absence of any precise methodology

from this or other studies (e.g., ethnic discrepancy analysis of the survey

results with home climate ratings), this further investigation cari proceed

in discussions between the team and (student, parent, other) representatives

of the sub-groups in question. If skillfully managed, such discussions

can proceed through typical stages SUch as venting frustrations, circular

blaming, denial, and rationalizationto mutual problem-solving. From

here, the course df events will be highly site-specific, ranging from effective

to ineffective diagnosis/action.

At this point in this report we are edging up,to a transition
4

from the study findings, conclusions, and implications to a recommended
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process of school intervention. This"takes us to Volume III of the study, "A

Practitioners' Guide for Achieving Equity in EUlticultural Schools." In.

the Guide we summarize the study findings, and we present the details of

the step-by-step process which we began to describe in general terms above.

For those who wish to delve further into the.implicationsof the 'study

findings for (multicultural) school improvement, we urge you pick up from

here with Volume III.

For those with research interests, we encourage attempts to

replicate and refine the study as suggested herein. To assist in further

investigation, and to repeat our interpretative cautions, in the following

section we' discuss methodological limitations and issues of this study.
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V. -METHODOLOGICAL LIMITATIONS AND ISSUES

Overall, we found a,one-third level of correspo4d9ce between' the

ethnogranhic findings and predidtions, and the questionnaire results--

not a very impressive 17.?tting average.- Also, while, finding some.provocatilig
--

relationships among home-school climae discrepancies and 'school outcomes

in ihe 'survey, no systematic patterns emerged for particular racial/ethnic,

class, or gender groups, as we expectefr We suggest the following Possible

reasons for such disparities:

3.. The students who partic pated in the quantitative study
self-labeled themselves with'respect to ethnic group member-

shipk,students in the qualitative component went through
a much more refined process of assignment to.ethntc groups.
It is possible that many childreh allocated 'as the result
of their answers to a few questions would be differently
classified by fieldworkeks who knew more details of the
youngsters' family histories.

2. "Home climate- may be very crudely measured by the Home
Climate Questionnaire (HCQ), despite the Impressive reli-
ability statistiCt obtaiqed for the instrument in pilot
tests. The HCQ was devised by- the qualitative:tield staff,
yet it is possible that the same workersodeviated from

'aft-definitions of variables in'wiiting their ethnographic
reports.

3. School "outcome variables" were undeniably 'roughly measured,
since the project did not adMinister the same tests in
'all six of the cooperating schools. Outcome measures
derive from ratings by individual teachers, the,school's
oWn testing programs, and gradeipdint averages that reflect
-differing standards and conventions, from school-to school.

4. In the survey our procedure for determining home-school
climate discrepancies was first to normalize all scales,
then to subtract the home climate-ratings from the school
climate ratings for"individual students. While reasonably
.parallel, the eight common home climate and schaol climate
scales Are not identical. This rather crude methodolocii
may simply have obscured or otherwise, distorted relationships
left undetected, or may have generated spurious correlations
which render our interpretations questionabfe.
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The inter-ethniecontrasts in the qualitative data that so impress'

us may be explained other than as demonstrations of ethnic group differences:

1. The field staff may have been ideologically committed,to "finding"

ethnic specializations and contrasts. There is no doubt that

each field team wanted to present its.group as a functioning
and rational sub-culture in its own right, and that regular
staff.meetings permitted limited exchange of information about
ihecommunities among the fieldworkers. However, these meetings

dealt meetly with field procedures and theoretical issues:
what each-team was discovering was seldom shared, to most membere'
dismay. Almost ell of the field teams' data analysis, writing,
and editing wab done in isolation from each other. It is hard

to imagine how the results could have been deliberately or
even unintentionally tailored to contrast with each other..

2. What are proposed as inter-ethnic contrasts may actually be
social clasa differences which our crude survey qUestions obscured.

Many U.S. studies comparing class and ethnicity find the former

to be more powerful, and certainly the families we studied

are not immune from such effects. Nonetheless, among the given
,ethnic groups studied, those of similar soc?oeconomic status
contrast strongly in terms of their reported impressions of

family functioning. Por example, most of the Portuguese and

West Indian families are economically pressed, and the adults

share similarly low levels of education, yet household dynamics
and attitudes towards education differ considerably between
the two. Similarly, the Irish and Armenian families are mostly
lower middle class, yet their repotted home environments and
expectations Of school contrast markedly.

3. The families in several of the groups, especially the.Armenian
and,PortUguese, and to a less.extent the West Indian, are relatively
recent immigrantsto the U.S. It is reasonable to propose
that certain of the home climate differences we report may
be due to generation of arnival here. The ethnographies show
that aspects of the perceived hone climates of each of these
three groups ere related to their.newcomer status, but also
that the three climates themselves are singularly different.
Additionally, the Irish anA the Jewish famines, almost all
composed of second and thi-d generation parents and their childmeg:
are ai,o.very different fitom each other.

,

We conclude, therefore, that inter-ethnic differences in perceptions

of home climate exist, and that mote convincing quantitative docuientation

of such contrasts awaits subsequent and moresophisticated research efforts.

Some readers undoubtedly will be offended that in this research, in

which we discuss the youngsters not as individuals with specific strengths



and needs, but as members of ethnic groups. The school must work with

each child as a person,,such critics maintain, not as the embodiment

of purported tendencies that he/she shares with others of approximately

the same background. Dealing with aNdren'as meMbers of ethnic groups

is a form of stereotyping, no matter how benignly intended, they maintain.

To these anticipated criticism's we reply, first, that this and most

prior research documents inequitieS in the\educational attainment of

students according to their racial/ethnic, soCioeconomic class, and gender
0

backgrounds. Such differential school effecto warrant continued investigation

that will help explain such inequity, and how to,reduce it. Second,

and as stated earlier, we asSume that children in all ethnic groups encounter

patterns in their environments.related to their group menèersIp, yet

simultaneously conform to general "laws" of development that affect all

growing humans; therefore, they are likely to,perceive and perform in

school to some extent in accord with their ethnic experiences.

Third, we believe that a knowledge of documented ethnic differences

may help educators gain reliable first-order approximations of ihe likely

.needs, skials,oand.characteristics of children from.specific ethnic back-

grounds, frOm which they can move to more precise formulations of appropriate

programs for the youngsters as individuals; this contrasts with current

tendencies to deal with ethnicity via stereotypes, or by pretending that

it is irrelevant. Fourth, we believe that knowledge of ethnic differences

by "outside" professionals, such as educators, is'not inevitably destructive

or degrading to members of specific groups, as critics of studies of

ethnicity seemto imply; a-teacher can use his/her knowledge of students'

"roots" to help these students understand and build upon their heritages,

fornexample. Fina11Y, we reject the notion that research on any topic.
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should be banned for ideological reasons, UnitSs a proposed inquiry can

be shown as likely to harm. the sample or total population of persons

on which it it focuSed. We believe that the present project harbors

no such dangers.
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Appendix A; $urvey Questionnaire; As Administered To Students

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR STUD.ENTS

. The purpose of this.questionnaire is to find out how students' schools'
and homes affect their education.

. This is a questionnaire. It is not a test. There are no correct
answers. It is important that you give your own honest opinions
to the questions.

. We do not ask for your name so that your answers will be confidential.

. You should be able to complete the questionnaire easily before the
end of this class period. There is no need to hurry.

. Read the directions before you start to answer the questions.
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SECTION I

In this section we are asking questions about you.

Remember: We-do not have your name, so your answers are private.

DIRECTIONS

1. For each question, circle the number next to the best answer and write
a short answer in the space provided, if asked.

2. For ekample, if the question were:

What kind of school are you in this year?

1. Elementary
2. Middle School or Junior High School
3. High School

You would circle the number "2", for middle school or junior high schoo .

3. Circle only one number for.each question.

4. Please answer thoughtfully and honestly.

1. What grade are you in this year?'

1. Sixth grade
2. Seventh grade
3. Eighth grade
4. Ninth grade

2. Are you a male (boy) or a female (girl)?

1. Male
2. Female "

3. Do you now live with your parents?

1. I live with my own mother and father.
2. I live with my mother and stepfather.
3. I live with my mother only.
4. I live with my father and stepmother.
5. I live with my father only.
6. I live with guardians who are not my father or mother.

4. Do you have brothers who live at your house now? (If they are in college,
count them as living at your house.)

1. None
2. One brother
3. Two brothers
4. Three brothers
5. Four or more brothers



O

5. Do you have sisters who live at your house now? (If they are in college,
count them as living at your house.)

1. No sisters
2. One sister
3, Two sisters
4. Three.sisters
5. Four or more sisters 4

6. Not including your brother(s), sister(s), and yourself, are there any other
children who live at ylaur house now?

1. None .

2. One other child
3. Two other children

04. Three other children
5. Four or more other children

Q

7. Do any other people live with your family in addition to your parents or
guardians, brother(s), sister(s), other children, and you? (Do not count
tenants.)

-

1. No, no one else lives at my house now.
2. Yes, these other people live at my house now:

-

They are: a. Cousin
b. Grandfather
c. Grandmother
d. Aunt
e. Uhcle
f. Friends
g. Others (name them)

what.do you think is the highest level of schooling completed by your parents
or guardians?' If you are not sure, make your best guess.

8. Father or
Male Guardian

9. Mother or
Female Guardian

(circle one
number)

(circle one
number)

Did not finish high school ° 1 1

Finished high school 2 2

Business, trade, or technical school 3 3

Some college but did not graduate 4. 4

Graduated from college 5 5

More study after college but did not finish. 6 6

Received advanced degree for graduate study 7 7
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Which of the following names comes closest to describing the work that your parents
or guardians do? If you are not sure, make your best guess. If retired, or out of
work, what did they used to do?

10. Father or 11. Mother or
Male Guardian Female Guardian
(circle one (circle one
number) number)

Unskilled Worker, (such as laborer,
house cleaner, homemaker, orderly,
kitchen worker)

Semiskilled Worker (such-as, machine
operator, assembler, garment worker,

1

driver) 2

Service Worker (such as, police, fire-
fighter, hair dresser, school aide,
waiter, waitress) 3

Skilled Worker or Craftsman (such as,
carpenter, electrician, plumber,
jeweler, technician) 4 4

Salesperson, bookkeeper, secretary,
office worker, computer operator 5 5

Owner, manager, or partner of a small
business, lower-level governmental
official 6 6

Professional requiring a tollege
degree (such as, engineer,
elementary,or secondary teacher,
social worker, registered nurse) 7 7

Owner, or high-level executive in a
large business or high-level
government agency 8 8

Professional requiring an advanced
college degree (such as, doctor,
lawyer, college professor) 9 9
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12. Describe'in a few words the kind of work your Either or male guardian does.

(For example, machinist in a factory, Nouse painter for a contractor, runs
his own insurance agency, high school teacher, etc.) If not doing this kind

of work now, describe the kind of work he did last.

13. Describe in a few words the kind of work your mother or female guardian does.

(For example, salesperson at a department store, nurse in a hospital, housewife,

runs her own bookkeeping service for businessmen, etc.) If not doing this kind

.of work now, describe the kind of work she did last.

14. How much money does your family have, compared to the families of other

students in this school?

1. More money
2. The same money
3. Less money

15. What kind of marks do you get in

1. Mostly A's and B's
2. Mostly B's and C's
3. Mostly C's and D's
4. Mostly D's and F's

school?

16. Thinking about your classes this year, at what level do you think the school
has placed you in your grade?

1. I am with above average students in most of my classes.
2. I am with average students in most of my classes.
3. I am with below average students in most of my classes.
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17. Here are descriptions of students "who do.well in school work," and students
"who do poorly in school work." Read both of them carefully, and then decide
which of them best describes you, in your own opinion.

The student who does well in school work is proud of What he or she achieves
there. He or she learns as much as possible, is interested in many school
subjects and activities, and completes school work thoughtfully and completely
without reminders. In class, this student takes part in discussions and
cooperates with the teachers and other students.

The student who does poorly in school work is not very proud of what he or
she achieves. He or she learns much less than could be expected, with the .

natural ability he or she has. This student is uninterested in most school
subjects and activities, and must be reminded by teachers to complete school
work. In clasJ, this student may not pay attention and may be afraid to-
speak up.

In my opinion:

1. I am very much like the student who does well in school work.
2._ / am a little bit like the student who does well in school work.
3. I am, a little bit like the student who does poorly in school work.
4. I am very much like the student who does poorly in school work.

18. Generally, how do you think your teachers in this school think of you?

t. My teachers think I am
school work.

2. My teachers think I am
school work.

3. My teachers think I am
inischool work.

4. My teachers think I am
school work. -

very much like the student who does well in

a little bit like the student who does well in

a little bit like the student who does poorly

very much like the student who does poOrly in

a
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19. Here are descriptions of students "who get along well in school" and students

"who get along poorly in school.! Read both of them carefuliy, and.then

decide which of them best describes you, in your own opinion.

The student who gets along_well in school likes school and is usually well -
behaved. He or she is liked by most of the other students in the school, and

some of them are his or her good friends. He or she has many interests outside

of school, and as a person is self-confident, reliable and honest.

The student who gets along poorly in school finds school an unpleasant place to'

be, both in the classroom and with the other 4tudents, and he or she may often

get in trouble. He or she may have a few friends among the other students, but

he or she is not generally well-liked. This siudent has few interests outside

of school and really does not think very much of himself/herself.

In my opinion:

1. I am very much like the student who gets along well in school.
2. I am a little bit like the student who gets along well.in school.

3. I am a little bit like the student'who gets along poorly in school.

4. I am very much like the student who gets along poorly in school.

20. Generally, how do you-think your teachers in this school think of you?

1. my teachers think I am very much like the student who gets along well in schoo

2. My teachers think I am a little.bit like the student who gets along well

in school.
3. My teachers think I am a little bit like the student who ge s along poorly

in school.
4. My teachers think I am very much like the student who gets along poorly

in school..



The ancestors of almost all people in'the United States lived in other countries,

and many of them spoke some other language than English.

21. What languageor languages did your father's ancestors speak?

22. What languige or languages did your mother's ancestors speak?

23. What languages are spoken in your home today?

1. Only English is spoken in my home.
*2. English and the following language(s) are spoken in my home:

24. What languages, Other than English, can Lou speak?

25. Where was your mother living when you were born?

1. In the town or city I live in now. (Name it )

2. In another town or city in Massachusetts. 'Mame it

3. In another state or territory of the United States. (Name it )

4. In another country outside the United States. (Name it )

26. Where do you think your father was born?

1. In the town or city I live in now. Mame it

2. In another town or city in MassacNusetts. (Name it

3. In another state or territory of .the United States. (Name it

4. In another country outside the United States (Name it

27. Where do you think your mother was born?

)

)

1. In the tor or city I live in now. (Name it )

2. In another town or city in Massachusetts. (Name it

3. In another state or territory of the United States. (Name it

4. In another country outside the United States. (Name it

28. Where do you think your father's parents were born?

1. In the United States (name the places, if you can:

2. In another country (name_the country, if you can:
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29. Where do you think your mother's parents were born?

1. In the United States (name the places, if you Can:

2. In another country (name the country, if yourcan:

30. What do you think best describes your familles "roots?" That is, what is
your family's origin or background? (For example, Swedish, Puerto Rican,

Polish, Black or African, etc.)-

My family's "roots" are:

31. How do you think your father would describe his "roots?"

He would say his "roots" are:

32. How do you think your mother would desc&ibe her "roots?"

She would say her "roots" are:

33. If I had to desdribe my own roots, I would say that I am mostly:



a

SECTION II \ 4.

The purpose of this section of the questionnaire is to find out how you
feel about your sthool.

0

Again, your answers Ire confidential, so give-us your own thoughtful, honest
answers. =e

17.P.ECTZONS

ror each statemetb go through the following steps:

1. Think about how weLl the statement describes your school.

2. Circle one number for each statement according to the
following instructions:

Circle 1

Clrcle 2 U you disagree Iv the statement.

Circle 3 If you pmee with the statement.
.

Circle 4 If you stronaly agree with the statement.

3. For example, if the statement were:

'If you strongly disagree with the'stitement.

4.

. Students in this.school are friendly.

You would circle the number "1" if you "strongly disagree"
with that statement.

1 2 3
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1. Students would.rather be in this school than in any
other school.

2: Students can get good advice in this school when

they need it.

3. On most days students look forward to their Classes.

4. Students here get the marks they earn.

5. Students feel left out if they're not part of a
group in this school.

6. Learning is more important than marks in thiS
school.

9

7. Students are encouraged to discuss their own
ideas freely in classes.

8. No one really knows the goals of this school.

9. Students here do as little as they have to.

1 . People here usually avoid admitting that problems

exist.

11. Students know exactly what will happen when they

break a rule.

12. The same students always end up together in the
same classes.

13. Students help make the rules in this school.

14. The students here have a lot of school spirit.

15. People here make you feel that you're wasting
thir time when you ask for help.

1. 2 3 4

3

1 2 4

1 2 3 t, 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3

12 3

1 2. 3 -4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3 4

1 2 3

3



16. Most students here would
to school and found a lot

17. Only the smarter students
teachers.

bo.upset if they came
of equipient4estroyed.

ever get the bAst

18. Students need to belong to a group to biliird
,in this school.

19. Students here learn many things that will be
useful to them after they lame "is school.

20.0

21. This school helps students to set goals for_
themselves.

People.in this school are afraid to speak out.

22. This school doesn't demand enough from the
students.

23. Students here talk openly about school problems.

?
24. School rules are broken so often they're

vmsidered a joke.

25. This-School has something to.offer to students
with many different interests.

26. Students need permission to do almost Anything
in this school.

27. 'People in this school only look out for themselves.

28. Students seldom talk to the principal unless
c"- they're in trouble.

29. 'Many students here would prefer to avoid school.

30. Students in this.school'are treated fairly.
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3 4
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3

3 4

3 4
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3 4
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31. There are too many fights,between groups in
this school.

32. When students coma to this school they learn a lot.

33. Students can be themaelvea in this sahool.

34. Most students.feel that this school helps them
meet their own goals. 4 1 2

.35. No one in this school thinks the work is very
important. 1 2 3 4

4

36. In this school, hbthing is ever done about probleps. 1 2

37. The school rules are fair andreasonable.

38. Students can choose to belong to many clubs and
activities in this school. 0

39. Students have little say in planning school
activities.

40. If someone-Walked around School all day feeling bad
about something, nobody would even notice.'

41. Most people here will take enough time to listen.

42.. Few students who ars able to stay after school
ever do.

43. 'Certain groups of Students in this school are looked
down on.

44. People here tend to label students by the gr0UP
lp they're in.

45. This school tsachei students how to deal with
all kinds of people.-
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46. Learning is.enjoyable in this school. 1 2 3 4

47. Students often york against what this
school is trying to do. 1 2 3 4

4 . Most students work hard in this school only
before tests are given. 1 2 3 4

49. The same old problems are never solved in
this school. 2

Everyone understands the rules in this school. 2 4

Students here have very few chances to mak
new friends. 1 2 4

52. Student government has no power in this school. 1 23



SECTION III

The purpose of this section is to find out` how you feel about your home.

Circle one nUmber for_each.statement, as you did in the laSt section

3.

4.

My-family has a lot of fun together.

It's hard for me to talk to other members

Vti)

4o.
%..

(0

of my family. 1

Often the members of my family go out together. 1

I know quite a bit about my family's roots. 1

5. -When there's a fight in my family, I usually

get blamed for it.

6. My family would be upset if I got bad grades. 1, 2. 3

w

4.°
C;*

Av .

.0P 'cX
4. AA e isa e io.0

1, k7
g 10 c2

2 3

2 3 4

3

2 3 4

3

My family eficourages me to read a lot

when I'm not at school.

8. The pewle in my house think it's
important for me to go to college.

9. My family tries to protect me too much.

2

10. You can never seem to find anything when

you need it at my house.

11. My family has clear rules for everyone.

12. It's very hard to change the wey. my family

does anything.

2 3 4

1 2 3 4

2 3 4

1 2 3

1 2 3 4

3 4
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13. People come to members of my family for
advice about their problems.

14. The people in my family 'get along with
.each other pretty-well.

15. The other members of my family don't
really understand me.

16. The members of my family do very few
things together.

17. The older members of my family tell
us very little about the family's roots.

18. Sometimes people at my house yell at me
when I haven't done anything wrong.

. 19. My family would beAwet if I got into
tro le in school.'

20. The p ople in my family seldom teach
me hoi to do new.things around the house.

21. I ham a pretty goOd idea of what I want
to-do after school-

2 . The o her members of my family feel it's
all ri ht fOr me to be alone in the house.

23. If som thing breaks at my house, it is
fixed r replaced quickly.

24. I an a lowed,to watch TV Whenever I
want t7.

25. The rnen4ers of my family_ usually accept
ideas f om each other.

26. My fami y keepe mostly to itself.

fly how,

back -to

is a friendly place to come
very day.
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28. When I get in trouble I can discuss
it with members of my family.

29. Everyone in my family helps to take
care of the house.

30. My family likes me to be friends with

kids who have the same roots we have.

31. When something goes wrong in our family,

the same person usually gets blamed.

32. The people in my family keep after me
to study a lot.

33. The People at my house want me to ask them

questions when I don't understand something.

34. I know I must do well in school if I

am to do well in life.

35. My family allows me to make my own decisions

about what clothes to wear.

36. If,we're having visitors to our house,
everything is ready when they arrive.

37. At home I am allowed to Watch any TV

program I want to.

38. The other people in my family seem very
interested in my wishes and ideas.

39.. Neighbors and relativesare-always.coming__
and going at our house.

40. It seems like the people in my family are

always finding fault with me.

41. I can talk easily to the members of

my family.

.),'' e4 4
o
4

e4 e ts

GP

1

1

2

2

lA

3

3
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1 2 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

2 4

1 2 3

1 3

1 2

2 3

3 4

2 3 4 .1

42. The members of my family enjoy playingt2'7

games together.

2 3 4
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43. I feel protid to tell people about my
family's roots.

44. My family expects too much of me for
a person.my age.

45. My parents encourage me to do extra things at
school, like music, sports, and clubs.

46. Thelleople in-Amy family thinkit's important
to have activities or hobbies outside of
school.

47. The other members of my family are not very
interested in what kind of work I will do
when I grow up.

46. My family has rules about when I have to
be hoitte.

49. At my house we fight a lot about what
TV programs to watch.

50. At meals, we have to wait until everyone
is served before beginning to eat.

51. I can think of several times when I
was able to help make an important
family decision.

.52. Someone from my family is always active
in. the parent-Teachers-Association (PTA)
at my school: '

.c
1,- A
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1 2 3

1

1

1 2 3 4
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Appendix Bt. survey Questionnaire7. Item-to-Variable Assignments
and Item Polarities of the Home and School Climate Sections

HOME CLIMATE 'QUESTIONNAIRE

Final Survey Draft
April, 1981

RELATIONSHIPS

A. Sense of Cohesiveness

1.. My family has a lot of fun together.

14. The people in my family get along with each other pretty well.

27. My home is a friendly place to come back:to every day.

40. It seems like the people in my family are always finding fault with me.

B. Communication

2. It's hard for me to talk to other members of my family.

7-- 15. The other members of my family,don't really understand me.

28. When I get in trouble I can discuss it with members of My family.

41. I can talk easily to the members of my family.

C Involvement

3. Often the members of my family go out together.

16, The members of my family d ew things together.

29. Everyone in my family helps to take care of the house.

42. The members of my family enjoy playing"games together.

D. Ethnicity

4. I know quite a bit about my family's roots.
-

17. The older members of my 'family tell us very little about the family's roots.

30. My family, likes me to be friends with kids who have the same roots we have.

43. I feel proud to tell people about my family's roots.

. Equity, and Factions

5. When there's a fight.in my family, I usually get blamed for it.

18. Sometimes people at my house yell at me when I haven't done anything wiong.

31. When something goes wrong in our family, the same person usually gets blamed.

71- 44. My family expects too much of me'for a yerson my age.
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PERSONAL 0EVELOPMENT

A. School Learning

6. My family would be upset if I got bad grades.

19. My family would be upset if I got into trouble in school

32. The people in my family keep after me to study a lot.

45. My parents encourage me to do extra things at school, like music,
sports, and clubs. ,

B. Out-of-School Learning

7. itCfaMilk encourages me to. read a lot wheh rin.not at school.- i

204 The peoplein my family seldom teach me how to do new things around the house.

33. The people at ny house want me to ask them questions when / don't understand
something.

110"

46. The people in my family think it's important to have activities or hobbies
outside of school.

C. Aspirations and Identity

8. The people in my house think it's important for me to go to college.

21. I have a pretty good idea of what / want to do after school.

34. I know I must do well in school if / am to do well in life.

47. The other members of my family are not very interested in what kind
Of work'I will do when I grow up.

C. Maturity

9. My family tries to protect me too much..

22. The other members of my family feel it's all right for me to be alone
in the-house.

35. My family allows me.to make my own decisions about what clothes to wear.

48. My family has rules about when I have to be home.
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ORGANIZATION

A. Dealing With Problems

10. You can never seem to find,anything when you need it at my house.

23. If something breaks at my house, it is fixed or replaced quickly.

36. If we're having visitors to our house, everything is ready when they arrive.

49. At my house lye fight a 1:t about what TV programs to watch.

B. Structure

11,. My family has clear rules for everyone.

-

24. I am allowed to watch TV whenever I want to.

37. At home I am allowed\to watch any TV program I want to.

50. At meals, we all have to wait unt'l everyone iseserved before beginning

to eat.

C. Influence

12. It's very hard to change the way my family does anything.

25. The members of my family usually accept.ideas from each other.

38. The other people-in my family seem very interested in my wishes and ideas.

51. I can think of several times when I was able to help make an important

family decision.

D. External Relations

13. People come to members of my family for advice about their problems.

26. My family keeps mostly to itself.

39. Neighbors and relatives are always coming and going at our house.

52. Someone from my family is always active in the Parent-Teachers Association

(PTA) at my school.
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Domain, Variable, and Item Statistics for the 1977 Student School Climate

: Questionnaire

SCHOOL CLIMATE DOMAIN ONE -- RELATIONSHIPS

Relationships involve feelings and opinions about how students, teachers,

administrators and parents get along with and support one another. Relationships

include the following variables and questionnaire items:

A. COMMUNITY: Perceptions of the level of friendship and mutual support school

members feel toward each other.

ITEM/ ITEM/

MEAN VAR/ANCE VARIABLE* DOMAIN**

2.41 .74 .53 .42 1. Students would rather be in this school
than in any other school. ,

2.61 .90 .63 .51 14. The students here have a lot of school
,

spirit.

2.51 .65 .58 .48 27. People in this school only look out-for,
themselves.

2.79 .76 .60 .46 40. If I walked around school all day feeling
bad about something, nobody would even

. notice.

B. ACCESSIBILITY AND RECEPTIVITY: Perceptions of the availabilitleand openness of

school members to conversation and assistance
about concerns.

ITEM/ ITEM/

MEAN VARIANCE VARIABLE* DOMAIN**

2.56 .76 .64 .S3 ,

\
2. You can get good advice in this school

\ when you need it.

2.80 ;66 .64 .53 \l5. People here make you feel that you're
\ wasting time when you ask for help.

1.96 .81 .49 .46 28\ Students seldom talk to the principal
, unless' they're in trouble.

2.66 .56 .63 .56. 41. Most people herd will take enough time
to\listen.

Correlation of item with variable.
**

Correlation of item with domain.
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C. INVOLVEMENT: Perceptip6s of the extent of school members' interest and
participation in learning, social, and other school activities.

ITEM/ ITEM/
mEAN VARIANCE VARIABLE* DOMAIN**

.

2.29 .67 .56 .43 3.

2.76 .88 .59 .44 16.

2.07 .68 .61 .47 29.

2.29 .62 .50 . .36 42.

On most days I look forward to my
classes. ,

Most students here would be upset if they
came to school and found a lot of equip-
ment destroyed.

= Many studerits here would prefer to avoid

school.
Few students who ate able to stay after
school ever do.

D. EQUAL TREATMENT: Perceptions Of the uniformity of school members' opportunities
and treaptment in the school.

MEAN VARIANCE

2.69 .73

2.93 .68

2.47 -,-;-,k,..,

2.00 .70

'ITEM/
VARIABLE*

ITEM/
DOMAIN**

.60 .46 4.

.53 .40 17.

.67 .58 30.

.45 .31444 43.

Students here get 'the.mirks they earn.
Only the smarter students ever get the'

best teachers. n

Students innthis school are treated.
fairly.' .

Certain groups of students in this
ooschool are lked down on.

GROUPINGS: Perceptions of the extent to which group membership is a poiitive

or negative experience in the school.

ITEM/ ITEM/

MEAN VARIANCE VARIABLE* DOMAIN**

2.47 .81 .52 .14 5.

2.69 .8X .64 .40 18.

3.01 .69 .52 .38 31.

1.90 .68 ..59 .42 44.
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You feel left out if you're not part
of a group in.this school.
You need to be inca group to.be liked
in this school.
There are too many fights between
groups in this school.
People here tend to label ou by the
group pi:2're in.
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-SCHOOL CLIMATE DOMAIN TWO -- PERSONAL.DEVELOPMENT

Personal development involves feelings and opinions about the directions and

conditions of-learning in the school. Personal development includes the following

variables and questionnaire items:

A. LEARNING ORIENTATION: Perceptions of the extent to which learning and

acquiring academic, vocational, and interporsonal

skills are emphasized in the school.

ITEM/ ITEM/

MEAN VARIANCE VARIABLE* DOMAIN**

2.18

2.74

2.58

2.51

.81

.72

.50

.71

.51

.70

,

4'65

.65
r , .

.39

.60

.63

.45

4,1 6. Learning is more important than marks in

/this school-.

19. Students here learn many things that will

be useful to them after they leave this

schbol. r
32. When you come to this school you learn

a lot.
45. This school teaches you how to deal with

all kinds of people.

B. EXPRESSIVENESS: 1Perceptioni of the extent of originality, and open expression
oeideas and feelings among school meMbers.

ITEIO ITEM/

,

MAIN, VARIANCE VARIABLE* DOMAIN**

2.58 .60 .62 .46 7. Students are eicouraged to discuss their

.own ideas freely in classes.

2.77 .69 .55 .37 20. People in this school are afraid to

speak out. ;

2.59 .62 .56 .44 33. Students can be themselves-in this school.

. 2.31 .66 .60 .60 46. Learning is enjoyable in this school. .

GOAL DIRECTION: Perceptioneof,the extent to which school members understahd

and accept what they are expected to accomplish, and provide's

a framework-for focusing their efforts.

4 ITEM/ ITEM/ -

MEAN VARIANCE VARIABLE* DOMAIN**

2.52, ,.66 .56 :45 8. No one really knows the goals of.this

school.

2.65 .50 .74. .66 21. This-school helps students to eet goals

for themselves.

2.46 .56 .70 .65 34. Mbst students feel that thiS'schoOl helps

'them meet their own goals.

.2.611__ .52 ...44 ..40 47. .Students often work against what this

..

sa-o-erit- tryim-to to.



D. CHALLENGE: PerCeptions of the level of difficulty of School members' goals
and tasks, ind the pace of effort required.

) MEAN VARIANCE

2.40 .67

2.86 .62

2.61 .61

2.35 .60

ITEM/
VARIABLE*

ITEM/
DOMAIN**

,

.67 .49 9.

.46 .18 22.

.57 .52 35.

.53 .35 48.

SCHOOL CLIMATE DOMAIN THREE -- ORGANIZATION

Students here do as little as they-have
to.

This school doesn't demand enough from
the students.
No one in this school,thinks the work
is very important.
Most students work hard in this school
only before tests are given.

Organization involves feelings and opinions 'about the way the school operates.

Organization involves the following variables and questionnaire items:

A. -DEALING WITH PROBLEMS: Perceptions of theextent of identifying, analyzing,

.
and resolving school problems when they arise.

ITEM/ ITEM/

MEAN VARIANCE VARIABLE* DOMAIN**

2.67 .66 . .51 .31 10. People here usually avoid admitting
that problems exist,

2.69 .65 .52 .33 . 23.. Students here talk openly about school
problems.

2.83 .66 .59 .57 36. In this school, nothing is ever done
about problems.

2.30 .62 .56 .52 49. The same old probl.ams are never solved
in this school.

B. ORDER: PerceptOns of the extent to,which school rules reflect establisheu

legal procedures, and are acCepted by schOol members to maintain

favorable learning conditions.

MEAN

2.90 .

2.42

2.45
2.63

VARIANCE
ITEM/
VARIABLE*

ITEM/
DOMAIN**

.59 .51 .31 11.

. sa .53 :31 24.

,

.75 .58 .59 37.

.58 65 .45 SO.
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Students know exactly what will happen
'when they-break a rule.
School rules are broken so often they're
considered a joke.
The school rules are fair and reasonable.
Everyone understands the rules in this

school.
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C. OPTIONS: Perceptions of the extent of choices available to-school meMbers

regarding goals, courses, levels of challenge, ahd social
opportunities, for example.

ITEM/ rrEW
MEAN VARIANCE VARIX.LE* DOMAIN**

2.62 .65 '

2.73 .62

.48 v.59 493.03

3.05 .62 .50

P

.37 .23

.69

I
.38

\\. 12. The tame students always end up
together in the same claes.

25. This school has somein to.offer toth
students with many different interests.

38. eStudents4a4 choose to belong to many
clubs and activities in thii school.

51. Students here have very few chanced
to make new friends.

-

INFLUENCE DISTRIBUTION: Perceptions.of the eXtent to which school members
contribUte to decisions.reg4rding rules, procedures,
and options, fox example..ts.-

ITEM/ ITEM/
MEAN ,VARIANCE VARIABLE* DOMAIN**

2.07 .72. .62 , .484A

1.94 ' .78 -.48

2.64 .73 .60

2.62 .74 .63

0-

13i , Students hlep make the rules'in this
school.

,29 26. Students need permission to do almost
anything in this school, ,

.52 39. Students have little say in planning
school activities.

.56 52... Student government has no power in this. 4
school.
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App4ndix C: Figures and Tables for the Questionnaire Survey,
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Figiare 1

Overall School Climate Vatings For The Six Survey Schoole

Standardized Scores'ShownOlean = 50; Standard DeViation = 10
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Figure 2

Two Path Diagrams Guiding the Analyses

The Ethnic'Discrepancy Model:_ Is path b significant contr011ed for paths a, c, and d?

'School Climate

IHome Climate

The School and Home Climate Model: Are pathsb and c significant controlled for path a?1-6

Family
Background

Home
Climate

a

School
Climate

School Outcomes
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Grade Level

Sex.

Sixth
Seventh
Eighth
Ninth

Male
Female

Table 1

Student Background Characteristics

Do you live with your parents

. 2%

44.3%
55.2%

. 2%

46.6%
53.4%

Own mother and father_ 67.7%
Own mother and stepfather 6.5%
.Mother only 21.7%
Father and stepmother , .8%

Father only 1.0%

Guardian 2.3%

Brothers living at home

None
One -
Two
Three
Four or more

29.3%
39.2%
20.2%
6.9%
4.4%

Sisters living at home

None 36.0%
One 34.4%
Two 20.7%
Three 5.6%
Four or more 3.3%

Other children living at home

None 92.2%
One 4.0%
TWo 1.6%
Three .5%

FBur or more 1.7%
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Table 1 (continued)

Other people in home (could check more than one)

Cousin 2.6%
Grandfather 4.4%
Grandmother .7.0%
Aunt 3.3%
Uncle 3.7%
Friends 1.6%
Other non-relative 2.4%

Parents' schooling rather Mother

Did not finish high school 23.8% 23.7%
Finished high school 40.3% 47.2%
Business, trade; or

technical school 8.1% 3.5%
Some college 3.9% 4.6%
College degree 16.5% 13.7%
Graduate study 1.5% 2.6%
Graduate degree 5.9% 4.7%

Parents' work

Unskilled 5.5% 36.3%
Semi-skilled 26.1% 16.0%

Service work 10.8% 11.0%
Skilled work 25.6% 3.0%
Salesperson 7.3% 20.5%
Owner/Manager 12.2% 3.6%
Professional-College degree 7.6% 8.6%
Executive 2.4% .2%

Professional-Advanced college 2.5% .8%

Money in family compared to other families in school

More 19.2%
The same 72.4%
Lest 8.5%
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Table 2

Sample Items, Univariate Statistics and Internal Consistency
,Reliabilities for Home Climate Variables

Cohesiveness0 My home is a friendly place
to come back io everyday.

WCommunicatioh: It's hard for me to talk
' to members of my family.(reversed)

Involvement: Often the members of my
family go out together.

Ethnicity: I feel proud to tell people
about my family's roots.

Equity: When something goes wrong in our
family, the same person usually gets blamed.

SChool Learning: My family keeps after me
to study a lot.

Out-of-School Learning: My family wants
me to ask them questions when / don't
understand something.

Aspirations: The people in my house think
it's important for me to go to college.

Maturity: My family allows me to make
decisions about what clothes to wear.

Dealing With Problems: /f something breaks
at my house, it is fixed or replaced
quickly.(reversed)

y

Structure: My family has clear rules for
everyone,

/nfluence: The members of my famtily'seem very

interested in my wishes and ideas.

External'Relations: My family keeps mostly

to itself. (reversed)

136 144

Standard
Mean Deviation Reliability::

3.01 .60

2.86 .66

2.93 .58

2.59 .54

2.63 .64

3.00 .54

2.90 .53

3.13 .53

2.86 .53

2.82 .53_

2.84 153

2.65 .52

2'.47 .49

.73

.76

.67

.43

.67

.54

.47

.52

.01

.48

.45

.57

.30



Table 3

Sample Items, Univariate Statistics, and Internal Consistency
Reliabilities fot School Climate Variables

Community: The students here have lots of
school spirit.

Access: Most people here will take enought
time to listen.

Involvement: On most days I look forward
tc, my classes.

Equal Treatment: Students here get the marks
they earn.

Groupings: People here tend to label you
by 'tile group you're in. (reversed)

Learning Orientation: When you come to
this school, you learn a lot.

Expressiveness: People in this school are
afraid to speak out. (reversed)

,

Goal Direction: This school helps students
set goals for themselves.

/

Challenge: This school doesn't demand
eough from the students. (reversed)

Dealing With Problems: People here usually
avoid admitting that problems exist.
(reversed)

Order: The school rules are fair and
reasonable. a

Options: This school has something to offer
students with many different interests.

Influence Distribution: Students have little
say in planning school activities.
(reversed)
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10.69 2.01 .41

10.11 2.07 .44

10.10 1.95 .49
"

10.64 1.92 . 3

10.07 2.00 .39

10.61 2.14 .40

10.95 1.99 .36

8.60 .-- 2.15 .38
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Standard
Mean Devjation Reliability

9.89 2.16 .44

10.13 2.08 .44

8.57 2.01 .39

9.84 2.08 .40

10.55 2.10 .53



Table 4

Student Outcomes

Grade point average (A=4, B=3, C=2, D=1, F=0)

Mean
Standard Deviation

Academic rating by teacher

2.83
1.91

Achieves poorly in school 3.9%
Achieves fairly poorly 14.2%
Achieves fairly well 53.0%

Achieves well 28.8%

School behavior rating by teacher

Behaves poorly in school
Behaves fairly poorly
Behaves fairly well
Behaves well

Days absent from school

1.0%
9.9%

40.7%
48.4%

12.10

Standard Deviation 13.85

06w

Number of school suspensions (during the past school year)

Zero 94.8%

One 3.3%

Two .8%

Three .2%

Four .2%

Five .0%

Six .1%
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Table 5

Home Climate Ratings by Racial/Ethnic Group

'

c,

A. if cPv

4%, 64S,'S. cp oS4,
'SC'S. % V

# A;4`

0: 0
'\*

v 64`'

v 419i) ,..4° Citr
GROUP

. ,i-

Italian 159' 51 50 52 52 51 , 50 51 51 51 52 50 50 , 50,

i-..

'----
_.

Irish . 172 51 51 51 -. 51 . 51 52 52 50
4

51
..

49 51 51 h
Portuguese 114 50 50 49 52 50 48 '47 49 .48 49 49 49 50

American 125 49 49 48 48 50 50 5() 49 51 49 50 '48 50

Black 101. 48 49 49 49' 51 47 48 49 48 49 49 49 49

Armenian 43 51 50 49 52 49 52 53 52 50 50 49 50. 52 .

British 75 48
:1-

49 49 49 48 49 48 49 49 49. 50 49 48

rench 54 52 52 52 47 51
_

52 53 53 53 .51. 48 51 49
.

G k 34 55 54 52 57 53 - 50 52 53 , 48' 56 50 53 51

In. -Italian 32 50 51 .51 48 51 49 50 48 52 f ,51 51 51 '

,

jewih 3 51 48 56 55 .49 55 60 BO 59 46 58

.51

49 66

West I4ian . 2' '56 .. 48 56 55 '52 52 52 52 53 46 46 52 .- 56

...

\ ,

\

Significa c Levels
. * =.

.

** = .01
*** = .001

\\

.

* * *

*.

*

*

.

*

*

*

(.08) *

*

*

.

*

'''*
;

*

..,

.

,

(.07)

,

.

. .

,

,
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Italian 42 41

1

Table 6

Pome Climate Ratings By Racial/Ethnic GrObp and By School

2 3 , -4 5

N

6

2. 5 10 .High Aspirations 59
6.Identity (55)
Atigh Maturity
06)

Irish 37 Low 43
Ethnicity (47)

7 Low
-Etfinicity-(46)

Low Influence (37)

9 .28 High Out-of- 48
Schaal, leamIng
(53)

1.,ortuguese 1 High 35 High
Ethnicity (53) Ethnicity (56)

2 1 High 73 Lot.;

Ethncity (58) Maturity (47) dr

American 35 38 Low . 11

Ethnicity (46)

5 22 .Low Out-of-
School Learning
(44)

.Low Aspirations
6, Identity (45)

14 Low Ethnicity (46)

Black 0 2 Low 85 12 2 .Low Out-of- 0

Ethnicity (46) School Learning
(44)

.Low Aspirations
Identity (45)

,Low Maturity (43)

Atmenian 42 High 0 0 0 0 1

Ethnicity (53)

British, 17 14 3 0 30 11 .

French 7 10 1 1 32 Aiigh Out-of- 3

. School Learning
o

,(53)

.High Aspirations
6 Identity .(54)

Greek 19 nigh 8 High o 4 High 2 .High Aspirations 1 High Ethnicity (58)

Ethnicity (57) Ethnicity (55) Ethnicity (60) s Identity (55)
Minh Maturity (56) ,!

aish-Italian 11 6 1 0 1 13
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School,s

Table 7

Home Climate Ratings for-the Same Racial/Ethnic Group in Different Schools ,

-c4j 4P- 42 4tb

'';7* 41) kJ:" :44'8 Att. 40 '64V9. e: , A:0 A
. ° S t P 19-v e e;;Ne

CP, i9* 44" 9 . \
.

Italian 142
.

51 50 52 52 51 51 51 51 51 53 \ 50 51 50 ._

42
- ,

2 41

' 6 59

51 49 52 . 51 51 . 52 52 52 . 51 52. \ 49 49', 50
P

52 50 52 , 53 53 50 51 52 . 53 52 \ 50 53- 51

51 52 51 52 51 50 51 50 51 53 50 51' 50

Irish 156 51 51 , 51 51* 51 52 h 50 51 49 '51 51 51

I 37

2 43

5 28

6 tog,

49 49 50.

51 51 51

51 53 53

.52 51 52

47

51

51

53

50 52 . 54 50 52 50 - 49 50 49

51 53 51 48 . 51' 50 53, 51 53

51 51 53 53 52 / 48 51 52 52,
., .._.

51 51 53 50 51 49
.....,

51 52- -52
Portuguese . 108 50 50 49 52*. 50 48 47* 49 47 49 zip 49 50

35 L-,

5 73.

51 50 48

50.. 50 A9

'56

'......511._

50 47

50 48

44

_a_
50 48 48, 49\ 48 51

49 47 49 49 50 49

Piinerican 95 49 50* .49' 48 50 50* 49*** 48*,** '51 49 50 49 50

1 35

2, 38

5 22

52

48

48

53

48

51 49 52

49 46 49
,

45 50 50

53

48

48

55

48

44 .
53

46

45

52 50:. 49 51 52
;

49 4 51 47 48

51 48 48 48 . 51

1

1 2



Table 8

School Climate Ratings by Racial/Ethnic Group

CQ
450)

G4S.
cP e

0
op c,40

I' dit
GROUP. N

co- 4.7:7 .c%.- 4+ 4-c- cl,- sr 0- v. cy c'Y ci.v 9-v 4r- e og' ir4civ
- P

Italian 159 53 50 49 49 51 50 52 51 52 51 51 53 48

Irish 172 52 50 48 50 50 50 50 51 51 50 50 50 51

Portuguese
/

114. 48 49 50 .49 49 .,48 49 49 49 49 49 49 49

American. 125 49 51 49 51 50

..,

50 49 50 50 49 50 51 51

Black 101 47 50 51 50 49 49 49 49 47 , 49 50 47

Armenian 43 52 51 53. 52 '48 53 52 51 50 52 50 51
.r.

/51

British 75 49 47 51 48 49 49 . 48 49 48 49 49 50 / 49
,

French 54 48 49 51 51 50 51 51 49 47' 51 49 51 1, 49
_

Greek 34 55 53 53 53 51 55 54 55 54 54 54 55 4 54

Irish,-Italian 32 54 53 52 50 5.2 51 50 49 51 49 52 51 50

Jewish 3 46 57 45 65 49 54 53. 48 56 46 -53 47 49
,

West Indian '' 2 , 43 52 52 49 48 57 54 50 51_ 45 56- 50 50

* .
* * * * *

.

*. .
. * .

. 1 *
.

.

.

,

.

*
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Table 9

.Significant High/Low School Climate Ratings By Racial/Ethnic Group and By School

SCHOOL

Italian

2 4

/, Low on 13 . High Express-

Variables (15-33) iveness (65)
. High Challenge

(63) .

... High Order (64)

Irish . Low Learning Low OPtions (38) Gow Express-

Orientation (47) .
. iveness (47)

Portuguese . High Learning Low Options.(39) Low Ordet (42)

Orienation 57) .

American

5

Low Community (42) tow Express-
iveness (43)

. Low,Challenge
(47)

Black . Low Express- . Low Challenge

iveness (42) (47)

Armenian

ftench

Britinli . Low Goal . High Espress-
Direction (48) iveness (54)

I-, . High Challenge
.A.

G..
(57)

. low Options (38)

Low Learning . High Express-
Orientation (41j iveness (57)

Greek . High Learning High Goal, High Express-

Orientation (55) Direction (57) iveness (64)

. High Challenge
(67)

. High Order (65)

Irish-Italian High Learning Low Goal . High on 10

Orientation (55) Direction (44) Variations (55-71)

No
ignificant
ifferences

6

High Influence
Distribution (53)
Low Influence
Distribution (45)

Low Influence
nintribution (43)

High Influence
Distribution (56)



Table 10

School Climate Ratings for the Same Racial/Ethnic Group in Different Schools

0
i-s

2,
49 O' OrS' is.

4S4
co4 .

4794;ce ,4pit ,tits'SCP4) 4ti:svA41-4: 1

0
on-nyvIr a

Italian 142

***

54

***

51 49

*

49 51 . 51 52 51 52 52 50 .54 49

1 42

2 41

6 59

58

52

52

51

54

48

50

56

48

48

52

a.48

50 51 53 52 49 51 50 53 50

51 52 53 53 53 54 52 55 48

51 49 51 50 53 51 - 49 '53 48

,

Irish 156 53

.=-..
50, 48 50 50 50 50

*

51 50 50 50

***

'51

***

51

1 37

2 43

5 , 28

6 48

55

53

50

53

49

53

49

--42,--

49

50

46

47

48 49

53 54

51 49

..4111-, 49

47

53

49

-42-

48

51

51

' 50

51

55

49

-sa-,

50- 50

53 53

48 48

50! 49

50

53

51

-..aL

A8

"55

A7
,

.53-

53

50

45

Sid.

Portuguese 108 49."47 . 49' 49 49 50 48 49 49 50 48 49

***

49

35

5 73

49 49 50 50 50 48 48 50 50 50 51

47 48 49 49 50 48 49 48 49 48 48

54

imairs.

48

49

50American 95
*

51

,

***

49 50 51 50 51

***

53

***

50 .50 48 51 51

J 35

2 38

5 22

55

48

46

51 49 41 50

51 tri 50 52

49 50 50 49

54

50

46

53

48

46

51 52 52 50

50 50, 51 51

49 50, 47 51

53

53

48

52

50

48

151
8



Significant (mean) Student School Outcome Differences Dy Race/Ethnicity, Socioeconomic Class, and Gender

Days Standardized Grade Point Teacher Teacher
.

fg121.20 Reading'Achievement Average Academic Rating Social Ratim

(.61 = Highest ach.) (2.7 = 8-, (1 = kighest rating) (1 ft highest rating)
10 Largest Groups N

Days
Absent

Italian 153 8.7

Irish 162 11.7

Portuguese 109 12.3

American 121 11.0

Black 95 21.0

Armenian 42 7.6

British 73 12.8

French 54 11.2

Greek 32 7.0

Irish-Italian 31 8.7

5ocioccenomlc

00 (towest) Not

01
Significantly

02 -

03 Different

04 (highest)
1

74

87

33

81

.38

.41

-.22

.11
Not

51 -.31

Significantly
29 .38

31 .27

'Different
18 .61

25 .32

16 .31

Not 113 -.07

140 .14

Significantly
230 .28

Different 52 .48

1
57 .29

'153

160

109

120

94

43

71

54

32

31

2.2 = C)

2.6

2.5

2.3

2.4

212

2.7

2.3

2.6

2.7

2.4

2.0

2.1

2.3

2.1

2.2

1.9

2.3

2.0

1.7

2.1

2.0

2.0

2.2

1.9

1.9

1.9

2.3

1.9

1.6

2.1

215 2.3 2.2 2.1

274 2.4 2.1 2.0

454 2.5 2.1 2.0

131 2.5 2.1 2.0

102 2.7 1.9 1.8

TOTAL .20 2.5 2.1 2.0

Gender .

Male Not Not Not 572 2.4 2.2 2.1

Female 651 2.5 2.1 1;9
Significantly Significantly Significantly

TOTAL 2.4 2.1 2.0

Different Different Different

153
160



ETHNICITY

Days Absent

Table 12

Significant High/Low School Olutcomee By Race/Ethnicity, Socioeconomic Class, and Gender; Separately for Six Schools

5 6
1 2 3 4

17 British High
(12.1)

19 Greek Low (4.3)

35 American nigh
(11.5)

6 Greek Low (3.2)

11 Britiah High (18.0)
58 Italian Low (9.5)

Suspensions

ReadIng
Achievement

10 French High
(0.56)

29 Portuguese
Low\(-0.16)

Grade Point
Average

Academic '

Rating

Social
Rating

58 Italian High (2.6)
44 Irish Low (2.1)

28 Irish High (1.9) 58 Italian nigh (2.0)

21 American Low (2.3) 44 Irish Low (2.5)

CLASS

1-1 Days Absent
St.

Ca Suspenioms

Reading 6 Upper Class

Achievement __111141.40A4i---

------ 55 Lower Class
Low (-0.13)

Grade Point
Average

22 Upper Class High (2.8)

124 Middle Class Low (2.2)

Academic 11 Upper-Middle

Rating High (1.82)
54 Lower Class

Low (2.52)

Social 29 Upper-Middle 11 ilpper-Middle

Rating njgh (1.5) High (1.45)
54 Lower Class

Low (1.88) .



Table. 12 (continued)

1 2 3 4

GENDER

Days Absent'

Suspensions.

:

101 Males High

(0.18)
128 Females Low

(0..06) '

94 Females High
(0.15)

60 Was Low
(0.03)

Reading
Achievement

122 Female, High
(0.32)

9911Ales Low
(0.06)

Grade Point
Average

1?

60 Males High
(2.5)

93 Females Low
(2.1)

Academic
Rating

115 Females High
(1.9)

124 Males Low
(2.1)

125 Females High
(2.0)

98 Males Low
(2.4)

Social
Rating

155 Females High

(1.8)
124 Males Low

125 Females High
(1.6)

98 Males Low

60 Males High

(1.9)
91 Females Low

(2.1) (2.1) (2.1)

16 3

N

5 ! 6
14'

100 Males High (.09)
110 Females. Low (.0)

I

.1

110 Females High (2.4)
100 Males Low (2.2)

145 Fcmaler High
(2.0)

449 Males ma

(2.2)

tk.

16 it

,A



Table 13

(.1
Significant School Outcome Differences for the Same Racial/Ethnic Group in Different Schools

te
be

. r.

0
'

el 'e
, ...0 . 4

.4
6)

0
'4 40 0 0 0 0

School

b. e

ea dp 4ze

-'

Italian 136

*

8.0

*

0.04 .41 2.5 2.0

***

1.9

1 41

2 37
1

6 58

7.7

6.0

H9.5

0.0

0.2

0.0

.35 2.6 1.9

.47 2.4 2.0

-- 2.6 2.0

1.8

1.6

2.2

Irish 145 10.8 0.09 .46

.

***

2.4

**

2.1

***

2.1
_

1 35 9.9 0.0 .44

2 38 9.4 0.08 .47

5 28 13,\0 0.14

6 44 11.4 0.14

2.7

2.2

2.9 ,

2.1

,

2.1

2.0

1.9

2.5

2.1

1.7

2.1

2.4

.

Portuguese 103 11.4 0.15 --

***

2.3 2.3 2.1

2- 32 9.5 0.06

, 71 12.3 0.18

-- 2.0

2.5

2.4 2.1

2.2 2.2

.12

..----.
***

2.3 2.2 1.9American 90

**

10.0 0.11
4.

1 35

2 34

5 21

6.7

11.5

13.2

---..

0.0

0.11

1( 0.29

.27

-.02

--

2.6 2.0 1.9

1.9 2.1 1.8

2.2 2.5 2.2

,...-----



,

Table 14

'Multiple Correlations of SchOoI-Home Discrepancies
from Family Background and Ethnicity

Discrepancy

Community

A
Family

Background.

.14*

A+
Primary
Roots

Access .15* .17
\

.InvOlvement ..12 .18**

Equity .09 ,08

Learning Orientation,
.

.11 .12

Dealing With Problems . . :13 .15

Structure .14 .15

Influence .16** .16

,

,

,

NOTE: frle and two asterisks indicate Multiple correlations respectively
significant at the .05 and .01 levels

149
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Table 15

Correlations of.Ethnicity With School-Home Discrepancies
\

A.,

0 4
0 e94 , A 4c-' N1 01(1

-N,
.

Ao 0 0

4. rt,
4 C/Ov V 4 Ar

'S

Primary Roots
.

.

Armenian -.02 .01 .05 .05 .01 .03 .01 .02 .

Black -.04 .02 .02 -.02 .02 -.01 .01 .05

American .02 .06 .03 .02 .01 .02 .01 .07

Italian .05 -.00 -.07 -.04 .00 -.03 .03 -.06.

PortUguese .-.06 -.02 .02 .00 .00 -.01 -.01 -.01

French -.05 -.03 -.02 .00 -.02 .01 .01 -.04

British , .00 -.04 ,..,- .04 .01 .01 -.01 -.02 .00

Greek .00 7.01 .00 .00 .07 -.01 .04 .01

Irish-/talian .05 .01 .01 .00 .02 -.02 .02 .01

NOTE: Correlations of .05 and .07 are respectively significant at the
.05 and .01 le'Vels.

150



Table 16

Multiple Correlations of Student Outcomes.
With Sets of Independent Variables

+0
4.fi
N.e 0 o o 6 0O 4' ."1' 4 p) ''''Y er, -1 4*.0 0 0 ..,.A tt 4" 0O 4" 0 trei fily b ZY.." 0 ter ter 0 ter.0 Ad 49.

o, A 0 4t- 0 si-0 40T

A. Family Structure .27**

B. Discrepancy + A 35**

C. Primary Roots t 13 .41**

D. Inieractions + C 57**

el

.24** .17** .24** .19** .12
Y

.26** .19**

.31** .21** .30** .25** .23**

.39** .32 .40** .38** .35**

:/51

169



Table 17

Correlations of School-Home Discrepancies
With School Outcomes

Attendance -.06* -.07* .00 -.06* .03 -.05 -.02

Suspensions .00 .01 .00 -.03 -.01 .03 ,-.06* .00

. Grade Point
Average .04 .05 -.01 -.09** .04 .07* .06* -.06*

Academic Rating .01 .07* -.01 .07* ~O4 .05 .05 -.05

Social Rating .02 .06* .02 .06* .11** .04 .08** -.01

1.52



Table'.18

Correlations of School-Home Discrepancies
With School Outcomeg

For 42 Armenian Students

Attendance -.03 -.10 .17 -.31* . .04 =.03 -.13 -.03

Suspension

grade Point
. Average

-.08

.32**

-.03

-.19

.03

-.20
,

-.43**

-.09

-.11

'AO

-.01

-.21

-.14

-.18

.05

.-.15

Academic Rating 37** -.06 -.17 -.10 .01 -.15 -.17 -.13

Social Rating ,28* -.04 -.12 .04 -.16 -.09 -.12

' Achievement .60** -.17 -.31* -.30 .00 -.41* ,-.31

C.

1 1 753 1

:



Table 19

Correlations of'School-Home Discrepancies
With School Outcomes

For 91 Black Students

,c.,

ZN o'c' de) cp. -(erz'

4* . ( 4 o, of° "s- -e s, . 0o
41c.

4- 00 ao ^e 0,-et
cp To 4,

4, V 4 to 4,
S,

co
Ay

Attendance -.21

Suspension -.01

Grade Point
Average. .25**

Academic Rating .26**

Social Rating .17*

:Achievement 122*.

-.04 -.06 .-.01 .10 -.05 -.01 7.08:-

-.01 .03 .10 -.02 .18* -.10 -.19*.

-.04 .02 .01 -.15 .01 -.01 .02

-.11 .03 .01 -.10 , .02

-.16 -.03. -.02 -.06 -.01 .11

.17 .04 .11- .01 .21* .24* .17

154



Table 20

Correlations of School-Home Discrepancies
Wi".7.h School Outcomes

For 119 American Students

'-y
c% co44P

c
CO
0

z

,00CO aN
40

c%

.1Attendance -.10 .12 . .20*

Suspension -.02 .08 .05

Grade Foint
Average: .10 .14 -.00

'Academic Rating ;,,07: .16* '-.12

Social Rating .01 .04 -.21*

Achievement .11 .04 -.11

v.,

c
'Y 0

A .c 42,

10

0'Y ve O°
4.ch

-.07

-.05

.27*

.21*::

.19*

.26*

1551 7 3

.04._ -.26* -.01 -.02

-.00 -.00 -.12 .01

.07 .16* -.05 .05

412 .14 -.12 .01

460,

.11 -.06 -.06 -.12

-.10 -.13 -.04 -.11



Table 21

Correlations of School-Home Discrepancies
With School Outcomes

For 106 Portugese Students

IC.

. KoA

0 00
,00 4' ..4" ..4 J S

,e) 0 el IC, 0
A _4'

o .v 0 47 V

\

C; 4.-

. Attendance -.11 -.25** -.12 -.03 .10 - -.02 -.09 -.14

Suspension .01 -.03 -.10 -.09 -.15 -.00 -.01

,

,-.01

Grade Point
Average- .07 .28** .06 .11 -.09 :03 '.10 .07

Academic Rating .08 .25** ..ip .13 ;4 -.06 .01 .17* .01

-,--

Social Rating .01 .07 .11 .01 .07 .08 .06 -.op

.

.

Achievement 34* .49** .16 .24 -.33* -.01 .42** .03.

'74

156

v



Table 22

Correlations of School-Home Discrepancies
With School Outcomes
For 54 French StUdents

AttendanCe

Suspension

Grade Point
Average

Academi Rating

Social Rating

Achievement

.:".

_At).4-00

-.16

.04

-.07 .

-.15

-.14.-

-.20

co
co

c,,°°

19

-.16 .-.11

.20

-.21

.-.27*

-.21

-.30

-s,

40

.18

-.07

-.24*

-.23*

.02

4.,

.c.

,J,,
.

o'''0,
4,,

-.17

.09

-.17

-.24*

-.16

-.14

. 07

.04

.16

.06

-.20

-.08

.02

,,,-,,

4.

-.15

..21

.02

-.08

-.14

-.17

15,7 1 75

.11 -.25*

-.04 .08
4

.67 -%18

-.10 -.14

.01 -.17-

-.01. .01



4

Attendance

SusPension

Grade Point

Table 23

Correlations of School-Home Discrepancies
With School Outcomes

For 10-Eritish Students

IC,
C eh 4,

0

.c. e 9 a. z, 1, , v.,
,.., e, ...,A c ,,,, 0

-9 -0.

g. 00 a07
-.),..' 00. 0 4,

--6)
o ,c.,

S. ii 4 coV 4.

. 13 7.23*

-.18 -.07

Average. -.08 .24*.

,\ Academic Rating,. -,11 ..2441

'Hocial Rating -.03 .25*

\

Achievement . 12 .06
*

1

-.08 -.16 ;15 -.08 33** -.061

.13 -.07 .02, -.04 -.10 .11

,

-.08 -.03 -.06f .13_ -.07 -.16
,-

7. 09 03 .02 L-,.05 '.00. 7.,,21*.

.06 15 .12 .01 .12 .08

7.06 .02 .--.02 7.04- .01 .23.

158

17G
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Table 24

Correlations,of School-Home Discrepancies
With School Outcomes
F0r 157 Irish Students

- 40
.T

())

.

c; b0 0
.c.. ep 00 440 A 4- N.

''..,s, . 40
Tr kr

40 0

4' ir
i.* y 4 40

-Attendance .02 -.08 .E13 f -.08 -.02 .02 -.09 -.04.

Suspension -.0.9 -.11 7.08. -.04 .01 -.01 -.11 -.09

Grade Point
. Average -.121' -.01 -.09 .07. .01 .07 .09 -.07

Academic Rating -.14* .12 -.03 .09. .02 ,04 .07 -.06..

Social Rating -.09 .11 .09 .00 .14* .02 .11 .-.03

Achievement -.07 -.03 -.14 -.06 .09 .18* .13 -.04

1 77
159



Attendance-

. Suspension

Grade Point
Average .18 -.07 -.09. .03 .09 .11 .21, 15

,

Academic Rating -.08 -.11 .00 -.12 -i.14 .02 -.02 -.17N-

Social Rating .03 .01 .11 -.11 -.04 .04 06, -.16.

Achievement -.03 -.24 -.20 -.14 .21 .26 -.02 -.01

Table 25

Correlations of School-Home Discrepancies
With School Outcomes
For 32 Greek Students

4'

4.,
6)e . c

e ^,,4 4%
^y 16 4

.5P .3". e 1

ch v

4

- .05 .08 -.21 -.08 .04 -.06

-.23 .11, .34* .04 -.06 .05 -.11 .11

17.0

160

4



Correlations of School-Home Discrepancies
Wit School Outcomes

For 31 I ish-Italian Students

10
c. 0

oe'0 A 4.4 \ .,,e ,d9 0 eO g I 10 4Z,4 \ .&..' ^" _,,:0
',,

.16
0 er 2. '4 \ , k.'4 0 0 00 by ',P 4. \c:P iviv 4, 4 1

' 1
\

!

Attendance -.08 -.05 .21, .20 -.02 .13 .18 .02
.. I.

Suspension .18 :19 -.13 -.00 -.22 .05 -.2i7 .09
,

Grade Point
Average .23 .29* .20 .3a* .40* .32* .21, .03

\ , -

Academic Rating .23 -27 .02 .19 43** .31* 07

Social Rating .14 .17 -.18 .17 .40* .46** .05 -.09

,khievement -.09 .06 -.06 .10 .23 .-.06 -.16 -.29

a

179
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Table 27

Correlations of School-Home Disc epancies
With School Outcones

For 152 Italian Students

16
...y

.c. 6,
,...). 6,e

cr 0

4
40

Attendance .00 -.10 -.08

Suspension .12 .11, 7-00

Grade Point
Average .07 .01 -.05

Academic Rating .03 .01 7.05

,

Social Rating .13 .12 .0

Achievement -.13 -.2

f

-.03 -.13 -.15* -.01 .01

7..05 .14* -.03 .03

.10 .14* -.05 .09 -.04

.07 .10 -.05 .09 -.08

.12 .16* .06 .19* .05

.06 -.02 .17 .01 -.18

162



Table 28

Multiple Correlations of Outcomes With
Control Variables Home and School Climate

A.
.

0 0 0
04 As.t7 c** 'D. 0 Tr ..,,

0 tfr' 410 0 err 0 err
,c,

e$ Tr 4
o A, 4, T.o c., v co

Background
Variables .33** , .26** 23** .13

Background and
Home Climate .43** .29** .29** .19 .32**

Background.
Home and School .51** .32** .36** .21 . .36** .34**

Background
Variables .33** .26** .23** ..13 .22** .18**

Background and
School CliMate 45** .30** .32** .17 .31** .33**

Background,
School, and Home .51** .32** .35** .21 .36** .34**

163 181



1.

b

Table 29

Correlations of School Climate Awl School Outcomes:
Uncontrolled, Controlled for Background, and Controlled for Background, and Home Climate

f, Achievement
rem

Absence Suspensions

Grade Point
Average Academic Rating Social Rating

re r
11,H

o r re,e re re,e
r qn r11,11-

re rem

Community .15** .12** ..11** -.12** -.12** -.11** -.14** -.13** -.13** .00 -.01 -.01 .15** .13** .10** .19** .18** .14**

Access .05 .03 .02 -.06* -.07* -6,05 -.06* -..05 -.03 .04 .04 .03 .17** .16** .12** .20** .19** .14**

Involvement -.05' -.05 -.04 -.07* -.08** -.06* -.10** -.10** -.10** .03 .C1 .02 .12** .11** .10** AJP* .18** .14**

Equal Treatment .12** .10** .08** -.07* -.05 -.03 -.06* -.05 -.03 .00 .01 -.01 .16** .14** .11** .20** .19** .16**

Groupings -.06* -.06* -.05 -.04 -.04 -.04 .011** .07* .07* -.03 -.03 -.02 .00 .01 .01 .03 .04 -.02

Learning .12** .09** .07* -.08** -.06* -.04 -.10** -.09** -.06* .03 :03 .18** .17** .12** .23** .22** .17**

4/),

:00

Expressiveness .20** .15** .16** -.05 -.05 -.03 -.06* -.06* -.03 .04 , .05 .04 .16** .14** .10** .17** .15** .10**

Goal Direction r.13** .11** .11** -.10** -.09** -.08** -.04 -.04 e-.02 .05 .05 .04 .12** -12** .07* .18** .17** .12**

challenge .11*4 .10** .10** -,06* -.07* -.07* -.06* -.06* -.06* -.02 -.01 -.02 .10** .09** .07* .14** .14** .10**

Problems .07* .06* .06* -:69** -.10*4 -.09** -.01 -.02 -.00 -.06* .06* .05. .11** .11** .08** .14** .14** .10**

Order .12** .12** .08** -.07* -.07* -7.06* -.11** -.11** -.10** .00 .01 -.00 .16** .15** .11** .19** .18** .14**

Options .08** .06* .03 -.05 -.04 -.02 -.09** -.09** -.05 .00 .01 .00 .06* .04 .01 .10** .09** .04

Influence -.08** -.08** -.07* -.02 -.04 -.03 -.07* -.07* -.07* .01 .01 .00 .03 .04 .04 .09** .09** .07*.

182



Table 30

Correlations of Home Climate and School Outcomes
Uncontrolled, Controlled for Background, and Controlled-for Background and School Climate

Achievement Absence Suspensions

Grade Point
Average Academic Rating Social Rating

r
B B,S B,S

r
B B,S D,S

r
B B,S

r
11.4.

Cohesiveness .02 ,.03 -.08** -.09** -.06* -.04 -.10** -.07* -.04 .04 .05 .04 .13** .10** .06* .16** .15*** .08**

Communication .06* .01 -.03 -.05 -.05 -.01 -.09** -.04 -.01 .04- .04 .03 .10** .10** .04 .11** .12** .05

Involvement .06* .03 -.01 -.11** -.07* -.05 -.11** -.06 -.04 .06* .06* .05 .11** .09** .04 .12** .11** .04
\

Ethni6ity .03 -.02 -.05 -.07* -.03 -.01 -..okia -.04 -.01 .06* .06* .04 .12** .09** .04 .11** .11** .05

Equity -.00 -,02 -.04 -.04 -.02 .01 -.00 -.03 .01" .01 .01 .00 -10** .10** .04 .14** .13** .06*

School Learning 7 .16** .1-04-*-,-.05- -.11** -.07* -.07* -.11** -.07* -.07* .04 .03 .03 .14** .11** .08** .09** .06* .03

-Out of School Learning .20** .14** .08** -.11" -.07* -.06* -.13** -.06* -.06* .04 .04 %03 117** .14** .10** .15** .11** .06*

Aspirations .25** .19** .14** -.07* -.04 -.03 -.14** -.04 7.03 .06* 07* .06* .23** .21** .38** .14** :12** .08**

Maturity .18** ,17** .14** -.02 -.01 .00 -.06* -.01 -.00 -.04 -.05 -.05 .07* .08** .07* .03 .04 .02

Ch
tn

Problems .06* .03 7.02 -.06* -.05 -.03 -.04 -.05 -.03. -.04 -.03 -.04 09** 17* .04 .10** .09** .04

Structure .01 .02 -.00 -.05 -.02 .00 -.82 -.02 -.00 .06* .05 .04 .09** .08** .05' .06* .07* .02

Influence .04 .01 -.03 -.03 -.02 .01 -.03 .02 .01 .00 .01 .00 .12** .10** .06 .12** .12** .06*

External Relations. .03 .00 -.05 ,-.07* 6.04 -.03 -.06* .04 -.03 .03 .03 .02 . .11** AO*** .15 .11** .10** .04.
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